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Major Division 1. AGRICULTURE, FISHERY AND FORESTRY

11l

112
113

Palay production, lowland, irrigated
Palay farm, lowland, irrigated
Palay production, lowland, rainfed
Palay farm, lowland, rainfed
Palay production, upland/kaingin
Palay farm, upland/kaingin
Corn production
Corn farm
Peanut (groundnut) production
Peanut (groundnut) growing
Soybean production
Soybean growing
Mongo production
Mango growing
Fresh beans (except mongo) and peas production
Bountiful beans (habitsuelas) growing
Chinese pea (chicharo) growing
Cowpea (paayap) growing
Kentucky beans (batao) growing
Dried beans (except mongo) and peas production
Kidney beans growing
Red beans growing
Beans and peas production, n.e.c.
Castor bean growing
Chick pea (garbanzos) growing
Onion production
Onion bulb, bermuda, growing
Onion bulb, native (sibuyas tagalog), growing
Garlic production
Garlic growing
Carrot production
Carrot growing
Root, bulb and tuberous vegetable production, n.e.c.
Beet growing
Bulb, vegetable, except onion and garlic, growing

Lima beans (patane) growing
Pigeon pea (kadios) growing
Stringbeans (sitao) growing
Winged peas (seguidillas) growing
White beans growing

Tapilan growing

Spring onion growing

Raddish growing
Turnip growing

Tomato production
Tomato growing
Other fruit-bearing vegetable production, (except tomato)
Ampalaya growing
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Chayote growing
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Other fruit bearing (Cont'd.)
Cucumber growing
Eggplant growing
Kundol growing
Okra growing
Leafy vegetable production
Ahigbati growing
Cabbage, plantation
Celery growing
Cress growing
Dampalit growing
Kale growing
Kangkong growing
Kutsay growing
Stem vegetable production
Asparagus growing
Bamboo shoot growing
Cassava production
Cassava growing
Sweet potato (camote) production
Sweet potato (camote) growing
Irish potato production
Irish potato growing
Root and tuber crops production, n.e.c.
Arrowroot growing
Gabi growing
Tugue growing
Ubi growing
Ginger production
Ginger growing
Production of spices and condiments (except ginger)
Chili growing
Cinnamon (canela) growing
Coriander (wansoy) growing
Green pepper growing
Kinchay growing
Laurel growing
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Patola growing
Squash growing
Sweet pepper growing
Upo (gourd) growing
Leeks growing
Lettuce growing
Malunggay growing
Mustard growing
Pechay growing
Saluyot growing
Spinach growing
Talinum growing
Tukod langit growing

Water chestnut (apulid) growing
Yam growing
Yautea growing

Mint growing
Oregano growing
Parsley growing
Pepper growing
Peppermint growing

Other vegetable production, n.e.c.
Broccoli growing
Cauliflower growing
Banana production
Banana plantation
Pineapple production
Pineapple, plantation
Mango production
Mango orchard
Calamansi production
Calamansi growing
Orange production
Orange growing

Mushroom growing
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114
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116
117

118

119

Pomelo production
Pomelo growing
Peanut (groundnut) production
Peanut (groundnut) growing
Qtrus fruit production, n.e.c.
Lemon growingFruit and nut (except coconut) production, n.e.c.
A tis growing
Avocado growing
Balimbing growing
Bread fruit (camance) growing
Camias growing
Cashew nut growing
Chico growing
Custard apple (anonas) growing
Duhat growing
Durian growing
Fruits from trees production
Fruits from vine/shrub production
Grape growing
Guava growing
Langka growing

Lime (dayap) growing
Lanzones growing
Mabolo growing
Mangosteen growing
Melon (cantaloupe) growing
Papaya growing
Pili nut growing
Rambutan growing
Rimas growing
Santol growing
Siniguelas growing
Soursap (guayabano) growing
Star apple (caimito) growing
Strawberry growing
Tamarind growing
Tieza growing
Watermelon growing

Coconut production, including copra making in the farm
Coconut farm
Copra making in the farm
Coconut oil extraction in the farm or home
Tuba gathering
Coco shell charcoal making in the farm
Sugarcane production, including muscovado sugarmaking in the farm
Sugarcane farm
Muscovado sugar making in the farm
Virginia tobacco production, including flue-curing done in the farm
Tobacco, Virginia, farm
Virginia tobacco farm
Native tobacco production, including flue-curing done in the farm
Native tobacco farm
Tobacco, native, farm
Abaca production
Abaca farm
Abaca stripping
Ramie production
Ramie farm
Cotton production
Cotton farm
Maguey production
Maguey farm
Fiber crop (except abaca) production, n.e.c.
Hemp growing
Jute farm
Coffee production
Coffee farm, arabica
Coffee farm, other variety
Cacao production
Cacao beans growing
Sorghum production
Sorghum farm

Jute scutching on farm
Sisal growing
Coffee farm, robusta
Coffee growing
Cacao pod growing
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119

121

122

Rubber production
Crude guayule production
Rubber, natural, raw, production
Latex-producing tree farm
Rubber plantation
Rubber dipping, mixing, rolling, cutting and related
Rubber tapping
processing, plantation
Production of plants for perfumery, insecticidal, fungicidal, medicinal or industrial purposes
Bark (cinchona, dyewood, tanbark, mindanao cinamonum,
Hasmin growing
kaligag) production
Ilang-ilang growing
Camachile bark production
Indigo plant growing
Camellia (rosal) growing
Jasmine (hasmin) growing
Camia growing
Pyrethrum growing
Cinchona growing
Roses growing
Comfrey growing
Sampaguita growing
Derris (tuba) plant growing
Production of plants for propagation and ornamental purposes, including landscape gardening, e.g., planting and care
of plants
Bulb growing, flower
Ornamental plant growing
Bushes, ornamental, growing
Ornamental tree growing
Flower growing
Plant nursery
Flower nursery
Plant propagation
Greenhouse
Seed propagation farm
Herbaceous ornamental plant growing
Shrubbery growing
Landscape gardening service
Tuber growing for ornamental purposes
Orchid raising
Agricultural crops production, n.e.c.
Alfalfa (grass) growing
Palm plantation
Betel nut growing
Tambo grass production for broom making
Clover (grass) growing
Vegetable materials for stuffing, padding, brushes
Herb growing
and brooms
Kapok production
Millet growing
Nipa palm growing
Cattle ranches
Feeder calves raising
Cattle raising, including milk production
Cattle raising for beef
Milk production from cows
Cattle raising for breeding
Cattle raising for work
Carabao raising, including milk production
Carabao raising for breeding
Carabao raising for work
Carabao raising for carabeef
Milk production from carabao
Hog raising
Hog, piglet, raising
Piglet raising
Hog raising for breeding
Swine raising
Hog raising for meat
Horse raising
Horse raising
Horse raising for work
Goat raising
Goat raising for breeding
Goat raising for meat
Livestock production, n.e.c.
Dog raising
Sheep raising
Kennel, commercial, raising
Tamaraw raising
Livestock breeding
Water buffalo raising
Chicken raising for meat
Broiler raising
Chicken raising for meat
Chicken raising for breeding
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122

129

130

Hen's egg production
Egg production
Hen's egg production
Duck raising, including egg production
Duck raising for breeding
Egg production from ducks
Duck raising for meat
Quail raising, including egg production
Egg production from quails
Quail raising for meat
Rabbit raising
Rabbit raising for breeding
Rabbit raising for meat
Rabbit raising for fur
Poultry and poultry products production, n.e.c.
Cockerel raising for sports
Pigeon raising for meat
Game bird raising
Turkey raising for breeding
Goose raising
Turkey raising for meat
Pigeon raising for breeding
Apiary (bee culture)
Apiary
Honey farm
Bee culture
Silkworm raising
Cocoon production
Silkworm egg production
Sericulture farm
Raising of other animals, including their products, n.e.c.
Animal hair production
Hair, animal, production
Plowing, seeding, weeding, thinning, pruning, and similar services
Bush cleaning
Pruning service
Cleaning service, agricultural land
Seeding service
Planting service, except forest planting services
Thinning service
Plowing service
Tree pruning service
Pod cutting service
Weeding service
Fertilizer application
Fertilizer application
Chemical weed control; disease and pest control services
Crop dusting services
Dusting service:
crop
farm
orchard
ornamental plant
Farm pest and disease control
Farm pest destroying service
Orchard spraying service
Ornamental tree spraying
Operation of irrigation systems
Drainage system operation on agricultural land
Harvesting and related services
Cleaning service for the grower
Drying service
Fruit picking
Gathering service
Grain cleaning service for the grower
Harvesting service
Hauling service
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Pest control service, farm
Pest destroying service, farm
Rat control service
Rat extermination service, farm
Spraying service:
farm
orchard and/or ornamental
plant
Vermin destroying service, farm

Irrigation system
Hay trussing service
Hulling service
Husking service
Husking service on contract:
coconut husking
corn husking
Nut gathering
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Harvesting and related services (Cont d )
Picking, agricultural produce
Pili nut gathering.
Sap collecting, coconut, nipa

Shelling service
Threshing service, hand
Vegetable picking

Stud and artificial insemination services
Animal clipping
Animal shearing services
Animal training
Artificial insemination services
Cattle fattening, feedlot
Contract animal growing services
Contract animal growing
Egg hatching, sex determination and other poultry services
Chicken hatchery
Hatchery, poultry
Animal propagation, growth and related services, n.e.c.
Animal breeding on a fee basis
Herd testing services
Rental of farm machinery with driver
Farm machinery rental including driver
Farm management services
Farm management services
Agricultural services, n.e.c.
Agricultural product,
grading
inspecting
packing, hot in air-tight containers
sorting
Agricultural services on fee or contract basis:
baling
grading
inspecting
packing, not in airtight container
sorting
Coffee curing, dry or wet
Egg grading

141

Commercial (off-shore) fishing using vessels over 3 tons
Crab fishing, off-shore
Crustacean gathering, off shore
Fish canning, factory vessel

Grazing service
Horse breeding
Insemination service, animal
Stable training
Testing service, herd
Contract growing for chicken
Sex determination services

Husbandry services, animal other than veterinary
Veterinary services, agricultural
Rental, farm machinery, with driver

Fruit,
grading
packing
sorting
Horticultural services
Orchard tree planting for the grower
Ornamental tree planting for the grower
Tree, orchard and/or ornamental:
bracing
cutting
planting
Turf cutting
Vegetable,
grading
packing, not in airtight container
sorting
Fish processing, factory vessel
Fishing, deepsea
Lobster fishing, offshore
Shrimp gathering, offshore

Other ocean fishing, excluding pearl shell and seaweed gathering
Aquatic product gathering
Jelly fish catching
Coral gathering
Mollusks gathering, ocean
Gathering:
Octopus catching
corals
sea anemones
sea cucumber
sea urchin
sponges
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141

142

143

149

Commercial coastal fishing using vessels of 3 tons or less
Crab fishing, coastal
Mollusks, edible, gathering, coastal
Crustacean gathering, coastal
Mussel gathering, coastal
Fishing, coastal
Seashell, edible, gathering
Lobster fishing, coastal
Squid catching
Fish corral fishing
Fish corral (baklad) fishing
Catching fish and crustaceans in lakes, marshes, rivers and swamps
Crab fishing, inland
Fishing, inland
Crustacean raising, inland
Frog catching
Fishing, fresh water
Gathering shells and clams, edible
Gam, edible, gathering, in inland waters
Shells, edible, gathering, in inland waters
Mollusks, edible, gathering, in inland waters
Snail, edible, gathering, in inland waters
Inland water fishing, n,e.c.
Culture of sponge
Frog culture
Fish preserving, inland water (icing, salting)
Water hyacinth gathering
Fishpond operation
Carp culture
Eel culture
Catfish (hito) culture
Milkfish (bangus) culture, fishpond
Crab culture
Tilapia culture
Fishpen operation
Fish, other species, in fishpen
Milkfish (bangus) fishpen
Oyster and mussel farms
Mussel (tahong) culture
Oyster culture
Crustacean farm
Crustacean farm
Prawn farm
Other fish farms, n.e.c.
Peart shell and seaweed gathering
Agar-agar gathering
Pearl gathering
Pearl culture
Pearl culture
Seaweed farm
Seaweed culture

Pearl shell gathering
Seaweed gathering
Pearl farm
Seaweed farm

Catching and culturing ornamental fishes
Carp, silver/golden, culturing
Goldfish culturing

Ornamental fishes catching, in offshore, coastal/
inland waters
Ornamental fishes, culturing

Operation of fish breeding farms
Aquarium, fish breeding
Breeding farm, fish
Carp hatcheries operation
Operation of f i s h nurseries
Carp nursery farm
Eel nursery farm
Gathering fry
Bangus (milkfish) fry gathering
Gathering fry for propagation, coastal waters

Catfish (hito) hatcheries operation
Fish breeding, inland water
Prawn (sugpo) hatcheries operation
Milkfish (bangus) nursery farm

Gathering fry for propagation, inland waters
Sugpo fry gathering
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149
151

159

Fishery activities, n.e.c.
Filleting fish, on contract basis
Logging operations
Bamboo cutting
Cane cutting
Christmas tree cutting
Felling tree
Hewing from wooden materials:
blocks
bolts
poles
posts
railroad ties
shapes
Firewood cutting and charcoal making carried on in the forest
Charcoal making in the forest
Firewood cutting in the forest
Fuel wood cutting in forest
Gathering of uncultivated forest products
Almaciga gathering
Bark (cinchona, dyewood, tanbark, mindanao
cinnamomum, kaligag) collecting
Beeswax gathering in the forest
Bird's nest gathering
Cane, reeds and vines collecting
Cinchona bark gathering
Bemi collecting
Fern gathering
Fiber plant (buri, cabonegro, salage, wild
banana) gathering in the forest
Forest products, uncultivated, gathering
Gum, uncultivated, gathering
Gutta-percha collecting
Herb collecting in forest
Honey gathering in the forest
Timber tracts; planting, replanting and conservation of forests
Forest planting and/or replanting (aforestation)
Forest nurseries
Forest nursery
Forestry services
Fishpond zonification
Fire protection service, forest
Forestry economics and marketing service
Other forestry activities, n.e.c.
Ipil-ipil leaves
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Raising of algae (lumut) in fishpond
Log, hewing and rough shaping
Logging camp
Logging contractor
Mine timber hewing
Pulpwood cutting, not in sawmill
Sawlog cutting
Transporting logs in forest
Trees, rough cutting

Woodcutting, for chemical distillation, not
in sawmill
Latex collecting in forest
Leaf collecting (buri, anahao, nipa) in the
forest
Medicinal herb collecting in forest
Nut gathering in forest
Palm leaf collecting
Rattan gathering
Reed collecting
Resin (almaciga, balsa, elemi, gutta-percha)
collecting in the forest
Sap (buri, kaong, nipa) collecting
Tannin bark gathering
Wild flower and/or fruit gathering

Reforestation
Timber tract
Seed bank
Timber cruising
Timber inventory
Wood technology service
Ipil-ipil seeds

Hunting and trapping of wild animals in the forest
Deer hunting/trapping/propagation
Game hunting or trapping in the forest
Lizard hunting/trapping
Monkey trapping/propagation
Mousedeer trapping/propagation
Hunting and trapping of wild animals in the water
Alligator catching
Crocodile catching

Snake hunting/trapping
Wild animal hunting/trapping in the forest
Wild cats trapping
Wild ducks hunting/propagation
Wild pigs hunting/trapping
Sea snake hunting
Sea turtle catching
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Major Division 2. MINING AND QUARRYING

211

212

213

214

215

Gold ore mining
Gold, alluvial, mining
Gold bullion production at mine
Gold dredging
Gold drift mining
Gold, gravity concentrating
Gold, hydraulic, mining
Gold mine diamond drilling
Gold mine shaft sinking
Silver ore mining
Silver bullion production at mine
Silver mine contract services
Silver mine diamond drilling
Silver mine shaft sinking
Silver mining

Gold mining site preparation
Gold ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Gold ore milling
Gold ore mining
Gold placer mine
Gold prospecting
Gold sluicing

Silver mining site preparation
Silver ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Silver ore milling
Silver ore mining
Silver prospecting

Platinum ore mining
Platinum ore mining
Copper ore mining
Bornite mining
Chalcopyrite ore mining
Copper mining site preparation
Copper ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Copper ore mines, contract service

Copper ore mines overburden removal
Copper ore mines shaft sinking
Copper ore mining
Copper prospecting
Cuprite ore mining
Emargite ore mining

Nickel ore mining
Nickel mining site preparation
Nickel ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Nickel ore milling
Nickel ore mines, contract services
Nickel ore mines diamond drilling
Refractory chromite ore mining
Chromium ore mines, refractory, contract services
Chromium ore mines, refractory grade, diamond
drilling
Chromium ore mines, refractory grade, overburden
removal
Chromium ore mines, refractory grade,
milling
shaft sinking

Nickel ore mines shaft sinking
Nickel ore mining
Nickel prospecting, except on contract basis

Chromium ore, refractory grade, beneficiating
and/or dressing
Chromium ore, refractory grade, mining
Chromium, refractory grade, mining site preparation
Chromium, refractory grade, prospecting
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215

2161

Metallurgical chromite ore mining
Chromium, metallurgical, prospecting
Chromium ore, metallurgical, dressing and/or
beneficiating
Chromium ore, metallurgical, milling
Chromium ore, metallurgical, mining
Chromium ore, metallurgical, mining site
preparation
Lump iron ore mining
Bog ore working
Hematite mining
Iron, lump, mining site preparation
Iron ore calcining
Iron ore, lump, beneficiating and/or dressing
Iron ore, lump, milling
Iron ore, lump, mine contract services
Iron ore, lump, mining
Iron ore, lump, washing
Iron ore, manganiferous, mining
Iron ore mine, diamond drilling

Chromium ore mines, metallurgical, contract service
Chromium ore mines, metallurgical, diamond drilling
Chromium ore mines, metallurgical, overburden
removal
Chromium ore mines, metallurgical, shaft sinking

Iron ore mine, lump, overburden removal
Iron ore mine, lump, prospecting
Iron ore mine, lump, shaft sinking
Iron ore sintering
Limonite ore mining
Magneferrite mining
Siderite ore mining
Taconite mining

Beach sand iron (magnetite) ore mining
Iron ore, beach sand, beneficiating and/or
dressing
Iron ore, beach sand, milling
Iron ore, beach sand, mining
Iron ore, beach sand, mining site preparation
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Iron ore, beach sand, prospecting
Iron ore mine, beach sand, contract service
Iron sand mining
Magnetite sand mining

Zinc ore mining
Zinc blende ore mining
Zinc mining site preparation
Zinc ore beneficiating
Zinc ore calcining
Zinc ore dressing
Zinc ore milling
Lead ore mining
Lead ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Lead ore calcining
Lead ore milling
Lead ore mine contract services
Lead ore mine diamond drilling
Lead ore mine shaft sinking
Lead ore mining
Lead ore mining site preparation
Lead ore prospecting
Lead ore sintering
Cobalt ore mining
Cobalt ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Cobalt ore calcining
Cobalt ore milling
Cobalt ore mine contract services
Cobalt ore mine diamond drilling
Molybdenum ore mining
Molybdenum mining site preparation
Molybdenum ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Molybdenum ore milling
Molybdenum ore mine contract services

Zinc ore mine, contract service
Zin ore mine diamond drilling
Zinc ore mine shaft sinking
Zinc ore mining
Zinc ore prospecting
Zinc ore sintering
Lead-zinc ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Lead-zinc ore calcining
Lead-zinc ore milling
Lead-zinc ore mine contract service
Lead-zinc ore mine diamond drilling
Lead-zinc ore mine shaft sinking
Lead-zinc ore mining
Lead-zinc ore mining site preparation
Lead-zinc ore sintering

Cobalt ore mine shaft sinking
Cobalt ore mining
Cobalt ore mining site preparation
Cobalt ore sintering
Cobalt prospecting except on contract basis
Molybdenum ore
Molybdenum ore
Molybdenum ore
Molybdenum ore
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mine diamond drilling
mine shaft sinking
mining
prospecting
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Mercury ore mining
Mercury mine contract service
Mercury mine diamond drilling
Mercury mine shaft sinking
Mercury mining site preparation
Mercury ore beneficiating
Manganese ore mining
Manganese mining site preparation
Manganese ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Manganese ore calcining
Manganese ore milling
Manganese ore mine, contract services

Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
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dressing
milling
mining
prospecting

Manganese ore mine diamond drilling
Manganese ore mine overburden removal
Manganese ore mining
Manganese ore shaft sinking
Manganese ore sintering
Manganese prospecting

Base metal ore mining, n.e.c.
Aluminum ore mining
Bauxite mining
Cinnabar mining
Radium bearing ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Radium mining site preparation
Radium ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Radium ore milling
Radium ore mine contract services
Radium ore mine diamond drilling
Radium ore mine shaft sinking
Radium ore mining
Radium ore prospecting
Tin mining site preparation
Tin ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Tin ore milling
Tin ore mine, contract services
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ore
ore
ore
ore

Tin ore mine diamond drilling
Tin ore mine shaft sinking
Tin ore mining
Tin prospecting
Titanium ore mining
Tungsten mining site preparation
Tungsten ore beneficiating and/or dressing
Tungsten ore milling
Tungsten ore mines, contract services
Tungsten ore mine diamond drilling
Tungsten ore mine shaft sinking
Tungsten ore mining
Tungsten prospecting
Uranium ore mining
Vanadium ore mining
Wolframite ore mining

Coal mining
Anthracite mining
Bituminous coal mining
Coal breaking
Coal grading
Coal mine dredging
Coal mine overburden removal
Coal mine prospecting
Coal mine shaft sinking
Coal mine site preparation
Coal mining

Coal mining contract services
Coal screening and/or washing plant
Coal strip mine
Fuel briquettes manufacturing at mining sites
Lignite mining
Open cast coal mining
Semi-anthracite mining
Soft coal mining
Sub-bituminous coal mining

Oil and gas exploration, except contract services
Bituminous sand digging
Grading and building foundations at oil well
locations
Oil and gas production testing
Oil field contract service
Oil field diamond drilling
Oil operation, hand dug
Oil prospecting
Oil shale digging

Oil well drilling
Oil well location grading and foundation building
Oil well operation
Oil well perforating
Oil well sinking
Oil well slush pit and cellar excavating
Oil well surveying
Oil well swabbing

Natural gas production
Gas field contract service
Gas prospecting, natural

Gas well casings, tubes and rods, cutting
and/or pulling
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222:

223

Natural gas production (Cont d.)
Gas well drilling
Gas well surveying
Crude petroleum production
Crude petroleum desilting
Crude petroleum emulsion breaking at drill site
Cycle plant operation
Limestone quarrying
Limestone quarrying
Marble quarrying
Marble mining or quarrying
Stone quarrying, except limestone and marble
Aplite mining or quarrying
Argillite quarrying
Ballast crushing and/or washing
Ballast quarrying
Basalt mining
Bath stone mining
Building and monumental stone cleaning, crushing,
milling and/or screening
Building and monumental stone pit quarrying
Cement rock quarrying
Diorite mining or quarrying
Gabbro quarrying
Canister mining or quarrying
Gneiss quarrying
Granite quarrying and/or crushing
Greenstone quarrying
Silica sand and silica stone quarrying
Bull quartz mining
Quartzite, dimension, mining
Clay quarrying
Bentonite mining
Brick earth quarrying
Cb>y brick, sun-drying
r ./, china, quan-yhg
Clay, common, quarrying
Clay, fire, quarrying
Clay mining
Clay, paper, quarrying
Clay, pipe, quarrying

Natural gas extraction
Natural gas production
Oil extraction from shale or sand, operation not
including refining
Oil well acidizing

Grit quarrying
Hearthstone quarrying
Liparite quarrying
Roofing slate quarrying
Sandstone quarrying
Serpentine mining or quarrying
Shale, except oil shale, quarrying
Slate mining or quarrying
Stone block cutting and rough shaping
Stone, building, quarrying
Stone, dimension, cutting and shaping
Stone, road, quarrying
Syenite mining or quarrying
Trap rock mining or quarrying
Travertine mining or quarrying
Tufa, calcareous, quarrying
Silica sand mining
Silica stone mining
Clay, potters', quarrying
Clay quarrying
Clay, refractory, quarrying
Clay, slip, quarrying
Fullers' earth quarrying
Kaolin mining and/or quarrying
Potters' clay quarrying
Pozzolana earth quarrying

'nd and gravel quarrying
ravel grinding and/or screening
^vel pit
t\ quarrying
Dou ">ite quarrying
Dolo.uite quarrying
Feldspar mining
Feldspar (Felspar) mining or quarrying
Stone quarrying, clay and sand pits, n.e.c.
Andalusite mining or quarrying
Brucite mining
Cyanite, excluding gem, mining
Dumortierite mining and quarrying

Sand dredging
Sand grinding, screening and/or washing
Sand pit
Dolomite stone quarrying

Kyanite, excluding gem, mining
Magnesite mining or quarrying
Pebble quarrying
Volcanic rock quarrying
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Barite mining
Barite grinding, not at mine, pit or quarry
Guano gathering
Guano gathering
Pyrite mining
Pyrite mining
Rock phosphate mining
Phosphate rock mining
Sulphur mining
Sulphur mining
Chemical and fertilizer mineral mining, n.e.c.
Fertilizer, mineral, mining
Fluorspar mining or quarrying
Greensand mining or quarrying
Lithium mineral mining
Rock salt mining
Rock salt mining, including refining
Salt mining
Salt evaporating in salt beds or salt pans
Edible salt extracting
Salt evaporating in salt beds
Gypsum mining
Gypsum mining
Asbestos mining
Asbestos mining
Rock asphalt mining
Asphalt mining

Barite mining

Rock, phosphate, mining

Potash mining
Strontium mineral mining and quarrying

Salt, rock, processing, concerned with quarrying

Salt pan operating, not including refining

Rock asphalt mining

Talc mining
Talc mining
Other non-metallic mining and quarrying, n.e.c.
Abrasive sand quarrying
Abrasive stone mining
Alabaster mining or quarrying
Amber gathering
Bitumen mining
Burr stone mining or quarrying
Chalk mining or quarrying
Corrundum quarrying
Cyanite, gem, mining
Diamond mining
Diatomaceous earth mining or quarrying
Emery mining or quarrying
Flint quarrying
Garnet mining or quarrying
Gemstone mining or quarrying
Gilsonite mining or quarrying
Graphite mining
Grindstone quarrying
Kyanite* gem, mining
Mica mining
Mica schist quarrying
Millstone quarrying
Mineral pigment mining

Ochre mining or quarrying
Oil stone mining or quarrying
Peat cutting
Plumbago mining
Precious stone mining and/or quarrying
Pulpstone quarrying
Pumice mining
Pumicite mining
Quartz mining
Rubbing stone quarrying
Scythe stone quarrying
Semi-precious stone mining
Sharpening stone mining
Sienna mining
Soapstone mining
Topaz mining or quarrying
Tripoli earth mining or quarrying
Tripoli stone mining or quarrying
Umber mining
Vermiculite mining
Whetstone quarrying
Zircon mining or quarrying
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Major Division 3 - MANUFACTURING

311

Slaughtering
Abattoir
Custom slaughtering

Livestock slaughtering
Slaughtering

Meat packing, except poultry
Meat packing plant
Pork packing
Dressing and packing of poultry including rabbit
Chicken killing, dressing and/or packing
Duck killing, dressing and/or packing
Game dressing and/or packing
Geese killing, dressing and/or packing
Giblets of fowls and wildbirds, packing

Sausage casing, natural, manufacturing
Tripe dressing
Poultry killing, dressing and/or packing
Rabbit killing, dressing and/or packing
Turkey killing, dressing and/or packing
Wild bird dressing and/or packing

Meat processing, curing, preserving and canning
Bacon manufacturing
Beef pickling
Brawn processing
Corned beef manufacturing
Devilled meat arid chicken manufacturing
Frankfurter manufacturing
Galantine of meat manufacturing
Ham curing and smoking
Lard manufacturing
Liver paste manufacturing
Meat and meat product canning
Meat and meat product curing
Meat and meat product packing
in airtight containers
Meat and meat product pickling
Meat and meat product quickfreezing
Meat and meat product salting

Meat and meat product smoking
Meat cracklings (chicharon) manufacturing
Meat drying
Meat pastry manufacturing
Meat pie manufacturing
Meat preparation, edible, excluding ravioli
and pie, manufacturing
Meat preserving
Meat pudding manufacturing
Meat trimmings, edible, manufacturing
Pork pickling and/or salting
Poultry meat canning
Sausage canning
Sausage manufacturing, canned or not canned
Sausage, native, manufacturing
Smoked meat manufacturing
Tallow, edible, manufacturing
Tapa making

Meat soup manufacturing
Bouillon cube manufacturing
Meat and/or chicken soup powder manufacturing
Broth, chicken and/or meat, manufacturing
Meat extract manufacturing
Meat and/or chicken broth and soup manufacturing
Soup powder, meat and/or chicken, manufacturing
Processing of fluid (fresh) milk and cream
Cream bottling
Milk pasteuruing and packing
Dried and powdered cream manufacturing
Milk vitamin) dng
Milk (fresh) bottling
Sour cream manufacturing
Milk homogenizing
Yoghurt manufacturing
Manufacturing of powdered milk and condensed or evaporated milk (filled, reccnbined or reconstituted)
Concentrated and dried skim milk manufacturing
Evaporated (fiUed) milk manufacturing
Condensed milk manufacturing
Evaporated milk manufacturing
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Manufacturing of powdered milk and condensed or evaporated milk (Cont 'd.)
Evaporated (recombined) milk manufacturing
Evaporated (reconstituted) milk manufacturing
Manufacture of butter and cheese
Butter manufacturing
Buttermilk manufacturing
Cheese curd manufacturing
Cheese spread manufacturing
Concentrated and dried whey manufacturing

Milk powder manufacturing

Cottage cheese making
Creamery butter manufacturing
Natural cheese manufacturing
Processed butter manufacturing
Processed cheese manufacturing
Whey butter manufacturing
Manufacture of ice cream and sherbet, ice drop, ice candy and other flavored ices
Ice candy manufacturing
Ice drop manufacturing
Ice cream manufacturing
Ice milk manufacturing
Ice cream mix manufacturing
Popsicle manufacturing
Ice cream powder manufacturing
Sherbet manufacturing
Manufacture of milk-based infants'and invalids' food
Baby foods, with milk base, manufacturing
Invalids' food, with milk base, manufacturing
Infants' food, with milk base, manufacturing
Manufacture of other dairy products, except milk, n.e.c.
Casein, dry and wet, manufacturing
Malted milk manufacturing
Lactose manufacturing
Canning and preserving of fruits and fruit juices
Canned fruits manufacturing
Canned juices manufacturing
Fruit brining
Fruit canning
Fruit drying and/or dehydrating
Fruit jam manufacturing
Fruit jelly manufacturing
Fruit juice bottling and/or canning
Fruit packing in airtight container
Canning and preserving of vegetables and vegetable juices
Pickles, vegetable, manufacturing
Pork and beans canning
Preserved vegetable manufacturing
Tomato juice canning
Tomato pulp processing
Vegetable brining
Vegetable canning
Manufacture of fruit and vegetable sauces
Catsup manufacturing
Chili or hot sauce manufacturing
Fruit puree manufacturing
Fruit sauce manufacturing
Purees, fruit, manufacturing
Purees, vegetable, manufacturing
Quick-freezing of fruits and vegetables
Fruit quick-freezing
Quick-freezing of fruits and/or vegetables
Canning and preserving of fruits and vegetables, n.e.c.
Chutney manufacturing
Root and tuber pulp processing
Soup powder, vegetable and/or fruit, manufacturing
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Fruit pickling
Fruit preserving
Fruit pulp processing
Fruit relish manufacturing
Fruit soup manufacturing
Marmalade manufacturing
Pineapple juice canning
Preserved fruit manufacturing

Vegetable drying and/or dehydrating
Vegetable juice bottling and/or canning
Vegetable packing in airtight container
Vegetable pickling
Vegetable preserving
Vegetable relish manufacturing

Sauce, vegetable, manufacturing
Soy sauce manufacturing
Tomato sauce manufacturing
Vegetable puree and paste manufacturing
Vegetable sauce manufacturing

Vegetable quick-freezing

Soup, vegetable and/or fruit, manufacturing
Vegetable seasoning manufacturing
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dinning offish and other marine products
Seafood packing in airtight containers
Crustacean canning
Fish canning
Seaweed canning
Shrimp canning
Fish packing in airtight containers
Lobster canning
Squid canning
Mollusks canning
Seafood canning
Drying offish and other marine products
Crustacean curing
Fish drying
Seafood dehydrating
Crustacean drying or dehydrating
Crustacean salting
Seaweed drying
Shellfish curing and drying
Crustacean smoking
Fish curing
Squid drying
Smoking offish and other marine products
Tinapa, all kinds of fish, making
Fish smoking (tinapa making)
Manufacture offish paste (bagoong) and fish sauce (path)
Bagoong manufacturing
Sauce (patis), fish and/or other seafood, manufacturing
Fish paste (bagoong) manufacturing
Shrimp, lobster and other crustacean paste
Fish sauce (patis) manufacturing
manufacturing
Fish sauce, powdered, manufacturing
Manufacture of dried agar-agar (gulantan)
Agar-agar (gulaman) manufacturing
Gulaman, dried, manufacturing
Processing, preserving and canning offish, crustacean and other seafoods, n.e.c.
Crustacean quick-freezing
Fish products, edible, manufacturing
Fish balls manufacturing
Fish quick-freezing
Fish icing, salting and filleting, except by
Fish roe, preserving and/or canning
fishermen
Fish soup powder manufacturing
Seafood icing, salting and filleting, except
by fishermen
Production of crude coconut oil, including cake and meal
Coconut oil, crude, manufacturing
Copra cake or meal manufacturing

Copra pellet manufacturing
Crude coconut oil extracting

Production of crude vegetable oil, cake and meal, except coconut oil
Cake and meal manufacturing from oilseeds
Palm-kernel cake and meal manufacturing
or nuts
Soybean cake and meal manufacturing
Castor oil and pomace manufacturing
Soybean oil, crude, manufacturing
Corn oil, crude, manufacturing
Sunflower seed oil, crude, manufacturing
Crude corn oil manufacturing
Tung oil and meal manufacturing
Crude oil extracting from oil seeds or nuts,
Vegetable oil, cake and meal, manufacturing
excluding coconut
Vegetable tallow and stearin manufacturing
linseed oil manufacturing
Oilseed crushing
Manufacture of refined coconut and vegetable oil and margarine
Castor oil, sulphonated, manufacturing
Olive oil manufacturing
Coconut oil, refined, manufacturing
Refined table oil manufacturing
Compound cooking fat manufacturing
Refined vegetable oil manufacturing
Cooking oil manufacturing
Salad oil manufacturing
Com oil, refined, manufacturing
Shortening manufacturing
Margarine manufacturing
Vegetable oil hydrogenating
Oleomargarine manufacturing
Manufacture offish oil and other marine animal oils
Animal oil refining
Fish liver oil, except medicinal, manufacturing
Cod liver oil, except medicinal, manufacturing
Fish oil meal manufacturing
Cod oil, sulphonated, manufacturing
Fish oil, sulphonated, manufacturing
Fish and aquatic mammal oils and fats manufacturing
Spermaceti manufacturing
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Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fata, n.e.c.
Cotton seed oil manufacturing
Neat's-foot oil manufacturing
Peanut oil manufacturing
Peppermint oil manufacturing
Rice and com milling.
Corn bran manufacturing
Com grit manufacturing
Corn meal manufacturing
Corn milling
Corn shelling
Flour milling, except cassava
Banana flour manufacturing
Blended flour manufacturing
Cake flour manufacturing
Enriched flour manufacturing
Flour manufacturing from grains
Flour manufacturing from roots

Cassava flour milling
Cassava flour manufacturing
Cassava tuber peeling
Manufacture of breakfast food preparation
Cereal breakfast food manufacturing

Rendering of animal fat and tallow, except
edible lard and tallow
Rice bran oil manufacturing
Whale oil manufacturing
Wheat germ manufacturing
Rice
Rice
Rice
Rice

bran manufacturing
husking
milling
polishing

Pollard manufacturing
Prepared flour products manufacturing
Pulse flour manufacturing
Pulse meal manufacturing
Rice flour manufacturing
Root flour milling
Semolina flour manufacturing
Tuber flour milling
Wheat flour milling
Tapioca grinding

Corn flake manufacturing
Rice flake manufacturing

Manufacture of grain mill products, n.e.c.
Bean splitting and grinding
Parched grain manufacturing
Coffee substitute, cereal, manufacturing
Pea splitting and grinding
Feed, dry stock, manufacturing
Peanut shelling
Leguminous vegetable shelling
Potato peeling
Lentil splitting and grinding
Pre-mixed rice manufacturing
Middling manufacturing
Sago making
Baking of bread, cakes, pastries, pies and similar "perishable" bakery products, including hopia and
doughnut making
Bread and roll baking
Lowa making
Pastry baking
Cake baking
Doughnut making
Perishable bakery products baking
Hot pan de sal baking
Pie baking
Hopia making
Pizza baking
Pudding baking
Biscuit factory; baking of biscuits, cookies, crackers, pretzels and similar dry bakery products
Biscocho making
Crackers manufacturing
Biscuit making
Dry bakery products baking
Cookies baking.
Pretzel baking
Soda cracker baking
Manufacture of rice noodle (bijonj, macaroni, spaghetti, vermicelli and other noodles
Bean thread (sotanghon) manufacturing
Spaghetti manufacturing
Macaroni and macaroni product manufacturing
Vermicelli manufacturing
Noodle manufacturing
Rice noodle (bifon) manufacturing
Manufacture of ice cream cones (apa) and wafers (barquillos)
Ice cream cones baking
Wafers baking
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Manufacture of snack products such as corn curls, wheat crunchies and similar products
Banana chips manufacturing
Corn curls manufacturing
Kropeck, all kinds, manufacturing
Cassava chips manufacturing
Cereal cracklings manufacturing
Potato chips manufacturing
Sugarcane milling (centrifugal and refined sugar)
MoUsses, cane sugar, manufacturing
Sugarcane milling
Sugar mill
Sugar refining
Granulated refined cane sugar manufacturing
Refined sugar manufacturing
Powdered cane sugar manufacturing
Sugar refineries
^Manufacture of muscovado sugar, not carried on in the farm
Sugarcane honey
Muscovado sugar manufacturing
Panocha manufacturing (raw cane sugar)
Manufacture of chocolate and cocoa products including chocolate candies
Chocolate powder and/or cocoa powder manufacturing
Chocolate and/or cocoa manufacturing
Chocolate candy manufacturing
Instant chocolate and/or cocoa manufacturing
Unsweetened chocolate manufacturing
Chocolate covered bar manufacturing
Chocolate liquor manufacturing
Manufacture of candies (excluding chocolate candies) and chewing gum
Boiled sweets (hard candy) manufacturing
Lozenge, non-medicated, manufacturing
Bubble gum manufacturing
Marshmallow manufacturing
Candy manufacturing
Marzipan manufacturing
Caramel candy manufacturing
Nougat manufacturing
Chewing candy manufacturing
Pastille manufacturing
Chewing gum manufacturing
Sugar confectionery manufacturing
Fondant manufacturing
Toffee manufacturing .
Fudge manufacturing
Manufacture of peanut and other nut products
Coco honey manufacturing
Coconut candy (bukayo) manufacturing
Peanut butter manufacturing
Manufacture of popcorn and poprice
Popcorn anu popcorn product manufacturing

Peanut,roasted, manufacturing
Roasted, salted and/or sugar covered nut,
manufacturing
Poprice and poprice product manufacturing

Manufacture of chocolate and sugar confectionery products, tLe.c.
Crystallized fruit manufacturing
Marshmallow creme manufacturing
Glazed fruit and fruit peel product manufacturing
Manufacture of desiccated coconut
Desiccated coconut manufacturing
Shredded coconut manufacturing
Manufacture of ice, except dry ice
Ice manufacturing
Coffee roasting and processing
Coffee concentrate manufacturing
Coffee roasting and/or grinding
Coffee substitute, except cereal, manufacturing
Coffee, instant, manufacturing
Production of prepared feeds for animals and fowls
Alfalfa mixed feed manufacturing
Bird food and feed, prepared, manufacturing
Feed for animals and fowls, prepared, not dry
stock, manufacturing
Manufacture offish meal feed
Feeds, fish meal, manufacturing
Fish meal manufacturing

Poultry food and feed manufacturing
Prepared animal food and feed manufacturing
Stock food and feed, prepared, manufacturing

Ground oyster shell feed manufacturing
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Manufacture of meat and bonemeal feed
Blood meal manufacturing
Bonemeal feed manufacturing
Manufacture of unprepared animal feeds
Ipil-ipil pellets
Manufacture of starch and its products
Cassava starch manufacturing
Corn starch manufacturing
Flour, prepared as starch, manufacturing
Laundry starch manufacturing

Meat meal manufacturing

Potato starch manufacturing
Rice starch manufacturing
Root starch manufacturing
Starch manufacturing

Egg processing including fertilized egg (batut) and salted eggs
Egg albumin manufacturing
Egg processing (salted or fertilized balut)
Egg canning and/or pickling
Egg quick-freezing
Egg, powdered, manufacturing
Manufacture of flavoring extracts and food coloring
Bakers' and confectioners' colors manufacturing
Food coloring manufacturing
Flavoring extract, paste and/or powder, manufacturing
Monosodium glutamate (vetsin) manufacturing
Flavoring syrup, except chocolate, manufacturing
Manufacture of mayonnaise, salad dressing, sandwich spread and similar products
Mayonnaise manufacturing
Sandwich spread, except cheese, manufacturing
Salad dressing manufacturing
Manufacture of vinegar
Vinegar manufacturing
Edible salt manufacturing and for refining
Edible, salt refining, not connected with
Salt processing, hot connected with extraction,
extracting
for culinary purposes
Refined table salt, manufacturing
Salt refining, not connected with minings for
Salt making other than solar evaporation
table use
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Manufacture of food products, n.e.c.
Baby food, not with milk based, manufacturing
Baking powder manufacturing
Chili pepper and/or powder manufacturing
Coconut milk manufacturing
Condiment manufacturing
Corn syrup manufacturing
Food products, native, manufacturing
Gelatine manufacturing (flavored or unflavored)
Glucose manufacturing
Health food manufacturing
Honey bottling and/or processing
Infants' food, not with milk base, manufacturing
Instant beverages manufacturing
Invalids' food, not with milk base, manufacturing
Distilling, rectifying and blending of alcoholic liquors
Alcohol distilling
Alcoholic liquor blending
Alcoholic liquor distilling
Alcoholic liquor rectifying
Brandy manufacturing
Coconut sap alcoholic liquor (lambanog)
manufacturing
Cordial manufacturing
Gin manufacturing
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Jelly powder manufacturing
Malt extract manufacturing
Malt syjup manufacturing
Pepper grinding and/or packing
Ready to mix dessert manufacturing
Rice cake (bibingka) baking
Soya milk manufacturing
Spice processing and/or purifying
Native food products manufacturing
Syrup, except cane or beet, manufacturing
Tamale and similar food preparation manufacturing
Tea blending
Tea concentrate manufacturing
Yeast manufacturing
Lambanog manufacturing
Liquor manufacturing
Prepared mixed alcoholic drinks manufacturing
Ready mixed alcoholic cocktails manufacturing
Rum manufacturing
Spirit distilling
Whiskey manufacturing
Wine spirit manufacturing
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Distilling ethyl alcohol, except from sulphite residues ofpulp manufacturing
Ethyl alcohol distilling, all purpose
Native fruit wine manufacturing
Cashew wine manfuacturing
Duhat wine manufacturing
Fruit wine, native, manufacturing
Wine manufacturing, n.e.c.
Basi manufacturing
Perry wine manufacturing
Carbonated wine manufacturing
Sparkling wine manufacturing
Champagne manufacturing
Sugarcane wine (basi) manufacturing
Cider wine manufacturing
Wine blending
Coconut sap wine (tuba) manufacturing
Wine manufacturing
Grain wine manufacturing
Malt liquors and malt
Ale manufacturing
Porter manufacturing
Beer brewing
Stout manufacturing
Malt liquor manufacturing
Soft drinks and carbonated water manufacturing
Aerated water manufacturing
Lemonade, non-alcoholic, manufacturing
Carbonating natural mineral water
Root beer manufacturing
Ginger ale manufacturing
Soda water manufacturing
Soft drink manufacturing
Manufacture of cigarettes
Cigarette manufacturing
Manufacture of cigars
Cigar manufacturing
Manufacture of chewing and smoking tobacco, snuff
Tobacco, chewing, manufacturing
Chewing tobacco manufacturing
Smoking tobacco manufacturing
Tobacco, smoking, manufacturing
Snuff tobacco manufacturing
Tobacco, snuff, manufacturing
Curing and redrying tobacco leaves
Leaf tobacco curing and redrying
Tobacco curing and redrying
Tobacco curing
Tobacco redrying
Tobacco manufacturing, n.e.c.
Packing processed leaf tobacco
Tobacco, raw leaf, processing
Tobacco flavoring
Tobacco stemming
Integrated textile mills
Integrated textile mills (texturing, spinning
Semi-integrated textile mills
and weaving)
Fiber and filament mills
Bast fiber spinning mills
Synthetic industrial fabric manufacturing
Filament yarn throwing
Synthetic staple fiber spooling
Nylon spinning
Synthetic staple fiber twisting
Nylon throwing
Thrown filament yarn manufacturing
Synthetic fabric manufacturing
Twisted filament yarn manufacturing
Synthetic fiber top manufacturing
Spinning mills
Cotton reeling
Carding silk waste
Cotton sorting factory
Carpet yarn manufacturing
Coconut fiber spinning
Cotton spinning
Combing silk waste
Cotton spooling
Cotton carding
Cotton thread manufacturing
Cotton ginning
Cotton twisting
Cotton linters, by-product of cotton ginning
Cotton warp dressing
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Spinning mills (Cont'd.)
Cotton waste spinning
Cotton winding
Cotton yarn manufacturing
Cotton yarn warping
Crochet thread manufacturing
Embroidery thread manufacturing
Hard leaf fiber-spinning
Hemp retting
Hemp rove manufacturing
Hemp scutching
Hemp spinning
Hemp yarn manufacturing
Horsehair fiber manufacturing
Jusi fiber manufacturing
Jute retting
Jute rove manufacturing
Jute spinning
Jute yarn manufacturing
Knitting yarm manufacturing
Linen spinning
Linen thread
Mercerized yarn manufacturing
Ramie combing
Ramie decorticating
Ramie degumming
Ramie spinning
Ramie yarn manufacturing
Rayon spinning
Rayon spooling
Rayon thread manufacturing
Rayon throwing
Rayon top manufacturing
Rayon twisting
Rayon winding
Rayon yarn manufacturing
Regenerated fibers, carded, discontinuous,
manufacturing

Sewing thread manufacturing
Silk carding
Silk combing
Silk mill waste carding
Silk mill waste combing
Silk mill waste reeling
Silk mill waste skeining
Silk mill waste spinning
Silk noil spinning
Silk reeling
Silk spinning
Silk thread manufacturing
Silk throwing
Silk twisting
Silk yarn manufacturing
Sisal spinning
Soft fiber spinning
Spinning, except asbestos, fiber
Spun (silk) yarn manufacturing
Thread manufacturing
Thread mill
Thrown rayon yarn manufacturing
Twisted silk yarn manufacturing
Worsted spinning
Worsted twisting
Worsted yarn manufacturing
Yarn bleaching
Yarn dyeing
Yarn engraving
Yarn, except asbestos, manufacturing
Yarn finishing
Yarn gassing
Yarn mercerizing
Yarn mill
Yarn of glass fiber manufacturing
Yarn printing
Yarn throwing mill

Jexturizing mills
Texturizing mills
Weaving mills
Bed tickling, in the gray, manufacturing
Bedspread fabric manufacturing
Bonded fiber fabric manufacturing
Broadcloth, carded, manufacturing
Broadcloth, combed, manufacturing
Canvas fabric weaving
Cheesecloth manufacturing
Chenille manufacturing
Chintz glazing
Corduroy manufacturing
Cotton duck manufacturing
Cotton fabric manufacturing
Cotton industrial fabric manufacturing
Cotton textile mills
Cotton weaving

Crepe silk manufacturing
Curtain net weaving
Fabric, except asbestos, manufacturing
Flannel manufacturing
Gauze fabric manufacturing
Glass fiber weaving
Horsehair weaving
Jusi fabric weaving
Jute bagging manufacturing
Jute fabric manufacturing
Jute weaving
Khaki cloth manufacturing
Lace bedspread weaving
Lace curtain weaving
Lace goods weaving
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Weaving mills (Cont a.)
Poplin fabric manufacturing
Rayon fabric manufacturing
Rayon textile mills
Satin manufacturing
Seersucker fabric manufacturing
Sheer fabric manufacturing
Sheeting, in the gray, manufacturing
Silk fabric manufacturing
Silk textile mills
Steamer rug, wool, weaving
Taffeta fabric manufacturing
Terry fabric manufacturing
Textile weaving
Upholstery fabric manufacturing

Lace table cover weaving
Lace-machine product weaving
Lining fabric manufacturing
Moleskin manufacturing
Mosquito netting weaving
Muslin manufacturing
Necktie fabric manufacturing
Necktie lining manufacturing
Novelty fabric manufacturing
Paper yarn weaving
Percale manufacturing
Pile and chenille fabric manufacturing
Pillow tubing manufacturing
Pillowcase and sheet fabric manufacturing
Pique fabric manufacturing
Finishing mills
Fabric calendering
Fabric carbonizing
Fabric degreasing
Fabric dyeing
Fabric engraving
Fabric finishing, except rubberizing and
impregnating
Fabric gassing
Fabric hand block printing
Fabric mercerizing
Fabric polishing
Fabric reflnishing
Hand weaving
Hand loom weaving, cottage industries
Sinamay weaving

Fabric sanforizing
Fabric shrinking
Fabric sponging
Finishing net yarn manufacturing
Finishing textile mills
Print doth manufacturing
Silk dyeing
Silk finishing
Textile bleaching
Textile dyeing
Textile finishing

Weaving, hand loom, cottage industries

Manufacture of laces, narrow fabrics and small wares in narrow fabric textile mills
Barmen lace weaving
Lace, boot and shoe, not leather, manufacturing
Belting manufacturing in narrow fabric textile mill
Lamp wick manufacturing
Binding manufacturing
Napped fabric manufacturing
Boot lace, not leather, manufacturing
Narrow fabrics and other small wares manufacturing
Narrow fabrics textile mills
Braid manufacturing
Non-elastic webbing manufacturing
Cord manufacturing
Rayon braiding manufacturing
Corset manufacturing
Cotton braiding manufacturing
Ribbon manufacturing
Shoe lace, not leather, manufacturing
Fabric lace manufacturing
Fringe manufacturing in narrow fabric textile mill
Silk braiding manufacturing
Garter belt blank manufacturing
Tape manufacturing
Gimp manufacturing
Trimming manufacturing
Hat band manufacturing
Webbing manufacturing
Hose and belt, duck, manufacturing
Woven label manufacturing
Spinning, weaving, texturizing and finishing textiles, n.e.c.
Elastic yarn, fabric covered, manufacturing
Non-woven fabrics
Fabric covered elastic yarn manufacturing
Rubber thread, fabric covered, manufacturing
Fabric covered rubber thread manufacturing
Rubber yarn, fabric covered, manufacturing
Fabric covered rubber yarn manufacturing
Fabric knitting mills
Bedspread knitting

Bleaching knitted products
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Fabric knitting mills (Cont'd.)
Curtain knitting
Dishcloth knitting
Dyeing knitted products
Fabric knitting
Finishing knitted products
Jersey fabric knitting

Knitting mills
Machine knitting
Meat bagging, knit doth, manufacturing
Towel knitting
Tubular fabric knitting
Wash cloth knitting

Hosiery, underwear and outerwear knitting mills
Baby bunting, knitted, manufacturing
Bathing suit knitting
Bib knitting
Blouse knitting
Cap knitting
Children's headwear knitting
Children's underwear knitting
Coat knitting
Dress knitting
Gaiter knitting
Glove knitting
Hand knitting
Hat knitting
Headwear knitting
Hosiery manufacturing
Infant's outwear knitting
Millinery knitting
Mitten knitting

Muffler knitting
Necktie knitting
Ntghtwear knitting
Outerwear knitting
Polo shirt knitting
Robe knitting
Scarf knitting
Shawl knitting
Shirt knitting
Shoe and/or boot lining knitting
Shoulderette knitting
Ski suit knitting
Skirt knitting
Sports shirt knitting
Stocking manufacturing
Suit knitting
Sweat shirt knitting
Sweater knitting
Tie, men's, knitting
Underwear knitting

Manufacture of textile industrial bags
Bag, industrial (jute, polypropylene, etc.)
Canvas bag cutting and sewing

Sack, textile, cutting and sewing
Textile bag cutting and sewing

Manufacture of made-up textile goods for house furnishings
Bath and shower curtain cutting and sewing
Bath, mat cutting and sewing
Bedding manufacturing
Bedspread cutting and sewing
Binding cutting and sewing
Blanket cutting and sewing
Cloth, polishing, chemically treated, cutting and sewing
Curtain cutting and sewing
Cushion, except spring, manufacturing
Down quilt manufacturing
Drapery cutting and sewing
Duster, excluding feather, cutting and sewing
Fringe cutting and sewing
Furniture trimming cutting and sewing
House furnishing cutting and sewing
Lace curtain cutting and sewing
Lace.goods cutting and sewing
Late table cover cutting and sewing
Manufacture of canvas products
Awning cutting and sewing
Canvas awning manufacturing
Canvas products cutting and sewing

Mattress protector cutting and sewing
Mosquito net cutting and sewing
Pillowcase cutting and sewing
Quilt manufacturing
Regalia fabric cutting and sewing
Saddle cloth cutting and sewing
Sail cutting and sewing
Scalloping for the trade
Sheet cutting and sewing
Shipping sack cutting and sewing
Slip cover cutting and sewing
Sunshade covering cutting and sewing
Table cover cutting and sewing
Tablecloth sewing and cutting
Towel cutting and sewing

Tarpaulin cutting and sewing
Tent cutting and sewing
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Manufacture of made-up textile goods, except wearing apparel, n.e.c.
Accordion pleating
Life jacket manufacturing
Art goods stamping for embroidery
Life preserver, excluding cork, manufacturing
Art needlework making
Lunch cloth cutting and sewing
Automobile trimming cutting and sewing
Military stripe cutting and sewing
Badge, fabric, cutting and sewing
Military trimming cutting and sewing
Bag, garment, cutting and sewing
Millinery braid cutting and sewing
Bag, school, manufacturing
Motor robe cutting and sewing
Bag, textile, cutting and sewing
Non-woven sanitary fabrics
Banding cutting and sewing
Parachute cutting and sewing
Banner cutting and sewing
Passementerie cutting and sewing
Button covering
Pennant cutting and sewing
Button hole making
Pleating for the trade
Covering, parasol, manufacturing
Powder bag cutting and trade
Flag cutting and sewing
Ruffling for the trade
Garment bag cutting and sewing
Rug, steamer, cutting and sewing
Hassock manufacturing
Stamping on fabric articles for the trade
Hat trimming and sewing
Stitching for the trade
Hemstitching for the trade
Trimming fabric cutting and sewing
Infant's napkin cutting and sewing
Tucking for the trade
Insignia manufacturing
Wiping cloth cutting and sewing
Laundry bag cutting and sewing
Wiping cloth, leather, cutting and sewing
Leather wiping cloth, cutting and sewing
Wiping rag cutting and sewing
Life belt, excluding cork, manufacturing
Manufacture of carpets and rugs
Carpet, knotted, manufacturing
Felt carpet manufacturing
Floor rug of any textile fiber, excluding hard surfaced
floor covering, manufacturing
Manufacture of mats and mattings
Buri mats manufacturing
Felt mat/not woven, manufacturing
Mat manufacturing
Manufacture of cordage, rope and twine
Binder, twine, manufacturing
Cable, fiber, manufacturing
Coir rope manufacturing
Cordage fiber manufacturing
Cotton cordage manufacturing
Cotton rope manufacturing
Cotton twine manufacturing
Fiber cordage manufacturing
Fiber rope manufacturing
Fiber string manufacturing
Fish line manufacturing
Fish seine manufacturing
Hemp cordage manufacturing
Hemp rope manufacturing
Hemp twine manufacturing
Manufacture of nets, excluding mosquito nets
Dyers' net manufacturing
Fish net manufacturing
Fly net manufacturing
Garden net manufacturing
Manufacture of articles, made of native materials
Doilies of abaca twine and abaca bark
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Rug manufacturing from old rugs
Rug weaving
Woven carpet manufaciuring
Woven wool floor covering manufacturing
Matting manufacturing
Palm mat manufacturing
Straw mat manufacturing
Jute cordage manufacturing
Jute rope manufacturing
Jute twine manufacturing
Manila hemp preparing and spinning
Paper cordage manufacturing
Paper rope manufacturing
Paper twine manufacturing
Polypropylene cord manufacturing
Polypropylene rope manufacturing
Polypropylene twine manufacturing
Rope fiber manufacturing
Sisal rope and cordage manufacturing
Straw rope manufacturing
String fiber manufacturing
Twine manufacturing
Horticultural net manufacturing
Laundry net manufacturing
Net, laundry and dyers', manufacturing
Sports net manufacturing and twine mills
Hamper of abaca twine, buri mattings,
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Manufactures of articles, made of native materials (Cont'd.)
Shipping bags of abaca twine, bark,
rafia, saguran
Travelling bags of abaca twine, abaca bark,
buri mattings

rafia and saguran
Handbag of abaca twine, abaca bark.
buri matting, rafta
Placemats of abaca twine and abaca bark

Cordage, rope and twine manufacturing, n.e.c.
Cargo sling manufacturing
Jute tow originating from cordage, rope and twine
Hammock manufacturing
industries
Hemp tow originating from cordage, rope and twine
industries
Manufacture of artificial leather, oil cloth and other impregnated and coated fabrics, except rubberized
Artificial leather, not wholly of plastic,
Oakum manufacturing
manufacturing
Oakum willowing
Buckram varnishing
Oilcloth manufacturing
Cambric varnishing
Pyroxylin coated fabric manufacturing
Fabric tireproofing
Textile fabrics, coated with gum or amylaceous
Fabric impregnating, except rubberizing
substances, manufacturing
Fabric waterproofing, except rubberizing
Textile hose piping and similar tubing, coated or
Fabric waxing
impregnated with oil or tar, manufacturing
Waterproofing fabric, except rubberizing
Leatherette manufacturing
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Manufacture of fiber batting, padding and upholstery filling including coir
Batting manufacturing
Jute felt goods, not woven, manufacturing
Boiler covering, felt, manufacturing
Kapok manufacturing
Coconut coir manufacturing
Kapok padding manufacturing
Coir mat manufacturing
Kapok upholstery filling manufacturing
Felt gasket manufacturing
Kapok willowing
Felt goods, except woven felt and hats,
Lining felt, not woven, manufacturing
manufacturing
Mattress felt, not woven, manufacturing
Felt pipe covering, not woven, manufacturing
Padding, except asbestos and excelsior, manufacturing
Filter rod
Sisal pad and padding manufacturing
Ginned moss, upholstery filling, manufacturing
Table pad, excluding asbestos, rattan, reed and
Horsehair upholstery filling manufacturing
willow, manufacturing
Ironing board felt, not woven, manufacturing
Upholstery filling, except excelsior, manufacturing
Wadding manufacturing
Manufacture of linoleum and other hard-surfaced floor coverings
Asphalt, felt-base, floor covering manufacturing
Linoleum manufacturing
Carpet lining, felt, not woven, manufacturing
Manufacture of miscellaneous textiles, n.e.c.
Cotton waste pulling
Rag garnetting
Fiber recovering from waste and rags
Rag mill
Flock, recovered textile fiber, manufacturing
Recovered fiber manufacturing
Polishing felt, not woven, manufacturing
Textile mill waste, except silk, processing
Rag blending
Textile waste pulling
Rag carbonizing
Tire cord manufacturing
Rag condensing
Vegetable materials used in brushes or brooms,
bleached, dyed or combed
Custom tailoring shops
Custom tailoring shop
Tailor shop
Suit cutting and sewing
Custom dressmaking shops
Custom dressmaking
Dressmaking shop
Dress cutting and sewing
Men's and boys' garment manufacturing
Aviation coat cutting and sewing
Breeches cutting and sewing
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Men's and boys' garment manufacturing (Cont'd.)
Clerical clothing cutting and sewing
Coat cutting and sewing
Dungaree cutting and sewing
Flannel shirt cutting and sewing
Hunting coat and vest, cutting and sewing
Knickers cutting and sewing
Lumberjacket manufacturing
Men's furnishings cutting and sewing

Overall, except rubber, cutting and sewing
Overall, rubberized fabric, cutting and sewing
Pants for sports and games, cutting and sewing
Shirt cutting and sewing
Shirt front cutting and sewing
Shirt neckband cutting and sewing
Trousers cutting and sewing

Women's, girls' and babies' garment manufacturing
Baby bunting cutting and sewing
Bathing suit cutting and sewing
Bed jacket cutting and sewing
Bib, rubberized fabric, cutting and sewing
Blouse cutting and sewing
Brassiere cutting and sewing
Children's clothing cutting and sewing
Children's leggings cutting and sewing
Children's outerwear cutting and sewing
Corset cutting and sewing
Culotte (pants dress) cutting and sewing
Diaper cutting and sewing
Dress shield cutting and sewing
Dress gown cutting and sewing

Duster cutting and sewing
Girdle cutting and sewing
Headwear, infant's, cutting and sewing
Housecoat cutting and sewing
Housedress cutting and sewing
Maids' uniform cutting and sewing
Negligee cutting and sewing
Nightgown cutting and sewing
Piflafore cutting and sewing
Plastic apron cutting and sewing
Plastic bib cutting and sewing
Shawl cutting and sewing
Skirt cutting and sewing
Smock cutting and sewing

Ready-made clothing manufacturing, n.e.c.
Academic gown cutting and sewing
Athletic clothing cutting and sewing
Bathing cap, except rubber, manufacturing
Bathing cap, rubberized fabric, cutting and sewing
Bathrobe cutting and sewing
Beachwear cutting and sewing
Blanket lined coat cutting and sewing
Burial garment cutting and sewing
Cap visor manufacturing
Cape cutting and sewing
Cloak cutting and sewing
Clothing, rubberized fabric, cutting and sewing
Corduroy clothes manufacturing
Elastic suspender cutting and sewing
Garment, of plastic material, cutting and sewing
Gym clothing cutting and sewing
Haberdashery cutting and sewing
Industrial garment, except rubber, manufacturing
Industrial garment, rubberized fabric, cutting
and sewing
Interlining cutting and sewing
Jacket cutting ar d sewing
Leather clothing cutting and sewing
Leather garment cutting and sewing
Leatherette coat and jacket cutting and sewing
Lounging garment cutting and sewing
Masquerade costume cutting and sewing
Military clothing cutting and sewing
Mitten cutting and sewing
Nightwear cutting and sewing

Nurses' uniform cutting and sewing
Oiled outerwear cutting and sewing
Overcoat cutting and sewing
Pad, coat, cutting and sewing
Pajama cutting and sewing
Plastic clothing cutting and sewing
Poncho cutting and sewing
Riding clothes cutting and sewing
Rubberized apron cutting and sewing
Serving apparel, washable, except rubber,
manufacturing
Serving apparel, washable, rubberized fabric,
cutting and sewing
Ski suit cutting and sewing
Slacks cutting and sewing
Sports clothing cutting and sewing
Sportswear cutting and sewing
Suede jacket manufacturing
Sunsuit cutting and sewing
Theatrical costume cutting and sewing
Topcoat cutting and sewing
Underwear cutting and sewing
Veil cutting and sewing
Vest cutting and sewing
Vestment cutting and sewing
Wearing apparel, except footwear, cutting and sewing
Work clothes, except rubber, cutting and sewing
Work clothes, rubberized fabric, cutting and
sewing
Work pants cutting and sewing
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Embroidery establishments
Hand embroidering
Schiffli machine embroidering
Lacing, made by embroidery, manufacturing
Smocking
Machine embroidering
Tapestry needlework manufacturing
Needlework making
Manufacture of raincoats by cutting and sewing, except rubber
Raincoat, except rubber, manufacturing
Waterproof clothing cutting and sewing
Raincoat, oiled, cutting and sewing
Waterproof outerwear cutting and sewing
Raincoat, rubberized fabric, cutting and sewing
Manufacture of hats, gloves, handkerchiefs, neckwear (except knitted and paper), and apparel belts
regardless of material and other clothing accessories
Academic cap manufacturing
Hat, felt, manufacturing
Apparel belt, all materials, cutting and sewing
Hat frame cutting and sewing
Apparel scarf cutting and sewing
Headgear cover, except rubber, manufacturing
Apron, except rubber and sanitary, manufacturing
Leather giove manufacturing
Beret cutting and sewing
Leather mitten manufacturing
Bow tie cutting and sewing
Men's cuffs cutting and sewing
Collar cutting and sewing
Millinery cutting and sewing
Cummerbund cutting and sewing
Muffler cutting and sewing
Fabric glove cutting and sewing
Necktie cutting and sewing
Fabric mitten cutting and sewing
Neckwear cutting and sewing
Fez cap cutting and sewing
Panama hat manufacturing
Fiber helmet manufacturing
Silk hat manufacturing
Fur accessory manufacturing
Straw hat manufacturing
Garter belt cutting and sewing
Tie cutting and sewing
Garter cutting and sewing
Tip printing and stamping
Glove cutting and sewing
Uniform hat and cap manufacturing
Handkerchief cutting and sewing
Waistband cutting and sewing
Hat cutting and sewing
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Tanneries and leather finishing
Belting bytt, rough, manufacturing
Bookbinders' leather manufacturing
Box calf manufacturing
Buckskin manufacturing
Bung or goldbeaters' skin manufacturing
Chamois bleaching
Chamois cutting
Chamois leather manufacturing
Combing leather manufacturing
Curried belting butt manufacturing
Fur dressing and dyeing
Gill leather manufacturing
Glace kid manufacturing
Glove leather manufacturing
Glove lining, leather, manufacturing
Harness leather manufacturing
Hide curing
Hide currying
Hide degreasing
Hide dressing
Hide finishing
Hide tanning
Hide trimming
Latigo leather manufacturing
Leather coloring
Leather currying

Leather die-cutting
Leather dressing
Leather dyeing
Leather embossing
Leather enamelling
Leather finishing
Leather japanning
Leather lining manufacturing
Leather manufacturing
Leather parchment manufacturing
Leather proofing
Leather skiver manufacturing
Leather tannery
Mechanical leather manufacturing
Patent leather manufacturing
Reptile leather manufacturing
Skin leather manufacturing
Sole leather manufacturing
Splits, leather, manufacturing
Strap, leather, manufacturing
Trimming, leather, manufacturing
Upholstery leather manufacturing
Upper leather manufacturing
Vellum leather manufacturing
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323 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and wallets
Briefcase manufacturing
Card case, leather, manufacturing
Case, cigar and cigarette, leather,
Checkbook cover, leather, manufacturing
Coin purse manufacturing
Handbag, any material, manufacturing
Hat box, leather, manufacturing
Hoister, leather, manufacturing
Instrument case, leather, manufacturing
Jewelry box, leather, manufacturing
Key case, leather, manufacturing
Leather bag manufacturing
Leather case manufacturing

Luggage, any material, manufacturing
Musical instrument case, luggage type,
manufacturing
Pocketbook (wallet) manufacturing
Purse manufacturing
School bag, leather, manufacturing
Suitcase, leather, manufacturing
Travelling bag manufacturing
Trunk manufacturing
Valise manufacturing
Vanity case, leather, manufacturing
Wallet, leather, manufacturing

Manufacture of products of leather and leather substitutes, n.e.c.
Art leather work
Leather goods manufacturing, excluding boots and
Belt, safety, leather, manufacturing
shoes, luggage, handbags and wallets
Belting, industrial, leather, manufacturing
Leather handle, for luggage, manufacturing
Burnt leather goods manufacturing, excluding
Leather helmet, except athletic, manufacturing
luggage, handbags and wallets
Leather hose manufacturing
Dog collar, leather, manufacturing
Leather straps manufacturing
Dog furnishing, leather, manufacturing
Machine band, leather, manufacturing
Dog muzzle, leather, manufacturing
Machine belt, leather, manufacturing
Embossed leather goods manufacturing, excluding
Novelty leather manufacturing
luggage, handbags and wallets
Oil seal, leather, manufacturing
Grease retainer, leather, manufacturing
Razor strop manufacturing
Harness and harness part manufacturing
Riding bridle manufacturing
Harness collar manufacturing
Riding crop manufacturing
Horse boot manufacturing
Saddle manufacturing
Horse muzzle manufacturing
Saddlery manufacturing
Hose, leather, manufacturing
Safety belt, leather, manufacturing
Industrial leather belting manufacturing
Small leather goods manufacturing, excluding
Industrial leather packing manufacturing
wallet and similar items
Lace, leather, manufacturing
Washer, leather, manufacturing
Leather apron, textile machine, manufacturing
Watch strap, leather, manufacturing
Leather brace manufacturing
Whip lash manufacturing
Leather corner, for luggage, manufacturing
Whip manufacturing
324 Manufacture of leather shoes
Ballet slipper, leather, manufacturing
Boot, leather, excluding rubber, manufacturing
Leather boot manufacturing
Leather gaiter manufacturing

Leather shoe manufacturing
Moccasin, leather manufacturing
Shoe, except wooden, vulcanized or molded rubber
and plastic, manufacturing

Manufacturing of slippers and sandals
House slipper manufacturing
Sandal manufacturing

Slipper manufacturing

Manufacture of footwear parts
Boot and shoe cut stock manufacturing
Boot and shoe findings manufacturing
Boot and shoe lace, leather, manufacturing
Boot and shoe lining manufacturing, not in knitting
mill
Box toe, shoe cut stock, manufacturing
Canvas puttee manufacturing
Counters, shoe cut stock, manufacturing
Heel, boot and shoe, except rubber, manufacturing

Heel lift, leather, manufacturing
Leather insole manufacturing
Leather puttee manufacturing
Leather shoe trimming manufacturing
Leather vamp manufacturing
Leather welt manufacturing
Legging, except rubber and children's, manufacturing
Quarter shoe cut stock manufacturing
Rand, shoe, cut stock, manufacturing
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Manufacture of footwear parts (Cont'd.)
Shoe clasp manufacturing
Shoe cut stock manufacturing
Shoe finding manufacturing
Shoe Jace, leather, manufacturing
Shoe lining manufacturing, not in knitting mill
Shoe peg manufacturing
Shoe shank manufacturing
Shoe top, any material, manufacturing

Sole, except rubber, manufacturing
Tip, shoe, cut stock, manufacturing
Toe cap manufacturing
Top lift, boot and shoe, except rubber,
manufacturing
Upper, shoe, cut stock, manufacturing
Wooden heel, for boot and shoe, manufacturing

Manufacture of other footwear, except rubber, plastic or wood footwear, n.e.c.
Canvas shoe, excluding rubber soled, made by
Gaiter, except leather and rubber, manufacturing
rubber product manufacturers
Moccasin, except leather and rubber, manufacturing
Fabric footwear manufacturing, rubber soled, not
Orthopedic shoe manufacturing
made by rubber product manufacturers
Rubber soled footwear manufacturing, not made by
Felt boot manufacturing
rubber product manufacturers
Felt shoe manufacturing
Shoe making to individual order, not in repair shop
Footwear, excluding leather, plastic, rubber
Spat footwear manufacturing
and rubber soled, made by rubber product
manufacturers
331

Manufacture of rough lumber
Barking mill
Lumber dressing
Lumber mill

Rossing mill
Sawmill

Manufacture of worked lumber
Blocks and blanks, wooden, manufacturing
Dimension stock, wooden, manufacturing
Excelsior, wood, manufacturing
Flag pole, wooden, sawing and planing
Flitch, wooden, manufacturing
Flooring, wooden, manufacturing
Frame, wooden, manufacturing
Handle stock, wooden, sawing and planing
Hoop, wooden, manufacturing
Lath, wooden, sawing and planing
Mantel, wooden, manufacturing
Mast, wooden, sawing and planing
Paddling, wood excelsior, manufacturing
Parquet flooring manufacturing
Picker stick foT loom, blocks and blanks, wooden,

Pole, wooden, sawing and planing
Portable building, wooden, manufacturing
Prefabricated building, wooden, manufacturing
Railroad tie, wooden, sawing and planing
Railway shim, wooden, sawing
Sawdust, by product, from sawmills
Shingle, wooden, sawing
Stave mill
Teot pole, wooden, sawing and planing
Truss, wooden, for building purposes, manufacturing
Weather strip, wooden, manufacturing
Wood shaving mill
Wood waste and wood sawdust, by product, originating
from sawmills
Wood wool, excelsior, manufacturing
Wrapper, wood excelsior, manufacturing

manufacturing
Planing mill
Manufacture of veener and plywood
Plywood manufacturing
Plywood mill
Plywood panel manufacturing

Veneer manufacturing
Veneer mill

Manufacture of hardboard and particleboard
Blackboard manufacturing
Hardboard manufacturing

Particleboard manufacturing
Wood, reconstituted

Wood drying and preserving plants, such as creosoting and treating with other waterborne preservatives
Lumber kiln drying
Wood kilning
Wood creosoting
Wood preserving
Wood, impregnated with synthetic resins,
manufacturing
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Millwork plants
Arch, wooden, manufacturing
Barrel heading, wooden, manufacturing
Battenboard, wooden, manufacturing
Bracket, wooden, manufacturing
Cooperage stock mill
Cornice, wooden, manufacturing
Door frame, wooden, manufacturing
Door sash, wooden, manufacturing
Door shutter, wooden, manufacturing
Dowel, wooden, manufacturing
Excelsior upholstery filing, by-product,
originating from millwork plants

Excelsior wrapper, by-product, originating from
millwork plants
Furniture turnings, wooden, manufacturing
Handle, wooden, turned and shaped, manufacturing
Knob, wooden, manufacturing
Molding, wooden, manufacturing
Ornamental woodwork manufacturing
Stair railing, wooden, manufacturing
Staircase and stair, wooden, manufacturing
Window frame, wooden, manufacturing
Window sash, wooden, manufacturing

Manufacture of wooden containers
Barrel, wooden, manufacturing
Basket, veneer, manufacturing
Basket, wooden, manufacturing
Box shook manufacturing
Box, wooden, manufacturing
Bucket, wooden, manufacturing
Case, wooden, manufacturing
Cask, wooden, manufacturing
Cigar box, wooden or part wooden, manufacturing
Manufacture of cane containers and small cane wares
Bamboo ware, except furniture, manufacturing
Basket, rattan, manufacturing
Basket, reed, manufacturing
Basket, straw, manufacturing
Basket, wicker, manufacturing
Basket, willow, manufacturing
Cane ware, except furniture, manufacturing
Cane webbing manufacturing
Pad, table, reed, manufacturing
Rattan table pad manufacturing
Manufacture of wood carvings
Ashtray wood carving
Bric-a-brac wood carving
Calendar, wooden, carving
Chess set/board, wooden, carving
Decorative ware, wood, carving
Dinner ware, wooden, carving
Ecclesiastical statuary, made from wood,
manufacturing
Manufacture of miscellaneous wooden products
Abacus, wooden, manufacturing
Axe handle, wooden, manufacturing
Beekeepers1 wooden supplies manufacturing
Bobbin, wooden, manufacturing
Bowling duck pin
Brush block, turned, wooden, manufacturing
Burnt wood article manufacturing
Canoe paddle, wooden, manufacturing
Clothes drier, wooden, manufacturing
Clothes hanger, wooden, manufacturing
Clothes pin, wooden, manufacturing
Clothes pole, wooden, manufacturing

Crate, wooden, manufacturing
Drum, wooden, manufacturing
Hogshead, wooden, manufacturing
Keg, wooden, manufacturing
Pail, wooden, manufacturing
Tank, wooden, manufacturing
Tray, wooden, manufacturing
Tub, wooden, manufacturing
Vat, wooden, manufacturing
Rattan ware, except furniture, manufacturing
Rattan webbing manufacturing
Reed table pad manufacturing
Reed ware, except furniture, manufacturing
Wicker tray manufacturing
Wickerware, except furniture, manufacturing
Willow bottle cover manufacturing
Willow table pad manufacturing
Willow ware, except furniture, manufacturing

Figurine, wood, carving
Frame, wooden, carving
Kitchenware, wooden, carving
Souvenir items, wood, carving
Statue (religious), wood, carving
Tableware, wood, carving
Vase, wooden, manufacturing

Cop, wooden, manufacturing
Dishes, wooden, manufacturing
Drying rack, wooden, manufacturing
Garnet hanger, wooden, manufacturing
Household woodenware manufacturing, except
furniture and dinner ware
Hub, wooden, manufacturing
Ladder and parts, wooden, manufacturing
Letter, wooden, manufacturing
Marquetry, wooden, manufacturing
Mirror frame, wooden, manufacturing
Oar, wooden, manufacturing
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Manufacture of miscellaneous wooden products (Cont'd.)
Picture frame, wooden, manufacturing
Pipe, wooden, manufacturing
Plug, wooden, manufacturing
Poultrymen's wooden supply manufacturing
Pulley, wooden, manufacturing
Reel, wooden, manufacturing
Rod, wooden, manufacturing
Roller, wooden, manufacturing
Ruler, wooden, manufacturing
Scaffold, wooden, manufacturing
Shaped brush block, wooden, manufacturing
Spool, wooden, manufacturing
Step ladder, wooden, manufacturing
Manufacture of charcoal outside the forest
Charcoal making, coconut shell, outside the forest
Charcoal making outside the forest
Manufacture of wooden footwear and accessories
Clog shoe manufacturing
Clog, wooden, manufacturing
Footwear, wooden, manufacturing
Last, boot, wooden, manufacturing
Last, shoe, wooden, manufacturing
Manufacture of cork products
Bottle cork manufacturing
Bulletin board, cork, manufacturing
Cork, bottle, manufacturing
Cork, disc, manufacturing
Cork in blocks, plates or sheets, manufacturing
Cork insulating material manufacturing
Manufacture of wooden coffin
Burial casket (wooden) manufacturing

332

Tailors' pressing block, wooden, manufacturing
Textile turnings, wooden, manufacturing
Toilet watt woolen, manufacturing
Toothpick, wooden, manufacturing
Turned brush block, wooden, manufacturing
Veneer work, inlaid, manufacturing
Wash board, wooden, manufacturing
Winding red, wooden, manufacturing
Wood flour manufacturing
Wood inlay manufacturing
Wooden ware, except furniture and dinner ware,
manufacturing
Yoke, for draft animals, manufacturing
Wood charcoal manufacturing outside the forest

Shoe tree, wooden, manufacturing
Shoe, wooden, manufacturing
Sole pattern, wooden, manufacturing
Wooden footwear manufacturing

Cork life belt manufacturing
Cork life preserver manufacturing
Cork mat manufacturing
Cork product manufacturing
Handle grip, cork agglomerated, manufacturing

Coffin manufacturing

Manufacture of sawali, nipa and split canes
Bamboo, split, poled or wickered manufacturing
Nipa shingles making

Rattan, split, poled or wickered manufacturing
Sawali making

Manufacture and repair of wood furniture including upholstery
Antique furniture, wooden, restoration
Barber shop furniture, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Bassinet, wooden, manufacturing
Bed, except primarily of metal, manufacturing
Bench, wooden, manufacturing
Book case, except primarily of metal, manufacturing
Bridge set, furniture, manufacturing
Built-in furniture manufacturing
Cabinet and case, wooden, manufacturing
Cabinet, wooden, repairing
Camp furniture, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Chair frame, wooden, manufacturing
Church furniture, excluding marble, manufacturing
Church pew manufacturing
Custom upholstering
Desk, except primarily of metal, manufacturing

Dressing table, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Frame, chair, except of metal, manufacturing
Frame, upholstered furniture, manufacturing
Furniture repairing
Hat rack manufacturing
Household furniture, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Household table manufacturing
Juvenile furniture manufacturing
Laboratory furniture, except medical and dental
equipment, wooden, manufacturing
Laboratory table, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Library furniture manufacturing
Living room furniture manufacturing
Lunchroom fixture manufacturing
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Manufacture and repair of wood furniture including upholstery (Cont'd.)
Sofa, wooden, manufacturing
Malacca furniture manufacturing
Nursery furniture manutfacturing
Stool, wooden, manufacturing
Table, dressing, wooden, manufacturing
Office furniture, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Table, laboratory, wooden, manufacturing
Office table, except primarily of metal,
Tabletop, wooden, manufacturing
manufacturing
Tea wagon, wooden, manufacturing
Pedestal, wooden, manufacturing
Telephone booth, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Porch furniture, except primarily of metal,
Telephone booth, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
manufacturing
Porch swing, wooden, manufacturing
Telephone stand, wooden, manufacturing
Professional furniture, except medical and dental,
Theater furniture manufacturing
non-metal, manufacturing
Upholstered furniture manufacturing
Public building furniture, non-metal, manufacturing
Upholstered chair, wooden, manufacturing
Public conveyance seat manufacturing
Upholstering, irrespective of material frame used
Pulpit, except marble or metal, manufacturing
Upholstery repairing
Restaurant furniture, wooden, manufacturing
Rocker furniture, wooden, manufacturing
Wall case, primarily of wood, manufacturing
Wardrobe, wooden, manufacturing
School furniture, wooden, manufacturing
Smoking stand, wooden, manufacturing
Manufacture and repair of rattan furniture (reed, wicker and cane) including upholstery
Bamboo furniture manufacturing
Rattan furniture manufacturing
Bassinet, rattan, manufacturing
Reed furniture manufacturing
Cane chair manufacturing
Wicker furniture manufacturing
Cane furniture manufacturing
Willow furniture manufacturing
Laundry hamper, cane, manufacturing
Manufacture of box beds and mattresses
Bedsprings, assembled, manufacturing
Mattress, foam rubber, manufacturing
Box springs, assembled, manufacturing
Mattress, inner spring, manufacturing
Cotton filled mattress manufacturing
Mattress renovating and repairing
Foam rubber mattress manufacturing
Mattress, straw, manufacturing
Foam rubber matters manufacturing
Spring cushion manufacturing
Inner spring mattress manufacturing
Straw mattress manufacturing
Mattress, cotton filled, manufacturing
Manufacture of partitions, shelves, lockers and office and store fixtures
Cabinet display, wooden, manufacturing
Locker, wooden, manufacturing
Case, display, primarily of wood, except
Magazine rack, wooden, manufacturing
Office cabinet, except primarily of metal,
refrigerated, manufacturing
manufacturing
Case, sewing machine, wooden, manufacturing
Curtain rod, wooden, manufacturing
Office fixture, except primarily of metal,
Display, cabinet, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
manufacturing
Prefabricated partition, except wire and wire
grill-work, manufacturing
Display fixture, except primarily of metal,
manufacturing
Rack display, wooden, manufacturing
Display rack, except primarily of metal,
Radio cabinet, wooden, manufacturing
manufacturing
Sewing machine cabinet manufacturing
Shelving, wooden, manufacturing
Display stand for merchandise, except primarily
of metal, manufacturing
Showcase, wooden, except refrigerated, manufacturing
Kitchen cabinet, wooden, manufacturing
Store fixture, counter, wooden, manufacturing
library bookcase, wooden, manufacturing
Manufacture of window and door screens, shades and Venetian blinds
Door, screen, manufacturing
Window blind manufacturing
Roller and fitting, window shade, manufacturing
Window screen manufacturing
Venetian blind, any material, manufacturing
Window shade manufacturing
Window back, store and lunchroom, manufacturing
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Manufacture and repair of furniture and fixtures, except primarily of metal, n.e.c.
Billiard table manufacturing
Seat, public conveyance, manufacturing
Bowling alley manufacturing
Integrated pulp and paper and paperboard mill including fiberboard mill
Beaver board manufacturing
Jute board manufacturing
Binders' board manufacturing
Kraft board manufacturing
Board, bristol, manufacturing in paperboard
Leatherboard manufacturing
mills
Manila lined board manufacturing
Boxboard manufacturing
Matrix board manufacturing
Bristol board manufacturing
Newsboard manufacturing
Building board, fiber, not containing asphalt
Paperboard manufacturing
or tar, manufacturing
Paperboard, patent-coated, manufacturing
Building felt, unsaturated, manufacturing
Pasted chip board manufacturing
Cardboard manufacturing
Pasted newsboard manufacturing
Chip board manufacturing
Pressboard manufacturing
Corrugated paper or paperboard, in roll or sheets,
Roofing board, unsaturated, manufacturing
manufacturing
Roofing felt stock, unsaturated, manufacturing
Fiber lath manufacturing
Strawboard, for corrugated containers,
Fiberboard manufacturing
manufacturing
Insulation board, not containing gypsum,
Tissue, cleansing, stock, manufacturing
manufacturing
Wallboard, except gypsum, manufacturing
Pulp mill
Chemical pulp manufacturing
Pulp mill
Concentrated sulphite lye, by-product of wood
Rag pulp manufacturing
pulp, manufacturing
Rayon pulp manufacturing
Fiber pulp, from linters, manufacturing
Semi-chemical wood pulp manufacturing
Fiber pulp, from rags, manufacturing
Soda pulp manufacturing
Fiber pulp, from straw, manufacturing
Sulphate pulp manufacturing
Ground wood pulp manufacturing
Sulphite pulp manufacturing
Kraft pulp manufacturing
Tall oil by-product, produced in wood pulp
Mechanical wood pulp manufacturing
manufacturing works
Pulp, from vegetable fiber, manufacturing
Wood pulp manufacturing
Paper mill
Absorbent paper manufacturing
Asbestos filled paper manufacturing
Asbestos paper manufacturing
Bank note paper manufacturing
Blotting paper manufacturing
Bond paper manufacturing
Book paper manufacturing
Building paper felt, unsaturated, manufacturing
Building paper mill
Building paper, not containing asphalt or tar,
manufacturing
Check safety paper manufacturing
Cigarette paper manufacturing
Cover paper manufacturing
Crepe paper manufacturing
Filter paper manufacturing
Glassine wrapping paper manufacturing in paper
mills
Glazed paper manufacturing
Greaseproof wrapping paper manufacturing
Ground wood paper manufacturing
Hand-made paper manufacturing
Hanging paper stock manufacturing

Jute wrapping paper manufacturing
Kraft paper manufacturing
Lining paper manufacturing
Lithograph paper manufacturing
Matrix paper manufacturing
Newsprint manufacturing
Offset paper manufacturing
Oiled paper manufacturing
Paper enamelling
Paper, except asphalt or tar, abrasive, carbon
and photographic, manufacturing
Paper glazing
Paper mill
Paper tissue stock manufacturing
Parchment paper manufacturing
Poster paper manufacturing
Roofing paper, untreated, manufacturing
Rotogravure paper manufacturing
Sheathing paper manufacturing
Tag board manufacturing
Tag paper manufacturing
Toilet paper manufacturing
Typewriting paper manufacturing
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Paper mill (Cont'd.)
Wallpaper stock manufacturing
Waterproof paper manufacturing
Waterproof wrapping-paper manufacturing
Manufacture of containers and boxes of paper and paperboard
Bag, paper, manufacturing
Board container manufacturing
Box, cardboard, manufacturing
Box, fiberboard, manufacturing
Box, newsboard, plain or metal-edged, manufacturing
Box, paper, manufacturing
Cabinet, filing, fiberboard, manufacturing
Can, fiber, metal end, manufacturing
Carton, paper, manufacturing
Carton, paperboard, manufacturing
Case, paper, manufacturing
Cigar box, cardboard or paper, manufacturing
Cone, paper or paperboard, for packing,
manufacturing
Container, cardboard, manufacturing
Container, paper, manufacturing
Core, fiber, metal end, manufacturing
Core, impregnated fiber, manufacturing
Core, impregnated paper, manufacturing
Corrugated box manufacturing
Drum, fiber, metal end, manufacturing
Manufacture of articles of paper
Adding machine paper roll manufacturing
Book paper, off-machine coated, manufacturing
Cleansing tissue paper manufacturing from stock
Cloth-lined paper manufacturing
Coated paper, except asphalt or tar, abrasive,
carbon and photographic, manufacturing
Envelope manufacturing
Facial tissue manufacturing from stock
Filter blocks, paper pulp, manufacturing
Gold transfer paper manufacturing
Gummed label, not printed or embossed,
manufacturing
Handkerchief paper manufacturing
Hanging paper manufacturing
Laminated paper manufacturing
Manufacture of articles of paperboard
Binder, library, manufacturing
Cardboard cut-outs manufacturing
Cardboard foundation manufacturing
Folder, photograph, manufacturing
Lamination cardboard manufacturing
Mat, photograph, manufacturing
Mount, photograph, manufacturing
Panel, cardboard, manufacturing

Waxed paper manufacturing
Wrapping paper manufacturing
Writing paper manufacturing
Egg case paper filler manufacturing
Fancy box, paperboard, manufacturing
Fiber reel manufacturing
Fiber spool, metal end, manufacturing
Filing box, paper or paperboard, manufacturing
Glassine box, paper or paperboard, manufacturing
Glassine bag manufacturing
Hat box, paper, manufacturing
Mailing tube, paper or paperboard, manufacturing
Sack, paper, manufacturing
Shipping container, corrugated paper, manufacturing
Shopping bag, paper, manufacturing
Textile spinning bobbin, fiber or part metal,
manufacturing
Tube, impregnated fiber, manufacturing
Tube, impregnated paper, manufacturing
Vulcanized fiber box manufacturing
Vulcanized fiber can manufacturing
Vulcanized fiber pail manufacturing
Wastebasket, fiber, metal end, manufacturing
Litmus paper manufacturing
Napkin, paper, manufacturing
Paper tissue, cleansing or facial, manufacturing
from stock
Paper varnishing
Papetery manufacturing
Scrapbook manufacturing
Shell, paper, manufacturing
Silver transfer paper manufacturing
Stationery manufacturing
Tablecloth paper manufacturing
Towel, paper, manufacturing
Transfer paper, gold or silver, manufacturing
Wallpaper manufacturing from stock

Panel, die-cutting, manufacturing
Patent-coated paperboard manufacturing
Photograph folder, mat, mount, manufacturing
Playing card cut stock manufacturing
Silicated board manufacturing
Textile machine card manufacturing
Unprinted card manufacturing

Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard articles, n.e.c.
Bottle cap, paper, manufacturing
Candelabra, fiber, manufacturing
Card cutting
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Confetti, paper, manufacturing
Cracker, paper, novelty, manufacturing
Cup, paper, manufacturing
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Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard articles, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Cut-out paper manufacturing
Die-cut paper or paperboard manufacturing
Drinking straw, except glass, manufacturing
Filter, paper, egg case, manufacturing
Flypaper manufacturing
Mat, paper and paperboard, manufacturing

Papier mache articles, except statuary and art
goods, manufacturing
Pattern paper, printed or unprinted, manufacturing
Plate, paper or pulp, manufacturing
Spoon and fork, paper, manufacturing
Utensil, pulp, manufacturing

Printing of newspapers and periodicals
Magazine printing
Magazine publishing
Newspaper printing
Newspaper publishing
Periodical printing

Periodical publishing
Publishing company
Review printing
Review publishing
Trade journal publishing

Printing and publishing of books and pamphlets
Almanac publishing
Amusement guide printing and/or publishing
Atlas printing
Atlas publishing
Book, children's picture and painting, printing
Book, children's picture and painting, publishing
Book gilding
Book printing
Book publishing
Directory publishing
Geographical printing and publishing

Globe cover printing and publishing
Guide publishing
Hymnal printing and publishing
Map coloring, printing and publishing
Music sheet printing and/or publishing
Pamphlet printing
Printing and publishing, books and pamphlets
Review book/pamphlet, examination, printing
and/or publishing
Sheet music publishing
Telephone directory printing and/or publishing

Commercial and job printing
Account book manufacturing
Advertising poster, lithographed, manufacturing
Album manufacturing
Art printing
Atlas lithographing
Bank note printing
Bank book manufacturing
Blank book manufacturing
Book cover printing
Calendar printing
Catalog printing
Chart and graph paper printing
Checkbook manufacturing
Christmas card manufacturing
Christmas seal manufacturing
Chrome printing
Collotype printing
Color lithographing
Color printing
Commercial form lithographing
Commercial lithographing
Copper plate printings
Decalcomania, dry transfer, manufacturing
Deckling books, cards and paper
Diary manufacturing
Directory printing
Display mounting
Embossed label, paper, manufacturing
Envelope printing

Etching on copper and steel plate for printing
purposes
Facsimile letter printing
Fashion printing
Greeting card manufacturing
Guide printing
Guide, program, printing
Gummed label, paper, printing
Gummed seal, paper, pringing
Hydrographic chart printing
Imprinting on paper
Inventory blank manufacturing
Job printing
Label lithographing
Ledger and ledger sheet manufacturing
Letterpress printing
Lithographic printing
Lithographing on metal or paper
Machine ruling
Map lithographing
Map mounting
Menu printing
Monotype machine composition for the trade
Offset printing
Paper label printing
Paper seal printing
Paper tag printing
Photo offset printing
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Commercial and job printing (Cont d.)
Photogravure printing
Picture postcard lithographing
Plate printing
Playing cards printing
Postage stamp printing and/or perforating
Ready print manufacturing
Receipt book manufacturing
Receipt pad manufacturing
Relief stamping
Rotogravure printing
Sample mounting
Seal lithographing
Show card, printed, manufacturing

Show card, silk screened, manufacturing
Souvenir card lithographing
Souvenir card printing
Stationery printing
Tabulating machine card manufacturing
Tag lithographing
Theatrical program printing
Ticket lithographing
Ticket printing
Transfer design lithographing
Transfer design printing
Vandyke printing
Wrapper lithographing

Electrotyping, stereotyping and photoengraving
Advertisement typesetting
Braille copying
Braille printing
Brass plate engraving
Calendar engraving
Electrotype plate manufacturing
Electrotyping
Engraved greeting card manufacturing
Engraving on copper and steel plate for printing
purposes
Engraving on textile printing roll
Engraving, steel line, for printing purpose
Grained or prepared lithoplate manufacturing
Gravure printing
Halftone engraving
Hand composition for the trade
Heraldic seal engraving
Invitation engraving
Linotype machine composition for the trade

Linotyping
Lithograph plate manufacturing
Lithoplate, grained or prepared, manufacturing
Photoengraving
Photo engraving plate manufacturing
Photo lithographing
Picture postcard engraving
Plateless engraving
Printing from engraved plate
Process block making
Process plate engraving
Rotary photogravure printing
Rotogravure printing plate preparing
Security certificate engraving
Souvenir card engraving
Stationery engraving and plate printing
Steel line engraving for printing purposes
Stereotyping
Typesetting by machine or hand

Bookbinding and related work
Bookbinding
Book bronzing
Book repairing
Embossing on books
Embossing on paper
Gold stamping on book

Pamphlet binding
Paper bronzing
Paper cutting, except die-cutting
Paper edging
Paper gilding
Rebinding book, magazine or pamphlet

Other printing, publishing and allied industries, n.e.c.
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Manufacture of inorganic acids, alkalis and chlorine
Acid, inorganic, manufacturing
Alkali manufacturing
Aluminum hydroxide manufacturing
Boric acid manufacturing
Carbonic acid manufacturing
Caustic potash manufacturing
Caustic soda manufacturing
Chlorine gas manufacturing
Chlorosulphonic acid manufacturing
Chromic acid manufacturing

Hydrochloric acid manufacturing
Hydrofluoric acid manufacturing
Hydroxide manufacturing
Light acid manufacturing
Nitric acid manufacturing
Phosphorous acid manufacturing
Potassium hydroxide manufacturing
Sodium hydroxide manufacturing
Sulphuric acid manufacturing
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Manufacture of inorganic salts and compounds
Aluminum oxide manufacturing
Aluminum sulfate manufacturing
Barium chlorate manufacturing
Calcium carbide manufacturing
Carbon bisulphide manufacturing
Carbon tetrachloride manufacturing
Cerium salt manufacturing
Chloride manufacturing
Color lake manufacturing
Copper sulphate manufacturing
Cyanide manufacturing
Dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) manufacturing
Hydrochlorite manufacturing
Hydrogen sulphide manufacturing
Hydrosulphite manufacturing
Hypophosphite manufacturing
Inorganic tanning material manufacturing
Iodide manufacturing
Iron pyrite roasting in chemical industry
Lead arsenate manufacturing
Lead oxide manufacturing
Lead, red mineral, manufacturing
Lead silicate manufacturing
Litharge manufacturing
lithophone manufacturing
Nitrate manufacturing
Nitrous oxide manufacturing
Oxalate manufacturing
Oxide manufacturing
Peroxide manufacturing
Phosphorous oxychloride manufacturing
Pigment, inorganic, manufacturing
Potassium cyanide manufacturing

Potassium iodide manufacturing
Potassium nitrate manufacturing
Precipitated barium sulphite manufacturing
Silicofluoride manufacturing
Soda ash manufacturing
Soda manufacturing
Sodium aluminate manufacturing
Sodium antimoniate manufacturing
Sodium benzoate manufacturing
Sodium bicarbonate manufacturing
Sodium carbonate manufacturing
Sodium chloride, radioactive, manufacturing
Sodium hypochlorite manufacturing
Sodium moiybdate manufacturing
Sodium silicate manufacturing
Sodium silicofluoride manufacturing
Sodium stannate manufacturing
Sodium sulphate manufacturing
Sodium tetraborate, borax, manufacturing
Sodium uranate manufacturing
Sulphate manufacturing
Sulphide manufacturing
Sulphocyanide manufacturing
Sulphur dioxide manufacturing
Synthetic tanning material, inorganic salts,
manufacturing
Thiocyanate manufacturing
Tin oxide manufacturing
Titanium dioxide manufacturing
Ultramarine manufacturing
White lead manufacturing
Zinc sulphide manufacturing

Manufacture of industrial (compressed and liquefied) gases
Ammonia gas manufacturing
Hydrogen manufacturing
Carbon dioxide manufacturing
Liquefied gas manufacturing
Chlorine, compressed and liquefied,
Liquid air manufacturing
manufacturing
Nitrogen manufacturing
Compressed gas manufacturing
Oxygen, compressed and liquefied, manufacturing
Helium manufacturing
Manufacture of industrial alcohols
Allyl alcohol manufacturing
Isopropyl alcohol manufacturing
Anti-freeze alcohol manufacturing
Methanol manufacturing
Butyl alcohol manufacturing
Methyl alcohol manufacturing
Carbolic acid manufacturing
Phenol, pure, manufacturing
Geraniol manufacturing
Wood alcohol manufacturing
Industrial alcohol manufacturing
Manufacture of organic acids and organic compounds, except industrial alcohols
Acetaldehyde manufacturing
Citrate manufacturing
Acid, acetic, synthetic, manufacturing
Citric acid manufacturing
Acid, organic, manufacturing
Citronelled manufacturing
Benzene, coal tar distillation product,
Coal-tar cyclic, crude manufacturing
manufacturing
Coal-tar dye manufacturing
Benzol, coal tar distillation product,
Coal-tar perfume material manufacturing
manufacturing
Coal-tar rubber chemical manufacturing
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Manufacture of organic acids and organic compounds, except industrial alcohols (cont'd)
Color toner manufacturing
Cyclic intermediate manufacturing
Dyestuff, synthetic organic, manufacturing
Enzymes manufacturing
Ester manufacturing
Ethyl acetate manufacturing
Ethyl butyrate manufacturing
Ethyl cellulose, unplasticized, manufacturing
Ethyl ether manufacturing
Ethyl formate manufacturing
Ethylbenzene manufacturing
Ethylene glycol manufacturing
Ethykne manufacturing
Fatty acid manufacturing
Formaldehyde manufacturing
Fustic extract manufacturing
Gambler extract manufacturing
Glycerophosphate manufacturing
Hansa yellow toner manufacturing
Hardwood distillation
Hemlock extract manufacturing
Hydrocarbon gas manufacturing
Lactate manufacturing
Lactic acid manufacturing
Logwood extract manufacturing
Methyl acetone manufacturing
Methyl calorie manufacturing
Myrobalan extract manufacturing
Natural acetic acid manufacturing
Natural acetone manufacturing
Nitroaniline manufacturing
Nitroglycerin manufacturing

Nitrous ether manufacturing
Oak extract manufacturing
Oleic acid, red oil, manufacturing
Paraldehyde manufacturing
Phosphoric ester manufacturing
Pigment, organic, manufacturing
Pine oil, wood distillation product, manufacturing
Pulp color manufacturing
Pyvoligneous acid manufacturing
Quebracho extract manufacturing
Quercitron extract manufacturing
Rosin manufacturing
Salicylate manufacturing
Softwood distillation
Stearate manufacturing
Stearic acid manufacturing
Sugar substitute, saccharine, manufacturing
Sumac extract manufacturing
Synthetic industrial chemicals manufacturing
Synthetic tanning material, organic acids
manufacturing
Tannic acid manufacturing
Tanning extract manufacturing
Tar oil, wood distillation product, manufacturing
Tar, wood distillation product, manufacturing
Tartaric acid manufacturing
Tartrate manufacturing
Turpentine manufacturing
Urea manufacturing
Wood creosote manufacturing
Wood oil, hard and soft wood distillation
product, manufacturing

Manufacture of basic industrial chemicals, n.e.c.
Chemical elements, non-radioactive,
manufacturing
Chemical elements, radioactive, manufacturing

Isotope, radioactive, manufacturing
Mercury, redistilled, manufacturing

Manufacture of fertilizers
Bonemeal fertilizer manufacturing
Fish meal fertilizer manufacturing
Fish scrap fertilizer manufacturing
Phosphate manufacturing
Potash compound manufacturing

Potash superphosphate manufacturing
Superphosphate manufacturing
Synthetic fertilizer manufacturing
Tankage fertilizer manufacturing

Manufacture of synthetic resins
Alcohol, polyvinyl, manufacturing
Alkyd resin manufacturing
Cellulose acetate manufacturing
Cellulose nitrate manufacturing
Coal-tar resin manufacturing
Cresol resin manufacturing
Ester gum manufacturing
Methyl cellulose manufacturing
Phenolic resin manufacturing
Phthalic anhydride resin manufacturing

Polyvinyl chloride manufacturing
Pyroxylin, nitrocellulose, manufacturing
Resin, acrylic, manufacturing
Resin, melamine, manufacturing
Resin, polyethylene, manufacturing
Resin, silicone, manufacturing
Resin, urea, manufacturing
Styxene manufacturing
Synthetic resin manufacturing
Vinyl resin manufacturing
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Manufacture of man-made fibers, except glass
Continuous filament tow, for the manufacture
of discontinuous synthetic fibers,
manufacturing
Discontinuous regenerated fibers, not carded
or combed
Man-made fibers manufacturing
Nylon fiber manufacturing

Polyester manufacturing
Rayon filament manufacturing
Rayon staple fiber manufacturing
Rosin fiber manufacturing
Synthetic filament manufacturing
Synthetic staple fiber manufacturing
Synthetic horsehair fiber manufacturing

Manufacture of plastic materials, except man-made fibers and glass
Artificial ivory manufacturing
Oil, vulcanized, manufacturing
Casein plastic manufacturing
Phenolic plastic manufacturing
Cellophane manufacturing
Photographic film base, cellulose acetate
or nitrocellulose plastic, manufacturing
Celluloid manufacturing
Ivory, synthetic, manufacturing
Protein plastic manufacturing
Lignin plastic manufacturing
Soybean plastic manufacturing
Nitrocellulose plastic, photographic film
base, manufacturing
Manufacture of pesticides, insecticides, fungicides and herbicides
Agricultural insecticide manufacturing
Moth repellant manufacturing
Exterminating product, chemical, manufacturing
Paris green, insecticide, manufacturing
Rotenone manufacturing
Fungicide manufacturing
Sulphur dust manufacturing
Fungicide spray manufacturing
Sulphur lime, dry and solution, manufacturing
Household insecticide manufacturing
Insecticide spray manufacturing
Manufacture of paints
Casein paint manufacturing
Paint, paste form, manufacturing
Color in oil, paper, manufacturing
Paint, plastic, manufacturing
Dry paint, excluding artists', manufacturing
Paint, ready-mixed and semi-paste, manufacturing
Enamel paint manufacturing
Plastic paint manufacturing
Graphite paint manufacturing
Wall paint manufacturing
Paint, dry form, manufacturing
Water paint, excluding artists', manufacturing
Zinc oxide in oil, paint, manufacturing
Manufacture of varnishes, lacquers, shellacrand stains
Dope, lacquer, manufacturing
Varnish manufacturing
Lacquer manufacturing
Varnish stain manufacturing
Shellac manufacturing
Wood stain manufacturing
Manufacture of paint removers, thinners and brush cleaners
Brush cleaner manufacturing
Paint remover manufacturing
Manufacture of other paint products, n.e.c.
Baking japan manufacturing
Calcimine, dry paste, manufacturing
Caulking compound manufacturing
Drying filler manufacturing
Dry japan manufacturing
Filler dry, liqud paste, manufacturing
Lacquer base and dope manufacturing
Lampblack manufacturing
Manufacture of drugs and medicines
Anaesthetic manufacturing
Animal oil, medicinal preparation, manufacturing
Coal-tar flavor, synthetic, manufacturing
Coal-tar preparation, medicinal, manufacturing
Cod liver oil, medicinal preparation,
manufacturing

Thinner, for pyroxylin lacquer, manufacturing
Thinner manufacturing
Lead, white or red, in oil manufacturing
Liquid filler manufacturing
Paint drier manufacturing
Paint primer manufacturing
Putty manufacturing
Putty powder manufacturing
Red lead, in oil, manufacturing
White lead, in oil, manufacturing
Codein manufacturing
Cough lozenge manufacturing
Drug manufacturing
Druggists' preparation manufacturing
Gland product manufacturing
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Manufacture of drugs and medicines (cont 'd)
Herb grinding, medicinal
Household ammonia manufacturing
Intravenous and/or intramuscular product,
prepared, manufacturing
Iodine, tincture of, manufacture
Iodoform manufacturing
Magnesia, medicinal, manufacturing
Medicinal preparation manufacturing
Morphine manufacturing
Ointment manufacturing
Opium derivative, drug, manufacturing

Patent medicine manufacturing
Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing
Pill manufacturing
Quinine manufacturing
Serum manufacturing
Strychnine manufacturing
Suppository manufacturing
Synthetic medicine manufacturing
Vaccine manufacturing
Virus manufacturing
Vitamin product manufacturing

Manufacture of soap and synthetic detergents
Chip, soap, manufacturing
Cleanser, containing soap, or synthetic
detergents, manufacturing
Flake, soap, manufacturing
Granulated soap manufacturing
Hand cleanser, soap or synthetic detergents
manufacturing
Industrial detergents manufacturing
Liquid soap or synthetic detergent
manufacturing
Laundry soap,or synthetic detergents, tablet or bar,
manufacturing

Mechanic's paste soap manufacturing
Potash soap manufacturing
Scouring compound, soap or synthetic
detergent, manufacturing
Scouring powder manufacturing
Soap base manufacturing
Soap manufacturing
Soap stock manufacturing
Synthetic detergent manufacturing
Washing compound, soap or synthetic dettergent,
manufacturing

Manufacture of cleaning preparation, except soap and detergents
Cleaning compound, soapless, manufacturing
Dry cleaning preparation, soapless, manufacturing
Cleaning powder, soapless, manufacturing
Washing compound, soapless, manufacturing
Cleaning preparation, soapless, manufacturing
Washing powder, soapless, manufacturing
Cleanser, soapless, manufacturing
Manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics and other toilet preparations
Barbers' supply manufacturing
Shampoo, soapless, manufacturing
Bath salt manufacturing
Shaving cake manufacturing
Cosmetic manufacturing
Shaving cream, containing soap, manufacturing
Face, lotion and/or powder manufacturing
Shaving cream, soapless, manufacturing
Glycerine, not synthetic, manufacturing
Talcum powder manufacturing
Hair dressing, dye, manufacturing
Toilet cream manufacturing
Lotion manufacturing
Toilet powder manufacturing
Manicure preparation manufacturing
Toilet preparation manufacturing
Perfume manufacturing
Toilet water manufacturing
Plastic starch manufacturing
Toothpaste and powder manufacturing
Rouge, cosmetic, manufacturing
Manufacture of waxes and polishing preparations
Automobile polish manufacturing
Beeswax processing
Brass polish manufacturing
Floor polisji manufacturing
Floor wax manufacturing
Furniture polish manufacturing
Metal polish manufacturing
Manufacture of candles
Candle manufacturing
Manufacture of matches
Bengal matches

Polishing powder manufacturing
Polishing preparation manufacturing
Shoe polish manufacturing
Stove polish manufacturing
Wax core manufacturing
Wax, for wood and fabric, manufacturing

Match manufacturing
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Manufacture of explosives and fireworks
Ammunition, small arms, manufacturing
Blasting cap manufacturing
Blasting powder manufacturing
Cartridge manufacturing
Charger, small arms ammunition, manufacturing
Detonating cap manufacturing
Dynamite manufacturing
Explosive manufacturing
Explosive, nitrostarch, manufacturing
Firework manufacturing

Flares, all kinds, manufacturing
Flashlight bomb manufacturing
Grenade manufacturing, fire extinguisher
Gunpowder manufacturing
Marine signal flare manufacturing
Mine ammunition manufacturing
Nitrocellulose powder manufacturing
Rocket, pyrotechnic, manufacturing
Shotgun ammunition manufacturing
Torch, firework, manufacturing

Manufacture of inks
Bronze ink manufacturing
Burnishing ink manufacturing
Carbon black manufacturing
Drawing ink manufacturing
Gold ink manufacturing
Indelible ink manufacturing
India'ink manufacturing
Manufacture of adhesives and glues
Adhesive paste manufacturing
Animal, vegetable and synthetic, glue, except
dental, manufacturing

Ink manufacturing
Lithographic ink manufacturing
Printers' ink manufacturing
Sepia ink manufacturing
Stamping ink manufacturing
Writing ink manufacturing

Casein glue manufacturing
Cement, mending, manufacturing
Household adhesive, excluding rubber cement,
manufacturing

Manufacture of other chemical products, n.e.c.
Activated carbon manufacturing
Bleaching compound, chlorine, manufacturing
Bleaching powder manufacturing
Boiler compound manufacturing
Charge, for chemical fire-extinguisher,
manufacturing
Chemical foundry supply manufacturing
Chloride of lime manufacturing
Chloride of bleaching compound manufacturing
Cordite manufacturing
Core oil and binder manufacturing
Dextrin size manufacturing
Disinfectant manufacturing
Dressing, automobile top, manufacturing
Dressing, fabric and leather, manufacturing
Embalming fluid manufacturing
Essential oil manufacturing
Film, sensitized, manufacturing
Fuse powder manufacturing
Gelatin, inedible, manufacturing
Hand paste manufacturing
Household tint and dye manufacturing
Incense manufacturing
Ink eradicator manufacturing
Insulating compound manufacturing
Joss stick manufacturing
Laundry bluing manufacturing
Leather finish manufacturing
Leather stain manufacturing
Lye manufacturing
Metal treating compound manufacturing
Mordant (dye) manufacturing

Oil treating compound manufacturing
Parting compound, foundry supply, manufacturing
Photocopying cloth manufacturing
Photocopying paper manufacturing
Photographic plate manufacturing
Photographic slide manufacturing
Plaster, adhesive, medicated or nonmedicated, manufacturing
Prepared photographic chemical manufacturing
Rosin size manufacturing
Rust remover manufacturing
Safety fuse, except electrical, manufacturing
Sealing wax manufacturing
Sensitized blueprint cloth manufacturing
Sensitized blueprint paper manufacturing
Sensitized photographic film manufacturing
Sensitized photographic paper manufacturing
Soldering flux manufacturing
Stain remover manufacturing
Surface-active preparation manufacturing
Textile and leather assistant manufacturing
Textile assistant, grease, manufacturing
Textile assistant, softener, manufacturing
Textile assistant, soluble oil, manufacturing
Tint, household, manufacturing
Water softener manufacturing
Water treating compound manufacturing
Waterproofing compound manufacturing
Wetting agent manufacturing
Wood bleach manufacturing
X-ray film manufacturing
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Petroleum refineries
Acid oil manufacturing
Benzene (Benzol), petroleum refinery product,
manufacturing
Crude oil distilling
Diesel oil manufacturing
Fractionation product of crude petroleum
manufactured in petroleum refineries
Fuel oil manufacturing
Gas, petroleum refinery product, manufacturing
Gasoline manufacturing
Gasoline refining
Illuminating oil manufacturing
Kerosene manufacturing

Liquefied petroleum gas refining
Lubricating grease, petroleum refinery product,
manufacturing
Lubricating oil, petroleum refining product,
manufacturing
Motor spirit manufacturing
Naptha manufacturing
Oil still
Parafin wax manufacturing
Petroleum refinery
Road oil manufacturing, petroleum refining
Synthetic oil manufacturing
Tar or residium, petroleum product, manufacturing
Tops, petroleum by-product, manufacturing

Manufacture of miscellaneous products of petroleum and coal
Asphalt and tar mixture manufacturing
Asphalt floor tile manufacturing
Asphalt manufacturing
Asphalt paving material manufacturing
Asphaltic material, liquid, manufacturing
Bituminous road material manufacturing
Building board, asphalt or tar saturated,
manufacturing
Building paper, asphalt or tar saturated,
manufacturing
Coal brick manufacturing
Coal briquette manufacturing
Coal distillation
Coal hydrogenation
Coal-tar paving material manufacturing
Coal-tar roofing pitch, not made in by-product
cake oven, manufacturing
Manufacture Of tires and tubes
Automobile tire manufacturing
Inner tube tire manufacturig
Pneumatic casing manufacturing
Retreading plants
Camelback, for tire retreading, manufacturing
Tire rebuilding plant
Tire retreading plant
Manufacture of rubber footwear
Boot, vulcanized or molded rubber, manufacturing
Canvas shoe, rubber soled, made by rubber product
manufacturers
Fabric footwear, rubber soled, made by rubber
product manufacturers
Footwear, rubber soled, made by rubber product
manufacturers
Gaiter, rubber, manufacturing
Heel,boot and shoe, composition rubber,
manufacturing
Heel lift, rubber, manufacturing
Overshoe, rubber and rubber soled, made by rubber
product manufacturers

Coke manufacturing, not in steel works or gas
plants
Fuel brick or briquette manufacturing
Lubricating grease, mineral, not a petroleum
refinery product, manufacturing
Lubricating oil, mineral, not a petroleum
refinery product, manufacturing
Mastic roofing composition manufacturing
Package fuel manufacturing
Paving block, asphalt, coal-tar, composition,
creosoted wood, manufacturing
Roof cement, asphalt and/or asphalt fibrous
plastic, manufacturing
Tar paper manufacturing
Waterproof roofing fabric, asphalt, tar and
composition, manufacturing

Rubber tire manufacturing
Tire, cushion, rubber, manufacturing
Tire, solid rubber, manufacturing
Tire, tubeless, manufacturing
Tire sundries and repair materials manufacturing
Tire vulcanizing shop

Rubber boot manufacturing
Rubber foothold manufacturing
Rubber legging manufacturing
Shoe, rubber, manufacturing
Shoe, vulcanized or molded rubber, manufacturing
Slipper, rubber, manufacturing
Sole, composition rubber, manufacturing
Sole, rubber, manufacturing
Soling strip, rubber, manufacturing
Top lift, boot and shoe, rubber,
manufacturing
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Manufacture of rubber garments
Bathing cap, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber cap manufacturing
Bib, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber glove manufacturing
Clothing, rubber, manufacturing
Rubberized apron manufacturing, in rubber factories
Headgear cover, rubber, manufacturing
Rubberized fabric manufacturing
Industrial garment, rubber, manufacturing
Vulcanized rubber apparel manufacturing
Overall, rubber, manufacturing
Vulcanized rubber clothing manufacturing
Raincoat, rubber, manufacturing
Washable service apparel, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber apparel, manufacturing
Work clothes, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber apron manufacturing
Manufacture of industrial and molded rubber products other than tires and tubes
Bath mat, rubber, manufacturing
Plating rack, rubber covered, manufacturing
Battery box and part, rubber, manufacturing
Pliofilm sheet rubber manufacturing
Belt, rubber, manufacturing
Pliofilm sheet rubber manufacturing
Box, hard rubber, manufacturing
Plumbers' rubber goods manufacturing
Brake lining, rubber, manufacturing
Pneumatic hose manufacturing
Brush, rubber, manufacturing
Pneumatic rubber mattress manufacturing
Conveyor belting, rubber, manufacturing
Pneumatic rubber pillows manufacturing
Dingies, rubber, manufacturing
Pontoons, rubber, manufacturing
Disc valve, rubber, manufacturing
Rack, hard rubber, manufacturing
Doll, rubber, manufacturing
Roll, rubber-covered, manufacturing
Door mat, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber belting manufacturing
Druggists' sundries, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber flooring, tile or sheet, manufacturing
Erasers, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber hose, except medical, manufacturing
Fire hose, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber mat manufacturing
Floor rug, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber matting manufacturing
Fountain syringe, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber pipe manufacturing
Friction tape, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber rod manufacturing
Gasket, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber sheet manufacturing
Hair curler, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber, synthetic, products manufacturing
Hard rubber goods manufacturing
Rubber thread, uncovered, manufacturing
Hard rubber insulator manufacturing
Rubber toy manufacturing
Hard rubber pulverizing
Rubberized sheeting manufacturing
Hard rubber sheet manufacturing
Rug, rubber, manufacturing
Hard rubber tube manufacturing
Sheet rubber manufacturing
Hardened rubber sheets and strips, manufacturing
Soft rubber insulator manufacturing
Hat cover, rubber, manufacturing
Stair tread, rubber, manufacturing
Hot water bottle, rubber, manufacturing
Strip liner, rubber, manufacturing
Insulation rubber goods manufacturing
Teether, rubber, manufacturing
life preserver, inflatable rubber, manufacturing
Tile flooring, rubber, manufacturing
Life raft, rubber, manufacturing
Top roll covering, rubber, manufacturing
Mattress protector, rubber, manufacturing
Tray, rubber manufacturing
Mechnical rubber goods manufacturing
Tubing, rubber, manufacturing
Medicine dropper, rubber, manufacturing
Type, rubber, manufacturing
Nipple, rubber, manufacturing
Valve, rubber, manufacturing
Pacifier, rubber, manufacturing
Wainscoting, rubber, manufacturing
Packing, rubber, manufacturing
Washer, rubber, manufacturing
Pillows, sponge rubber, manufacturing
Water bottle, rubber, manufacturing
Manufacture of other rubber products, n.e.c.
Balata products-manufacturing
Rubber, natural, products manufacturing
Equipment for indoor games, rubber manufacturing
Rubber reclaiming
in rubber factories
Rubberized fabric products, excluding apparel,
Fabric rubberizing
manufacturing
Gutta perclia product manufacturing
Sleeve pump, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber cement manufacturing
Sponges, rubber, manufacturing
Rubber equipment for outdoor sports,
manufacturing in rubber factories
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Manufacture of plastic furniture
Cabinet and case, plastic, manufacturing
Cabinet, display, plastic, manufacturing

Chairs, plastic, manufacturing
Furniture, plastic, manufacturing

Manufacture of plastic footwear
Boots, molded plastic, manufacturing
Shoe, molded plastic, manufacturing

Slipper, molded plastic, manufacturing

Manufacture of plastic industrial supplies
Bolt, plastic, manufacturing
Molding, plastic, manufacturing
Part and accessory made of plastic, motor
vehicles, manufacturing
Part and accessory, ship and boat, plastic,
manufacturing
Parts for aircraft, airships and balloons,
plastic, manufacturing

Pipe fitting, plastic, manufacturing
Plastic part for machinery manufacturing
Plastic wall panelling manufacturing
Radio cabinet, plastic, manufacturing
Tubing, plastic, manufacturing
Washer, plastic, manufacturing

Manufacture of other fabricated plastic products, n.e.c.
Apron, plastic, manufacturing
Ashtray, plastic, manufacturing
Bowl, kitchen or tableware, plastic, manufacturing
Box, except luggage, plastic, manufacturing
Butter-dish, plastic, manufacturing
Camera housing, plastic, manufacturing
Celluloid comb manufacturing
Clock and watch part, plastic, manufacturing
Dinnerware, plastic, manufacturing
Dish, plastic, manufacturing
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Manufacture of vitreous china tableware and kitchen articles
Beaker, ceramic, manufacturing
China tableware manufacturing
Container, ceramic, manufacturing
Cooking ware, china, manufacturing
Delftware, pottery, manufacturing
Manufacture of coarse clay products
Clay statuary manufacturing
Crockery manufacturing
Earthenware manufacturing
Flower pot, ceramic, manufacturing
Garden pottery manufacturing

Film, unsensitized, plastic, manufacturing
Ivory, synthetic articles of, manufacturing
Kitchenware, plastic, manufacturing
Mat, plastic, manufacturing
Phonograph record blank manufacturing
Plastic novelty manufacturing
Plastic ornament manufacturing
Plastic toilet ware manufacturing
Synthetic sausage casing manufacturing
Tile, plastic, manufacturing
Hotel china manufacturing
Household ware, ceramic, manufacturing
Vitreous china tableware and kitchen
articles manufacturing

Pot, clay, manufacturing
Pottery manufacturing
Red earthenware manufacturing
Stoneware, pottery, manufacturing

Manufacture of vitreous china plumbing fittings and plumbing fixtures
Bathroom fixture, porcelain, manufacturing
Plumbing fixture, porcelain, manufacturing
Plumbing fixture, vitreous china, manufacturing
Bathroom fixture, vitreous china, manufacturing
Sink, ceramic, manufacturing
Bathtub, ceramic, manufacturing
Closet bowl manufacturing
Toilet fixture, ceramic, manufacturing
Drinking fountain, vitreous china, manufacturing
Toilet fixture, vitreous china, manufacturing
Manufacture of pottery, china and earthenware, n.e.c.
Art pottery manufacturing
Bone china manufacturing
Ceramic ware, industrial or laboratory,
manufacturing
Chemical porcelain ware manufacturing
Chemical stoneware manufacturing
China decorating
Decorating china manufacturing
Decorating work on china
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Domestic article, ceramic, manufacturing
Electric insulators, porcelain, manufacturing
Electric supplies, porcelain, manufacturing
Firing china to individual order
Gold encrusting on china
Insulation porcelain manufacturing
Knob, porcelain, manufacturing
Porcelain cleat manufacturing
Porcelain manufacturing
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Manufacture of pottery, china and earthware, n.e.c. (Contd.)
Porcelain tube manufacturing
Pyrometric cone manufacturing.
Rockingham ware manufacturing
Sign-plate, ceramic, manufacturing

Stall, vitreous and semi-vitreous china,
manufacturing
Stopper, bottle, ceramic, manufacturing
Vase, except glass or stone, manufacturing
Whiteware manufacturing

Manufacture of flat glass
Automobile glass manufacturing
Automobile windshield manufacturing
Building glass, flat, manufacturing
Flat building glass manufacturing
Glass cutting
Mirror, framed or unframed, manufacturing
Plate glass, polished or rough, manufacturing
Rolled or rough glass manufacturing

Safety glass manufacturing
Safety glass sheet manufacturing
Sheet glass, bent, manufacturing
Stationers' glassware manufacturing
Table top, glass, manufacturing
Window glass manufacturing
Wire glass, polished or rough, manufacturing

Manufacture of glass containers
Barware, glass, hand or machine made, manufacturing
Beaker, glass, laboratory
Container, glass, manufacturing
Glass bottle manufacturing
Glass bowl manufacturing
Glass carboy manufacturing
Glass clip cup manufacturing
Glass jar manufacturing

Ink well, glass, manufacturing
Ovenware, glass, manufacturing
Packers' pressed glassware manufacturing
Pressed glassware manufacturing
Serving tray, glass, manufacturing
Tableware, glass, manufacturing
Tobacco jar, glass, manufacturing

Manufacture of miscellaneous glass and glass products, n.e.c.
Art glass manufacturing
Blowing lighting glassware
Cooking utensils, glass, manufacturing
Cutware, glass, manufacturing
Decalcomania work on glass
Electric bulb blank, glass, manufacturing
Electric insulator, glass, manufacturing
Enamelled, glass, in bars, rods or tubes,
manufacturing
Flower, glass, manufacturing
Foliage, glass, manufacturing
Glass and glass products, except ground optical
lens, manufacturing
Glass block manufacturing
Glass brick manufacturing
Glass candlestick manufacturing
Glass chimney manufacturing
Glass, curved, for clocks and watches,
manufacturing
Glass, curved, for sunglasses, not optically
worked, manufacturing
Glass decorating
Glass engraving
Glass, except optical lens, grinding
Glass polishing

Glass reflector, lamp, manufacturing
Glass staining
Glassware manufacturing
Gold encrusting on glass
Illuminating glass manufacturing
Industrial glass product manufacturing
Inner for vacuum vessels, glass, manufacturing
Laboratory glassware manufacturing
Lamp shade, glass, manufacturing
Lantern globe, glass, manufacturing
Lighting glassware, blowing and pressing
Mosaic glass manufacturing
Novelty, glass, manufacturing
Obscured glass manufacturing
Optical glass, unground, manufacturing
Ornamental glass manufacturing
Pressed lens manufacturing
Reflector, glass, for lighting equipment,
manufacturing
Scientific glassware manufacturing
Stained glass manufacturing
Straw, glass, manufacturing
Tubing, glass, manufacturing
Vase, glass, manufacturing
Watch crystal, glass, manufacturing

Manufacture of cement
Cement manufacturing
Clay cement manufacturing
Fibro cement manufacturing

Masonry cement manufacturing
Hydraulic cement manufacturing
Keene's cement manufacturing
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Manufacture of cement (Cont d.)
Masonry cement manufacturing
Natural cement manufacturing
Portland cement manufacturing

Pozzolana cement manufacturing
Roman cement manufacturing

Manufacture of structural clay products
Architectural terracotta manufacturing
Brick flooring manufacturing
Building tile, hollow, manufacturing
Ceramic tile manufacturing
Chimney pipe manufacturing
Chimney top manufacturing
Clay block manufacturing
Clay brick manufacturing
Clay conduit manufacturing
Clay floater manufacturing
Clay flooring manufacturing
Clay product manufacturing
Clay refractory cement manufacturing
Clay refractory manufacturing
Clay ring manufacturing
Clay stopper manufacturing
Clay stove lining manufacturing
Clay structural product manufacturing
Clay tile manufacturing
Clay wall tile manufacturing
Common brick manufacturing
Comcrib tile manufacturing
Cornice, ceramic, manufacturing
Drain pipe, clay, manufacturing
Drain tile, clay, manufacturing
Enamelled clay tile manufacturing
Enamelled tile manufacturing
Face brick manufacturing
Facing tile, hollow, unglazed, manufacturing
Faience tile manufacturing
Filter bed, underdrain, manufacturing

Fire brick manufacturing
Fire-clay block manufacturing
Fire-clay crucible manufacturing
Fire-clay goods manufacturing
Fire-clay tile manufacturing
Flag, ceramic, manufacturing
Floor tile, clay, manufacturing
Flue lining, clay, manufacturing
Flush tank, all clay, manufacturing
Glass-house tank block, clay, manufacturing
Guttering, ceramic, manufacturing
High alumina brick manufacturing
Hollow brick manufacturing
Ladle brick manufacturing
Lavatory, all clay, manufacturing
Lime brick manufacturing
Mosaic tile, glazed or unglazed, manufacturing
Plastic fire-clay brick manufacturing
Promenade or quarry tile, clay, manufacturing
Refractory cement, clay, manufacturing
Refractory mortar manufacturing
Roofing tile, clay, manufacturing
Segment clay block manufacturing
Sett, ceramic, manufacturing
Sewer liner plate, clay, manufacturing
Sewer pipe, clay, manufacturing
Silo and corncrib tile manufacturing
Slab, paving, ceramic, manufacturing
Vitrified brick, for paving, manufacturing
Wall coping, clay, manufacturing
White-glazed tile manufacturing

Manufacture of structural concrete products
Battery well and box, concrete, manufacturing
Box battery, concrete, manufacturing
Cast stone, concrete, manufacturing
Chimney cap, concrete manufacturing
Column, concrete-filled, manufacturing
Concrete block manufacturing
Concrete brick manufacturing
Concrete building block and shape manufacturing
Concrete building material manufacturing
Concrete conduit manufacturing
Concrete' products manufacturing
Concrete structural part manufacturing
Coping, concrete, manufacturing
Cribbing, concrete, manufacturing
Culvert pipe, concrete, manufacturing
Door frame, concrete, manufacturing
Drain tile, concrete, manufacturing
Fireproof wall manufacturing
Floor filler-tile, concrete, manufacturing

Garbage box, concrete, manufacturing
Garden furniture, concrete, manufacturing
Grave marker, concrete, manufacturing
Grease trap, concrete, manufacturing
Incinerator, concrete, manufacturing
Irrigation pipe, concrete, manufacturing
Joist, concrete, manufacturing
Laundry tray, concrete, manufacturing
Laundry tub, concrete, manufacturing
Lintel, concrete, manufacturing
Mantel, concrete, manufacturing
Masonry board manufacturing
Meter box, concrete, manufacturing
Panel and section, prefabricated concrete,
manufacturing
Pier footing, concrete, manufacturing
Piling, concrete, manufacturing
Pipe, concrete, manufacturing
Plinth block, precast terrazzo, manufacturing
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Manufacture of structural concrete products (Cont'd)
Pole, concrete, manufacturing
Post, concrete, manufacturing
Precast floor slab, concrete, manufacturing
Pressure pipe, reinforced concrete, manufacturing
Pre-stressed concrete products manufacturing
Ready-mixed concrete manufacturing
Roofing slab, concrete, manufacturing
Roofing tile, concrete, manufacturing
Septic tank, concrete, manufacturing
Sewer pipe, concrete, manufacturing

Sill concrete, manufacturing
Spanish floor tile, concrete, manufacturing
Stool, precast terrazzo, manufacturing
Stucco and stucco product manufacturing
Terrazzo step, concrete, manufacturing
Terrazzo tile manufacturing
Urn, concrete, manufacturing
Vault, concrete, manufacturing
Well curbing, concrete, manufacturing
Window, precast terrazzo, manufacturing

Manufacture of lime
Hydrated lime manufacturing
Lime kiln operation
Lime plaster manufacturing
Lime rock grinding and treating, not at mine,

pit or quarry
Limestone cutting and finishing, not at mine,
pit or quarry
Qucklime manufacturing

Manufacture of plaster
Cast, plaster, manufacturing
Plaster cast, manufacturing

Plaster of pans manufacturing
Plaster manufacturing

Manufacture of statuary, art goods, cut stone and marble products
Art marble manufacturing
Monument manufacturing to order
Church furniture, marble, manufacturing
Monument works
Ornamental statuary, plaster work, manufacturing
Cut-stone bench manufacturing
Cut-stone product manufacturing
Scagliola statuary manufacturing
Dimension stone cutting and finishing, not at
Statuary, gypsum, manufacturing
mine, pit or quarry
Stone bench manufacturing
Ecclesiastical statuary, made from stone,
Stone cutting, shaping and dressing, not at
manufacturing
mine, pit or quarry
Stone product manufacturing
Granite cutting, shaping and dressing, not at
mine, pit or quarry
Synthetic stones, for gem stones, manufacturing
Lettering monument and tomb
Synthetic stones for industrial use
Terrazzo product, precast, manufacturing
Marble cutting and polishing
Marble for building use, cutting and shaping
Threshold, precast terrazzo, manufacturing
Marble pedestal manufacturing
Tomb lettering
Marble pulpit manufacturing
Tombstone finishing and lettering
Vase, limestone, manufacturing
Marble statuary manufacturing
Marble table top manufacturing
Wall base, precast terrazzo, manufacturing
Monument lettering
Manufacture of abrasive products
Abrasive cloth manufacturing
Abrasive grain manufacturing
Abrasive grinding wheel manufacturing,
except dental
Abrasive manufacturing
Abrasive paper manufacturing
Abrasive polishing rouge manufacturing
Abrasive steel shot manufacturing
Aluminous abrasive manufacturing
Buffing wheel manufacturing
Carborundum manufacturing
Diamond power manufacturing
Emery grinding and treating, not at mine, pit
or quarry
Emery product manufacturing

Emery wheel manufacturing
Flint grinding and treating, not at mine, pit
or quarry
Friction material, based on mineral substance,
manufacturing
Garnet paper manufacturing
Grinding wheel manufacturing
Grindstone manufacturing
Lighter flint manufacturing
Metallic abrasive manufacturing
Oil stone, artificial or natural, manufacturing
Polishing wheel manufacturing
Pumice grinding and treating, not at mine, pit
or quarry
Rubbing stone, artificial or natural, manufacturing
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Manufacture of abrasive products (Cont'd.)
Sandpaper manufacturing
Silicon carbide brick manufacturing
Silicon carbide grain manufacturing

Steel wool manufacturing
Whetstone, artificial, manufacturing

Manufacture of asbestos products
Asbestos brake lining manufacturing
Asbestos building material manufacturing,
except asbestos paper made in building
paper mill
Asbestos cement sheets, tiles, etc., manufacturing
Asbestos engine and boiler packing manufacturing
Asbestos gasket manufacturing
Asbestos grinding and treating, not at mine or
quarry
Asbestos oil seal manufacturing
Asbestos packing manufacturing
Asbestos pad and padding manufacturing
Asbestos pipe and boiler cover manufacturing

Asbestos product manufacturing, except asbestos
paper made in building paper mill
Asbestos sheet manufacturing
Asbestos siding manufacturing
Asbestos sock manufacturing
Asbestos textile manufacturing
Asbestos tile manufacturing
Asbestos woven board manufacturing
Asbestos yarn manufacturing
Boiler packing, asbestos, manufacturing
Engine packing, asbestos, manufacturing
Packing, asbestos woven, manufacturing
Table pad, asbestos, manufacturing

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products, n.e.c.
Alabaster, calcareous, worked
Alumina magnesia refractory manufacturing
Barium grinding, not at mine, pit or quarry
Baryte grinding, not at mine, pit or quarry
Bauxite brick manufacturing
Borax grinding, not at mine, pit or quarry
Carbon and graphite refractory manufacturing
Chalk grinding and refining, not at mine, pit
or quarry
Cinder block manufacturing
Clay grinding and treating, not at mine, pit or
quarry
Cornwall stone-grinding and treating, not at
mine, pit or quarry
Crucible, non-clay, manufacturing
Curbing, granite and stone, manufacturing
Diatomaceous earth grinding, not at mine, pit or
quarry
Dolomite crushing and treating, not at quarry
Earth grinding, not at mine, pit or quarry
Earth pulverizing, not at mine, pit or quarry
Earth-color grinding and treating, not at mine,
or quarry
Fluorspar grinding and treating, not at mine,
pit or quarry
Fuller's earth grinding and treating, not at
mine, pit or quarry
Glass fiber insulation product manufacturing
Glass wool manufacturing
Graphite product manufacturing
Gypsum board manufacturing
Gypsum insulation board manufacturing
Gypsum lath manufacturing
Gypsum panel manufacturing
Gypsum plasterboard manufacturing
Gypsum product manufacturing
Gypsum wallboard manufacturing

Haydite grinding and treating, not at mine,
pit or quarry
Haydite product manufacturing
Infusorial earth, calcining or washing, not at
mine
Kaolin grinding and treating, not at mine, pit
or quarry
Laminated mica manufacturing
Limestone furniture manufacturing
Magnesia cement manufacturing
Magnesia refractory manufacturing
Magnesite grinding and treating, not at mine,
pit or quarry
Magnesite refractory manufacturing
Manganese ore grinding and treating, not at
mine, pit or quarry
Manikin manufacturing
Mica grinding and treating, not at mine,
pit or quarry
Mica product manufacturing
Mineral grinding, not at mine, pit or quarry
Mineral insulating material, sound, heat,
manufacturing
Mineral pulverizing, not at mine, pit or
quarry
Mineral wool manufacturing
Natural graphite grinding and refining, not at
mine, pit or quarry
Non-clay high temperature cement manufacturing
Panel of vegetable materials, agglomerated
with mineral binders
Panel, plaster or gypsum, manufacturing
Paving block, stone, manufacturing
Peat briquette, manufacturing, not at mine
Pipe covering, except felt, manufacturing
Plaster panel manufacturing
Plasterboard lath manufacturing
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Manufacture of other non-metallic products, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Plasterboard manufacturing
Plumbago grinding, refining, blending, not at mine,
pit or quarry
Powder of precious stone manufacturing
Quartz grinding and treating, not at mine, pit
or quarry
Refractory, non-clay, manufacturing
Rock grinding and treating, not at mine, pit
or quarry
Rock pulverizing, not at mine, pit or quarry
Rock wool manufacturing
Sand-lime block manufacturing
Sand-lime brick manufacturing
Sand-lime tile manufacturing
Sandstone grinding and treating, not at mine,
pit or quarry
Scythe stone, artificial or natural, manufacturing

Silica brick manufacturing
Silica grinding and treating, not at mine, pit or
quarry
Silica refractory manufacturing
Slate and slate product manufacturing
Slate cutting, grinding and dressing, not at
mine, pit or quarry
Slate, for writing, manufacturing
Slate switchboard panel manufacturing
Spar grinding and treating, not at mine, pit or
quarry
Steatite grinding, not at mine or quarry
Stone pulverizing, not at mine, pit or quarry
Sulphur grinding and treating, not refining, and
not at mine, pit or quarry
Talc grinding and treating, not at mine, pit or quarry
Urn, limestone, manufacturing

Blast furnaces and steel making furnaces
Alloy steel ingot manufacturing
Bar, iron or steel, manufacturing
Beehive coke oven in steel works
Bessemer steel manufacturing
Blast furnace
Coke oven associated with blast furnaces
Iron manufacturing

Iron puddling
Pig iron manufacturing
Steel making furnaces
Steel ingot manufacturing
Steel manufacturing
Wrought iron manufacturing

Rolling mills
Alloyed steel bar manufacturing
Armor plate manufacturing
Axle rolling or forging
Band, iron or steel, manufacturing
Billets, iron or steel, manufacturing
Blackplate, iron or steel, manufacturing
Blank, seamless pipe, manufacturing
Bloom, steel, rolling
Boiler plate manufacturing
Bolt, iron or steel, rolling mill manufacturing
Brad, iron or steel, manufacturing
Chain rod, iron or steel, manufacturing
Cold-rolled sheet and strip manufacturing
Concrete reinforcing bar manufacturing
Flats, iron or steel, manufacturing
Nut, iron or steel, manufacturing in steel works
or rolling mill
Nut rod,,iron or steel, made in steel works or
rolling mills
Plate, iron or steel, manufacturing
Rail, iron or steel, manufacturing
Rail, iron or steel, manufacturing in steel works
or rolling mill
Railroad axle manufacturing
Railroad frog, iron or steel, manufacturing
Railway switch, steel work or rolling mill
manufacturing

Railway track manufacturing
Razor blade strip manufacturing
in steel works or rolling mill
Rivet, iron or steel, manufacturing
Rod, iron or steel, manufacturing
Roll, iron or steel, unmachined, manufacturing
Rolling mill, steel
Sheet, iron or steel, manufacturing
Skelp manufacturing
Slab, iron or steel, manufacturing
Spike rod made in rolling mill
Steel bar, alloyed, manufacturing
Steel bar, except plain concrete reinforcing
bar, manufacturing
Steel cold rolling
Steel fiber manufacturing
Steel hardening
Steel shapes manufacturing
Steel works
Steel hot rolling
Structural shapes manufacturing
Welding rod, iron or steel, made in rolling mill
Wire, iron or steel, manufacturing
Wire rod, iron or steel, made in rolling mill
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Pipe and tube manufacturing, iron or steel
Conduit, iron or steel, manufacturing
Conduit, wrought iron, manufacturing
Iron foundry
Pipe, galvanized iron or steel, manufacturing
Pipe, heavy riveted, iron or steel, manufacturing
Pipe, iron or steel, except sheet, manufacturing
Pipe, iron or steel, rolling or drawing
Pipe, lock joint, iron or steel, manufacturing
Pipe, seamless, iron or steel, manufacturing
Pipe, welded, iron or steel, manufacturing

Pipe, wrought iron, manufacturing
Steel foundry
Tube, galvanized iron or steel, manufacturing
Tube, iron or steel, except sheet metal, collapsible
or flexible, manufacturing
Tube, lock joint, iron cr steel, manufacturing
Tube, seamless, iron or steel, manufacturing
Tube, welded, iron or steel, manufacturing
Tube, wrought iron, manufacturing

Manufacture of galvanized steel, tin plates and other coated metal products
made in steel works or rolling mills
Galvanized steel sheet manufacturing
Tin plate bar manufacturing
Terneplate manufacturing
Tin plate manufacturing
Steel works and rolling mills, n.e.c.
Crankshaft forging
Drop forging manufacturing
Iron forgings
Iron heat treating
Puddling forge

Rail joint manufacturing
Steel annealing
Steel forging and tilting
Steel heat treating

Cast iron manufacturing
Alloy cast iron manufacturing
Casting, alleable iron, manufacturing
Casting, gray iron, manufacturing
Ductile cast iron manufacturing

Gray iron cast manufacturing
Malleable iron cast manufacturing
White iron cast manufacturing

Cast steel manufacturing
Alloyed steel casting
Casting, semi-steel, manufacturing
Chain, forged steel, manufacturing
Iron and steel basic industries, n.e.c.
Coke manufacturing in steel works
Ferro-alloy manufacturing
Ferro-manganese manufacturing
Ferrous wire drawing
Frog, iron and steel, manufacturing
372

Gold and other precious metal refining
Bar, gold and other precious metal, manufacturing
Gold ingot manufacturing
Gold or silver bar manufacturing
Gold or silver foil manufacturing
Gold or silver leaf, in pack or roll,
manufacturing
Non-ferrous smelting and refining plants, except precious metal
Aluminum alloy smelting
Aluminum ingot manufacturing
Aluminum powder manufacturing
Antimony refining
Blister copper manufacturing
Brass ingot manufacturing
Bronze ingot manufacturing
Cobalt refining
Dust, zinc, manufacturing
Ingot, copper, manufacturing
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Die casting
Die stock manufacturing
Plain carbon steel casting
Pelletizing plant
Sintering plant
Sponge iron or steel manufacturing
Steel tempering

Rolling and drawing of gold and other precious
metal
Silver ingot manufacturing
Smelting and refining of gold
Smelting and refining of silver
Smelting and refining of platinum
Ingot, lead, manufacturing
Ingot, zinc, manufacturing
Magnesium refining
Matte, copper, manufacturing
Nickel matte manufacturing
Nickel smelting and refining
Tin ingot manufacturing
Tin pig manufacturing
White metal manufacturing

372.

Non-ferrous rolling, drawing and extrusion mills
Bar of copper, brass or bronze, manufacturing
Bar or rod manufacturing
Brass rail manufacturing
Copper extruded shapes manufacturing
Extruded shapes manufacturing
Foil manufacturing
Lead foil or sheet manufacturing
Magnesium bar cutting and finishing
Magnesium pipe, plate, sheet tubing and
wire, manufacturing
Pipes and tubes, copper or brass, manufacturing
Pipes and tubes manufacturing

Plate or sheet manufacturing
Plate, sheet or strip, of copper brass or bronze,
manufacturing
Rolling and drawing, non-ferrous metal, except
precious metal
Sheet, non-ferrous metal, manufacturing
Tin foil manufacturing
Tin rolling and drawing
Wire and cable manufacturing
Wire, copper, brass or bronze, manufacturing
Zinc plate/sheet manufacturing
Zinc rod or bar manufacturing

Aluminum and aluminum base alloy casting
Aluminum and aluminum base alloy casting
Aluminum shape manufacturing
Copper and copper base alloy (brass, bronze) casting
Brass casting and forging

Bronze casting and forging
Copper and copper base alloy casting

Zinc and zinc alloys casting
Zinc alloy in basic shape and form casting
Non-ferrous foundries, n. e. c.
Forging, non-ferrous metal
Foundry, non-ferrous metal, manufacturing

Magnesium alloy in basic shape and form
manufacturing
Magnesium casting

Non-ferrous metal basic industries, n.e.c.
Anode, electroplating nickel, manufacturing
Babbit metal manufacturing
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Bronze powder, excluding artists', manufacturing
Monel metal rolling and drawing

Manufacture of cutlery
Blade, scissor, manufacturing
Chopping knife manufacturing
Cleaver manufacturing
Clipper, hand, manufacturing
Drawknife manufacturing
Engravers' tool manufacturing
Kitchen cutlery manufacturing
Knife blade manufacturing
Knife blank manufacturing

Knife, excluding silver and silver plated,
manufacturing
Knife, steel, manufacturing
Pocket knife manufacturing
Razor blade manufacturing
Razon non-electric, manufacturing
Scissor manufacturing
Scythe manufacturing
Sheer, fruit and vegetable, household,
manufacturing

Manufacture of hand tools
Acetylene gas torch manufacturing
Adze manufacturing
Axe manufacturing
Bench vise manufacturing
Blow torch manufacturing
Carpenters' tool, level, manufacturing
Caulking gun manufacturing
Clamp manufacturing
Edge tool, for wood working, manufacturing
Farming tool manufacturing
File, metal, manufacturing
Garden tool manufacturing
Grass hook manufacturing
Hammer, hand tool, manufacturing

Hand drill manufacturing
Hoe manufacturing
Iron workers' hand tool manufacturing
Jewelers' hand tool manufacturing
Kitchen tool manufacturing
Lawn mower, hand, manufacturing
Lawn roller manufacturing
Lifting jack, except hydraulic, manufacturing
Machinists' precision tool manufacturing
Mattock, iron and steel, manufacturing
Meat grinder, hand operated, manufacturing
Mill, coffee or spice, domestic, non-electric,
manufacturing
Opener, bottle or can, non-electric, manufacturing
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Manufacture of hand tools (Cont'd.)
Paper cutting die manufacturing except for power
driven machines
Pick, hand tool, manufacturing
Pincers manufacturing
Plane, hand tool, manufacturing
Plier, except dental, manufacturing
Plowshare and point made in blacksmith shop
Plumbers' hand tool manufacturing
Printers' brass rule manufacturing
Printers' composing rule manufacturing
Printers' mallet manufacturing
Printers' roller manufacturing
Printers' stick manufacturing
Rake, metal, manufacturing
Rasp manufacturing
Rule, metal, manufacturing
Saw blade manufacturing

Saw manufacturing
Saw set manufacturing
Screw driver manufacturing
Screw jack manufacturing
Sharpener, hand, manufacturing
Shear, hand held, manufacturing
Shovel, hand, manufacturing
Soldering iron, electric, manufacturing
Soldering iron, excluding electric,
manufacturing
Spade manufacturing
Spanner manufacturing
Stonecutters' hand tool manufacturing
Tweezers manufacturing
Waffle iron, non-electric, manufacturing
Wood-working gauge manufacturing
Wrench manufacturing

Manufacture of general hardware
Bit, for hand tools, manufacturing
Door lock manufacturing
Frame, luggage, manufacturing
Handcuff manufacturing
Harness hardware manufacturing
Horseshoe calk manufacturing
Horseshoe manufacturing
Lock manufacturing to individual order
Lock set manufacturing
Marine hardware manufacturing
Metal bracket manufacturing
Metal tackle block manufacturing
Organ hardware manufacturing

Padlock manufacturing
Piano hardware manufacturing
Saddlery and harness hardware manufacturing
Suitcase hardware manufacturing
Swage block manufacturing
Thermos bottle manufacturing
Time lock manufacturing
Trunk hardware manufacturing
Trunk trimming manufacturing
Vacuum bottle, metal, manufacturing
Vacuum flask, metal, manufacturing
Vehicle hardware, including locks, manufacturing

Blacksmithing and welding shops
Blacksmithing
Horseshoeing

Metal welding
Welding shop

Manufacture of structural steel and metal components of bridges, tanks, smoke
stacks and buildings
Bridge section, metal, manufacturing
Pressure still manufacturing
Building, prefabricated metal, manufacturing
Railing, iron or steel, not made in steel
Coal chute manufacturing
works or rolling mill
Fabricated bar, for reinforcing concrete, not made
Reservoir, iron, manufacturing
in rolling mill
Storage tank, heavy metal plate, manufacturing
Gangway, metal, manufacturing
Structural brass manufacturing
Heavy pressed metal manufacturing
Tank, metal, manufacturing
Plate work, iron or steel, manufacturing
Vacuum container, plate shop product, manufacturing
Portable steel building manufacturing
Welded conduit manufacturing
Prefabricated steel building manufacturing
Well casing manufacturing
Wrought conduit manufacturing
Manufacture of other architectural and related metal work
Door, metal, manufacturing
Door screen, metal, manufacturing
Door shutter, metal, manufacturing
Fire escape manufacturing
Frame window, metal, manufacturing
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Grille, iron or steel, manufacturing not in
rolling mill
Grillwork, metal, manufacturing not in rolling
mill
Iron or steel door manufacturing

381

Manufacture of other architectural and related metal work (Cont'd.)
Ladder, steel, manufacturing
Metal covered door manufacturing
Metal door frame manufacturing
Ornamental art metal manufacturing
Ornamental brass manufacturing
Ornamental iron work manufacturing
Ornamental structural brass manufacturing
Scaffold, steel, manufacturing

Stair tread, iron or steel, manufacturing
Staircase and stair, structural steel,
manufacturing
Steel trestle manufacturing
Store front, ornamental metal, manufacturing
Window sash, metal, manufacturing not in
rolling mill
Window shutter, metal, manufacturing

Manufacture of sheet metal components for boilers, stove pipes and light tanks
Air duct, sheet metal, manufacturing
Range boiler, galvanized iron, manufacturing
Boiler, galvanized iron, manufacturing
Steel grating manufacturing, not foundry or
Boiler tube, wrought-welded, manufacturing
rolling mill
Casing, sheet metal, manufacturing
Storage tank, sheet metal, manufacturing
Grate, metal, manufacturing not in foundry
Stove flue, sheet metal, manufacturing
or rolling mills
Stove pipe, sheet metal, manufacturing
Heating boiler manufacturing
Ventilator, sheet metal, manufacturing
Hot air register manufacturing
Wrought-welded boiler tube manufacturing
Machine guard, sheet metal, manufacturing
Manufacture of structural metal products, n.e.c.
Conductor pipe, sheet metal, manufacturing
Culvert, sheet metal, manufacturing
Gutter, sheet metal, manufacturing
Hopper, sheet metal, manufacturing
Irrigation pipe, sheet metal, manufacturing
Mail chute manufacturing
Metallic roofing manufacturing

Pipe, sheet metal, manufacturing
Portable metal stall, for dairies, manufacturing
Skylight, sheet metal, manufacturing
Spout, sheet metal, manufacturing
Stainless steel molding, except automobile,
manufacturing

Manufacture of tin containers
Ash can manufacturing
Beer can manufacturing
Box, tin, manufacturing
Container, tin, food, manufacturing
Food container, tin, manufacturing

Pail, tin, manufacturing
Tin box manufacturing
Tin can manufacturing
Tinsmithing
Tinsmithing repair work

Manufacture of metal containers, n.e.c.
Bin, sheet metal, manufacturing
Box, metal, manufacturing
Bucket, steel or galvanized, manufacturing
Chemical closet manufacturing
Collapsible metal tube manufacturing
Container, chromium, manufacturing
Cylinder, metal, manufacturing
Drum, metal, manufacturing
Flask, iron, manufacturing
Galvanized steel bucket manufacturing
Garbage can manufacturing
Grave vault, metal, manufacturing
Grease and oil cup manufacturing
Metal stamping, pressing and spinning mills
Aluminum ware manufacturing
Basin, metal, manufacturing
Bottle cap, metal, manufacturing
Cap, metal, manufacturing
Closet seat, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Cooking utensil, metal, manufacturing

Keg, metal, manufacturing
Metal barrel manufacturing
Metal bin manufacturing
Metal box manufacturing
Money chest, metal, manufacturing
Pot, metallic, manufacturing
Safe deposit box and chest manufacturing
Spigot manufacturing
Telescoping case, metal, manufacturing
Terneplate oil container manufacturing
Vault lining, metal, manufacturing
Vault, metal, manufacturing

Cooking ware, metal, not fitted with electric
element for heating, manufacturing
Drinking fountain, enamelled iron,
manufacturing
Flat iron, non-electric, manufacturing
Food grinder, household, non-electric
manufacturing
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Metal stamping, pressing and spinning mills (Cont d.)
Metal spool manufacturing
Metal stamping
Metal trim manufacturing
Pail, stamped or pressed metal, manufacturing
Pan, stamped or pressed metal, manufacturing
Pipe and pipe fitting, bent, manufacturing
Pipe bend manufacturing from purchased pipe
Pipe coil manufacturing from purchased pipe
Plate, license number, manufacturing
Pressed and stamped machine part manufacturing
Radiator enclosure, metal, manufacturing
Radiator shield, sheet metal, manufacturing
Radio rack, metal, manufacturing
Refrigerator part, vitreous enamelled,
manufacturing
Riddle manufacturing
Sanitary ware, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Shoe for conductor pipe manufacturing
Sink, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Stamped hospital utensil manufacturing
Stamped and pressed metal product manufacturing
Table top, stainless, manufacturing
Tag, indexing, base metal, manufacturing
Trophy, metal, excluding precious metal,
manufacturing
Washer, metal, manufacturing not in rolling
mill
Weather strip, metal, manufacturing

Food slicer, household, non-electric,
manufacturing
Foundry tub, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Frying pan, metal, manufacturing
Furnace casing, metal, manufacturing
Galvanized iron, household ware, manufacturing
Headgear, metal, manufacturing
Heel cap, metal, manufacturing
Hoop, metal, manufacturing
Hospital utensil, vitreous enamelled, manufacturing
Household utensil, vitreous enamelled,
manufacturing
Household ware, galvanized iron, manufacturing
Instrument tray manufacturing
Kitchen utensil, vitreous enamelled,
manufacturing
Kitchenware, enamelled, manufacturing
Laundry tub, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Laboratory tub, enamelled iron, manufacturing
License number plate manufacturing
Machine part, stamped and pressed, manufacturing
Marker, metal, manufacturing
Metal basin manufacturing
Metal bottle cap manufacturing
Metal cap manufacturing
Metal escutcheon manufacturing
Metal lath manufacturing
Metal molding manufacturing
Metal perforating
Metal coating and engraving shops and mills
Aluminum coating
Can returning
Chromium plating
Electroplating, except jewelry
Enamelware manufacturing
Engraving on non-precious metal for the trade, not
for printing purposes
Etching on non-precious metal for the trade, not
for printing purpose
Flashlight case manufacturing
Gold plating
Wire nails manufacturing not in steel rolling mills
Brad, wire or cut, manufacturing, not in rolling mill
or wire drawing plant
Nail manufacturing, not in steel works or rolling mill
Manufacture of fabricated wire products, n.e.c.
Automobile skid chain manufacturing
Automobile tire chain manufacturing
Bale tie manufacturing
Barbed wire manufacturing
Chain ladder manufacturing, not in rolling
mill
Clip paper, base metal, manufacturing
Clothes hanger, metal wire, manufacturing
Concrete reinforcing wire manufacturing
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Lead coating
Metal enamelling
Metal engraving, except jewelry
Metal galvanizing
Metal japanning
Metal lacquering
Metal polishing
Metal rust proofing
Nickel plating
Tinware finishing
Zinc coating
Rivert manufacturing, not in steel works or
rolling mill
Wire nail manufacturing
Dowel pin, metal, manufacturing
Fabricated metal rod manufacturing, not in
rolling mill
Fastener, paper, base metal, manufacturing
Fencing wire manufacturing
Fly screening manufacturing
Fourdrinier cylinder wire manufacturing
Fourdrinier screen manufacturing
Kitchen wire goods, non-ferrous, manufacturing
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Manufacture of fabricated wire products, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Wire cable, uninsulated, manufacturing
Wire cage manufacturing
Wire cloth manufacturing
Wire door mat manufacturing
Wire garment hanger manufacturing
Wire grille manufacturing
Wire guard manufacturing
Wire lath manufacturing
Wire setting manufacturing
Wire paper clip manufacturing
Wire partition manufacturing
Wire rope, uninsulated, manufacturing
Wire spike manufacturing
Wire staple manufacturing
Wire steel brush manufacturing
Wire steel strapping manufacturing
Wirework, chain, manufacturing

Lightning rod manufacturing
Metal chain, not forged, manufacturing, not
in rolling mill
Paper clip, base metal, manufacturing
Poultry netting, wire, manufacturing
Rack manufacturing, not in rolling mill or wire
drawing plant
Ring, bull, steel, manufacturing
Screen, metal, manufacturing
Screening, copper wire, manufacturing
Screw machine product manufacturing
Shackle manufacturing
Sieve manufacturing
Spring, coiled or not coiled, manufacturing
Spring made from purchased wire, except
complete bed springs, manufacturing
Turnbuckle manufacturing
Wire bristle manufacturing
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Manufacture of non-electric lighting and heating fixtures
Acetylene lamp manufacturing
Bicycle lamp manufacturing
Boiler burner unit manufacturing
Carbide lamp manufacturing
Carbide lighting fixture manufacturing
Furnace burner unit manufacturing
Gas burner manufacturing
Gas fitting manufacturing
Gas heater, domestic, manufacturing
Gas lamp manufacturing
Gas lighting fixture manufacturing
Gas stove manufacturing
Gasoline lantern manufacturing
Heating apparatus, domestic, except electric,
manufacturing
Heating apparatus, industrial, except electric,
manufacturing
Hot air furnace, domestic, manufacturing
Hot water furnace, domestic, manufacturing
Incinerator, excluding concrete, manufacturing
Incubator, excluding wooden or electric,
manufacturing
Kerosene lamp manufacturing
Manufacture of metal sanitary ware and plumbing fixtures
Bathroom fixture, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Bathtub, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Cut pipe and pipe fitting, manufacturing
Faucet manufacturing
Pipe coupling, fabricated, manufacturing
from purchased pipe
Pipe nipple, steel, made from purchased pipe
Pipe, welded, except in primary rolling or drawing
mills, manufacturing

Kerosene lighting fixture manufacturing
Lamp guard manufacturing
Lamp part, metal, manufacturing
Lamp shade, metal, manufacturing
Lantern manufacturing
Marine lighting equipment manufacturing
Metal candelabra manufacturing
Metal candlestick manufacturing
Metal reflector, lamp, manufacturing
Oil burner manufacturing
Oil stove manuacturing
Portable oven, except electric, manufacturing
Radiator, except motor vehicle, manufacturing
Range burner manufacturing
Reflector, metal, manufacturing
Searchlight manufacturing
Solar heater manufacturing
Steam cooker manufacturing
Steam table, except electric, manufacturing
Stove, except electric, manufacturing
Water heater, excluding electric, manufacturing
Wood stove manufacturing

Piping, flexible, base metal, manufacturing
Plumbers' brass goods manufacturing
Plumbers' fitting manufacturing
Plumbers' supply, brass, manufacturing
Plumbers' valve manufacturing
Plumbing fixture, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Threaded pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing
Toilet fixture, enamelled iron, manufacturing
Toilet seat, metal, manufacturing

Manufacture of other fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment, n.e.c.
Bead, unstrung, base metal, manufacturing
Bolt manufacturing, not in rolling mill
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Manufacture of other fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Brass type manufacturing
Car coupler manufacturing
Car seal, metal, manufacturing
Cast bronze statuary manufacturing
Copper faced type manufacturing
Curling iron, Yion-electric,-manufacturing
Ecclesiastical statuary, made of metal,
manufacturing
Extinguisher, portable, manufacturing
Fire extinguisher manufacturing
Fire hydrant manufacturing
Fire sprinkler manufacturing
Frame, picture, base metal, manufacturing
Galvanized band manufacturing
Hose coupling manufacturing

382

Manufacture of internal combustion engines (gas and diesel)
Carburetor, except for motor vehicle and
aircraft, manufacturing
Diesel engine, except marine and motor
vehicle, manufacturing
Manufacture of engines and turbines
Gas turbine manufacturing
Steam engine, except locomotive and marine,
manufacturing
Steam roller manufacturing
Manufacture of engines and turbines except transport, n.e.c.
Engine, except for aircraft, marine and motor
vehicle, manufacturing
Semi-diesel engine, except marine and motor
vehicle, manufacturing

Lawn sprinkler manufacturing
Lead type manufacturing
Metal statuary manufacturing
Pulley, metal, manufacturing
Reducing valve, steam fitting, manufacturing
Regulator, steam fitting, manufacturing
Safe lock manufacturing
Steam fitting manufacturing
Steel type manufacturing
Trap, steam fitting, manufacturing
Type, metal, manufacturing
Vault lock manufacturing
Washing machine part, vitreous enamelled,
manufacturing
White metal good manufacturing
Internal combustion engine, except for aircraft,
marine and motor vehicle, manufacturing

Steam table manufacturing
Stem turbine, except marine, manufacturing
Steam valve, except plumbers' valve, manufacturing
Water turbine manufacturing
Turbine, except marine, manufacturing
Water wheel manufacturing

Manufacture of farm tractors
Agricultural tractor manufacturing
Crawler type farm tractor manufacturing
Farm tractor manufacturing

Hand tractor manufacturing
Wheel-type farm tractor manufacturing

Manufacture of mechanical implements for crop production
Agricultural implement, except hand tools,
manufacturing
Agricultural plow manufacturing
Cultivator manufacturing
Disk harrow manufacturing
Disk plow manufacturing
Farm implement manufacturing
Fertilizing machinery manufacturing
Furrower and middlebuster manufacturing
Harrowing machine manufacturing
Levelling blade and dozer manufacturing
Lime spreader manufacturing
Lister, agricultural attachment and part,
manufacturing

Manure spreader manufacturing
Moldboard plow manufacturing
Peg tooth harrow manufacturing
Planting machine manufacturing
Rotary cutter and mower manufacturing
Rotary tiller manufacturing
Seed drier manufacturing
Seeder manufacturing
Soil pulverizer manufacturing
Spraying machine manufacturing
Subsoiler manufacturing
Steel cage wheel manufacturing
Weeding machine manufacturing

Manufacture of animal husbandry machinery and equipment
Brooder, electric, manufacturing
Brooder, wooden, manufacturing
Dairy machine manufacturing
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Feed mixer manufacturing
Metal brooder, excluding electric, manufacturing
Milking machine manufacturing

382.

Manufacture of agricultural machinery and equipment, n.e.c.
Baler manufacturing
Clover huller manufacturing
Corn husker manufacturing
Corn picker manufacturing'
Corn sheller manufacturing
Corn shredder manufacturing
Cotton seed manufacturing
Cotton picker manufacturing
Feed grinder and crusher manufacturing
Fruit cleaning machinery manufacturing
Fruit grading machinery, agricultural,
manufacturing
Grain binder manufacturing
Grain cleaning machinery manufacturing
Grain harvester manufacturing
Grain grading and sorting machinery manufacturing
Manufacture of woodworking machinery
Cabinet makers' machinery manufacture
Cork working machinery manufacturing
Furniture makers' machinery manufacturing
Mortilizer, woodworking machinery, manufacturing
Pattern makers' machinery manufacturing
Planing machinery manufacturing

Grain stacker manufacturing
Hammer and roughage mill manufacturing
Harvesting machinery manufacturing
Hay loader manufacturing
Hay mower manufacturing
Hay press manufacturing
Hay stacker manufacturing
Hay tedder manufacturing
Haying machine manufacturing
Reaper manufacturing
Stalk cutter manufacturing
Threshing machinery manufacturing
Vegetable grading machinery manufacturing
Wind rower manufacturing
Windmill manufacturing

Sawmill machinery manufacturing
Scarfing machine manufacturing
Veneer mill machine manufacturing
Venetian blind machine, woodworking, manufacturing
Woodworking machinery manufacturing
Woodworking shaper manufacturing

Manufacture of metalworking machinery
Acetylene welding and cutting machine
Machine vise manufacturing
manufacturing
Metal bending machine manufacturing
Autogenous welding equipment manufacturing
Metal former manufacturing
Beader machine, me.tal, manufacturing
Metal polisher manufacturing
Bolt-cutter machine manufacturing
Metal slitter manufacturing
Buffing machine manufacturing
Metalworking machinery manufacturing
Burnishing machine manufacturing
Pipe cutter machine manuiacturing
Coiler metalworking machinery
Pneumatic hammer manufacturing
Cutting and folding machine manufacturing
Power shear manufacturing
Cutting and welding equipment manufacturing
Rod forming machine, manufacturing
Drop hammer manufacturing
Rolling mill machinery manufacturing
File cutter machine manufacturing
Saw table, metal, manufacturing
Filing machine manufacturing
Shearing machinery, power, manufacturing
Forging hammer manufacturing
Sheet metalworking machine, manufacturing
Forging machine manufacturing
Slitter, metalwroking machine, manufacturing
Forging press manufacturing
Soldering machine manufacturing
Gas operated cutting and welding equipment
Stamping press manufacturing
manufacturing
Steel rolling machinery manufacturing
Honing machine manufacturing
Swaging machine manufacturing
Hydraulic press manufacturing
Wire drawing machinery manufacturing
Lapping machine manufacturing
Wire-cut saw manufacturing
Manufacture of machine tools and accessories, including precision measuring tools
Arbor machine tool accessory manufacturing
Countersink, machine tool accessory,manufacturing
Boring machine manufacturing
Cutter, machine tool accessory, manufacturing
Broach, machine tool accessory, manufacturing
Die sinker machine manufacturing
Broaching machine, horizontal or vertical,
Dovetailing machine manufacturing
manufacturing
Drill, machine tool, manufacturing
Chaser, machine tool accessory, manufacturing
Drill press manufacturing
Collar, machine tool accessory, manufacturing
Drilling machine manufacturing
Collet, machine tool accessory, manufacturing
Electrical discharge machine manufacturing
Copy milling machine manufacturing
Engraving mills manufacturing
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Manufacture of machine tools and accessories, including precision measuring tools (Cont'd.)
Numerical control machine manufacturing
Planes machine tool, manufacturing
Planer, surface, manufacturing
Power driven machine tool manufacturing
Rifling machine manufacturing
Shaper, machine tool, manufacturing
Slotter, machine tool, manufacturing
Tool for automatic screw machine manufacturing
Turret lathe manufacturing
Vertical boring mills manufacturing
Vertical broaching machine manufacturing

Grooving machine manufacturing
Horizontal boring mill manufacturing
Horizontal broaching machine manufacturing
Jig borers manufacturing
Jigging machine manufacturing
Key seating machine manufacturing
Lathe mandrel manufacturing
Metal cutting and shaping tool manufacturing
Machine tool attachment manufacturing
Machine tool manufacturing
Milling machine, grain, manufacturing
Manufacture of dies, jigs, fixtures and molds
Cloth cutting die manufacturing
Core molds manufacturing
Counterbore manufacturing
Countersink drill combination, manufacturing
Die casting manufacturing
Die, cloth cutting, for powered machines, manufacturing
Die, excluding metal cutting, manufacturing
Die holder, for metal cutting, manufacturing
Die, paper cutting, for powered machines, manufacturing
Die set and spring manufacturing
Die sinker manufacturing
Drop-forging die manufacturing
Extrusion die manufacturing
Forming and stamping punch manufacturing
Jig and fixture, machine tool accessory,
manufacturing
Letter pin, machine tool accessory,
manufacturing
Manufacture of hand-held, power-driven tools
Caulking hammer manufacturing
Chipping hammer manufacturing
Flexible shaft machine, portable, manufacturing
Hammer, caulking, portable electric or
pneumatic, manufacturing
Hammer, chipping or riveting, portable electric
or pneumatic, manufacturing
Hydraulic or pneumatic riverter manufacturing
Pneumatic drill manufacturing, excluding
rock drills

Machine tool rebuilding
Metal cutting die manufacturing
Metal stamping and forming die manufacturing
Micrometer manufacturing
Mold, industrial, for metal except ingots,
glass etc., manufacturing
Plastic injection molds manufacturing
Plug gauge manufacturing
Plug injection molds manufacturing
Pore mold manufacturing
Reamer, machine tool accessory, manufacturing
Ring gauge manufacturing
Snap gauge manufacturing
Socket, machine tool accessory, manufacturing
Thread gauge manufacturing
Vernier manufacturing

Portable loader manufacturing
Portable electric drill manufacturing
Portable sheer machine manufacturing
or headier manufacturing
Power driven hand tool manufacturing
Riveting machine manufacturing
Riveting or chipping hammer manufacturing

Manufacture of metal-treating, machinery
Casting machinery manufacturing
Die casting machine manufacturing
Electric arc furnace manufacturing
Foundry machinery manufacturing
Galvanizing machinery manufacturing
Gas operated welding device manufacturing
Heat treatment metal-treating machinery
manufacturing
Hot dipping machinery manufacturing

Metal smelting equipment manufacturing
Metal-treating machinery manufacturing
Open-hearth furnace manufacturing
Sand blasting machinery manufacturing
Sand processing machinery manufacturing
Sand reclamation machinery manufacturing
Sand reconditioning machinery manufacturing
Scouring and pickling machinery manufacturing
Tin plating, by dipping, machinery manufacturing

Manufacture of wood-treating machinery
Kiln drier manufacturing

Heat treatment, wood-treating machinery,
manufacturing
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Manufacture of metal- and wood-working machinery, n.e.c.
Camshaft machining manufacturing
Can forming machine manufacturing
Gear-chamfering machine manufacturing
Gear-cutting machine manufacturing
Gear-tooth grinding machine manufacturing
Nail heading machine manufacturing
Manufacture of food machinery
Abattoir machinery manufacturing
Bakery machinery manufacturing
Bakery oven manufacturing
Bottle sterilizer manufacturing
Bottle washing machine manufacturing
Bread slicing machine, industrial or
commercial, manufacturing
Brewers' and maltsters' machinery
manufacturing
Cheese making machine manufacturing
Cheese press manufacturing
Chewing gum machine manufacturing
Chocolate machine manufacturing
Chopping machinery manufacturing
Cider press manufacturing
Coffee grinder, industrial or commercial,
manufacturing
Coffee roasting machine manufacturing
Confectionery machinery manufacturing
Cracker making machine manufacturing
Crushing machine, wine-making, manufacturing
Corn milling machine manufacturing
Distillery machinery manufacturing
Dough mixer manufacturing
Flour-mill machinery manufacturing
Food chopper, industrial, manufacturing
Food mixe'r, industrial, manufacturing
Food packing and canning machinery manufacturing
Fruit slicCr manufacturing
Manufacture of textile, wearing apparel and tanning machinery
Beaming machine, textile, manufacturing
Bleaching machine, textile, manufacturing
Braiding machine, textile, manufacturing
Carding machine manufacturing
Cloth spreading machine manufacturing
Combing machine, textile, manufacturing
Cutting machine for leather industry
manufacturing
Dyeing machinery, textile, manufacturing
Garnetting machine, textile, manufacturing
Hoddle, wire, loom harness, manufacturing
Hosiery machinery
Jacquard card cutting machine manufacturing
Knitting machine manufacturing
Knot tieing machine manufacturing
Lace and net machine manufacturing
Leather-working machinery manufacturing
Loom reeds manufacturing
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Screw cutter machine manufacturing
Shaving machine manufacturing
Spring winding and forming machine manufacturing
Tapping machine manufacturing
Threading machine manufacturing

Grain milling machinery manufacturing
Grinding machine manufacturing, except metal
Homogenizer, dairy products, manufacturing
Ice cream freezer manufacturing
Ice cream machinery manufacturing
Ice making machine manufacturing
Industrial coffee grinder, electric,
manufacturing
Macaroni machinery manufacturing
Meat sheer, electric, manufacturing
Meat slicing machine manufacturing
Milk condensing machine manufacturing
Milk evaporating machine manufacturing
Milk pasteurizer manufacturing
Pasteurizing equipment manufacturing
Peanut roasting machine manufacturing
Popcorn machine manufacturing
Rice mill machinery manufacturing
Sausage stuffer manufacturing
Slicer, bread and meat, electric, industrial,
manufacturing
Slicer, fruit and vegetable, industrial,
manufacturing
Sorting and grading machinery, food packing and
canning, manufacturing
Sugar plant machinery manufacturing
Syrup evaporator, domestic or industrial,
manufacturing
Vegetable slicer manufacturing
Mercerizing machinery, textile, manufacturing
Napping machine manufacturing
Picker stick, wooden, for loom, manufacturing
Scraping machinery, for leather industry,
manufacturing
Shearing machine, for textile industry,
manufacturing
Shuttle manufacturing
Spindle, textile machine part, manufacturing
Spinning machine manufacturing
Stick, picker, for loom, manufacturing
Tanning machinery manufacturing
Textile conditioning machine manufacturing
Textile drawing frame manufacturing
Textile finishing machinery manufacturing
Textile loom manufacturing
Textile looper manufacturing
Textile machine, for felt, manufacturing
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Manufacture of textile, wearing apparel and tanning machinery (Cont'd.)
Textile machinery manufacturing
Textile picker machine manufacturing
Textile printing machinery manufacturing
Textile roving machine manufacturing
Textile slashing machinery manufacturing

Thread making machinery manufacturing
Tufting machinery manufacturing
Winder, textile, manufacturing
Wool and worsted finishing machinery
manufacturing

Manufacture of paper industry machinery
Box-making machine for paper box manufacturing
Calendering machine manufacturing
Folding and cutting machine manufacturing,
paper
Fourdrinier machine manufacturing
Hollander machine, for paper industry,
manufacturing
Paper corrugating machine manufacturing
Paper mill machinery manufacturing

Paper product machinery manufacturing
Paper ruling machine manufacturing
Paper sewing machine manufacturing
Paper tube machine manufacturing
Pulp mill machinery manufacturing
Slitter-clotter, paper boxmaking machine,
manufacturing
Wallpaper trimmer manufacturing

Manufacture of printing trade machinery and equipment
Bookbinders' machine manufacturing
Engravers' block, wooden, impressed and
prepared for printing
Engravers' equipment manufacturing
Engraving machine manufacturing
Envelope printing press manufacturing
Gravure press manufacturing
Linotype machine manufacturing
Monotype machine manufacturing
Photo engraving machine manufacturing
Printers' chase manufacturing

Printers' galley manufacturing
Printers' plane manufacturing
Printers' slug manufacturing
Printing press manufacturing
Printing trade machinery manufacturing
Stereotyping machine manufacturing
Type case manufacturing
Type casting machine manufacturing
Type founding machine manufacturing
Type melting machine manufacturing
Typesetting machine manufacturing
Typographic numbering machine manufacturing

Manufacture of heavy machinery and equipment used for construction
Besser bloekmaking machinery manufacturing
Drag line excavator manufacturing
Bucket loader manufacturing
Dredge manufacturing
Bulldozer manufacturing
Excavator manufacturing
Clamshell excavator manufacturing
Hydraulic shovels manufacturing
Compactor manufacturing
Levelling machine, earth-working, manufacturing
Concrete finishing machines manufacturing
Loader manufacturing
Concrete mixer manufacturing
Paver manufacturing
Construction grader manufacturing
Pile driver manufacturing
Construction scraper manufacturing
Power shovel manufacturing
Crushing machine, stone, gravel, mineral,
Road building machinery manufacturing
manufacturing
Road roller manufacturing
Derrick manufacturing, construction
Manufacture of heavy machinery and equipment used by mining industries
Amalgamator manufacturing
Metal refining equipment manufacturing
Cage, mine shaft, manufacturing
Metal refining machinery manufacturing
Classifier, mining machinery, manufacturing
Mine car loader manufacturing
Mine concentrating table manufacturing
Coal breaker manufacturing
Coal cutter manufacturing
Mining machinery manufacturing
Diamond die manufacturing
Oil field machinery manufacturing
Oil well drilling tool manufacturing
Diamond drill bit manufacturing
Flotation machinery, mining, manufacturing
Ore loader, underground, manufacturing
Gas and oil well machinery and tool
Ore mixer manufacturing
Petroleum refinery equipment manufacturing
manufacturing
Gas producer machinery manufacturing
Pulverizing machinery manufacturing
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Manufacture of heavy machinery and equipment used by mining industries (Contd.)
Slag mixer manufacturing
Tool, oil and gas well, manufacturing
Washing machine, for solid minerals,
manufacturing

Refining and smelting equipment manufacturing
Rock drill manufacturing
Screener, mining, machinery manufacturing
Sintering equipment manufacturing

Manufacture of cement-making, ceramics- and glass-working machinery
Brick making machine manufacturing
Pottery making machinery manufacturing
Cement making machine manufacturing
Sand mixer manufacturing
Clay working and tempering machine manufacturing
Stone pulverizer manufacturing
Glass blowing and forming machinery manufacturing
Stone working machinery manufacturing
Glass making machinery manufacturing
Tile making machine manufacturing
Manufacture of chemical, paint, pharmaceutical, rubber and plastic machinery
Paint making machinery manufacturing
Rubber working machinery manufacturing
Pharmaceutical machinery manufacturing
Vulcanizer manufacturing
Plastic working machinery manufacturing
Manufacture of special industrial machinery and equipment, n.e.c.
Boot and shoe making and repairing maclune manufacturing
Jewelers' machinery manufacturing
Bronzing machine manufacturing
Labelling machine manufacturing
Cigar making machine manufacturing
Packaging machine manufacturing
Cigarette making machine manufacturing
Packing house machinery manufacturing
Cleaner, boiler tube, manufacturing
Shoemaking machine manufacturing
Cordage and rope machinery manufacturing
Stamping mill machinery manufacturing
Degreaser, metal, manufacturing
Tobacco product machine manufacturing
Doubling frame manufacturing
Twisting frame manufacturing
Foil wrapping machine manufacturing
Warping machine manufacturing
Hat making machinery manufacturing
Manufacture of calculating machines and adding machines
Adding machine manufacturing
Bookkeeping machine manufacturing

Calculating machine manufacturing

Manufacture of electronic data processing equipment and accessories
Analogue computer manufacturing
Sorting machine, for punched cards, manufacturing
Card punching machine manufacturing
Strip printer, computer peripheral, equipment
Cash register manufacturing
manufacturing
Coin counter and changer manufacturing
Tabulating machine, for punched cards,
Coin counting machine manufacturing
manufacturing
Coin wrapping machine manufacturing
Tape transport system, for electronic computer,
Collator for punched cards manufacturing
manufacturing
Digital computer manufacturing
Verifying machine, for punched cards,
Paper tape reader, input device, manufacturing
manufacturing
Reproducing machine, for punched cards,
manufacturing
Manufacture of typewriters
Electrotyping machine manufacturing

Typewriter manufacturing

Manufacture of weighing machines, except scientific weighing apparatus
used for laboratories
Apothecary scale, manufacturing
Coin operated scale manufacturing
Automatic computing scale manufacturing
Scale, chemical, manufacturing
Balance, excluding apothecary and chemical,
Scale, excluding apothecary, manufacturing
manufacturing
Weighing machine, for office use, manufacturing
Manufacture of duplicating machines, except photocopying machines
Mimeographing machine manufacturing
Multiplying machine manufacturing
Multigraph machine manufacturing
Xerox copying machine manufacturing
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Repair of office, computing and accounting machines
Business machine repair shop

Office machine repair shop

Manufacture of office machines, n.e.c.
Addressing machine manufacturing
Addressing plate and stencil manufacturing
Business machine manufacturing
Cancelling machine manufacturing
Check-protector manufacturing
Check-signing machine manufacturing
Check-writing machine manufacturing
Dating device manufacturing
Envelope fitting machine manufacturing
Envelope sealer manufacturing
Gummed tape moistener manufacturing
Gun data computer, fire control equipment,
manufacturing
Hand sealer for gummed tape, manufacturing

Label moistener, office, manufacturing
Letter folding machine manufacturing
Magnetic ink reader, input device, manufacturing
Mailing machine manufacturing
Manifolding machine manufacturing
Perforator and protective device manufacturing
Post office cancelling machine manufacturing
Postage meter manufacturing
Printing device, auxiliary for tabulating
machines, manufacturing
Seal press manufacturing
Stencil machine manufacturing
Ticket counting machine manufacturing
Wrapping machine, for office use, manufacturing

Manufacture of pumps, compressors and blowers
Air compressor manufacturing
Air exhaust and moving equipment manufacturing
Air pump manufacturing
Air-conditionmg unit manufacturing
Automatic tire inflator manufacturing
Blower manufacturing
Cylinder pump manufacturing
Dispensing and measuring pump manufacturing
Dust collecting system manufacturing
Exhaust fan manufacturing
Fan, except electric portable, manufacturing
Fire pump manufacturing
Forge, fan, manufacturing

Gas compressor manufacturing
Gas pump manufacturing
Gasoline pump manufacturing
Grease pump manufacturing
Oil pump manufacturing
Petroleum pump manufacturing
Pump jack manufacturing
Pump manufacturing
Turbine pump manufacturing
Ventilating fan manufacturing
Ventilating machinery manufacturing
Water pump manufacturing

Manufacture of mechanical power-transmission equipment, lifting and hoisting machinery
Mechanical drive, power transmission, except for
Automobie lift, elevator, manufacturing
motor vehicle and aircraft, manufacturing
Bucket conveyor manufacturing
Mechanical transmission equipment, except
Burial lowering device manufacturing
for motor vehicle and aircraft manufacturing
Overhead conveyor manufacturing
Crane, industrial type, manufacturing
Overhead moving crane manufacturing
Dumb-waiter manufacturing
Passenger elevator manufacturing
Elevator manufacturing
Passenger escalator manufacturing
Escalator manufacturing
Pneumatic tube conveying system manufacturing
Fork-lift truck manufacturing
Power transmission chain manufacturing
Freight elevator manufacturing
Power transmission shaft, excluding forging,
Gear, power transmission, except for motor
manufacturing
vehicle and aircraft, manufacturing
Pulley, power transmission, manufacturing
Hanger, power transmission shafting,
Sheave, mechanical power transmission,
manufacturing
manufacturing
Hoist manufacturing
Winch manufacturing
Hydraulic jack manufacturing
Manufacture of sewing and embroidery machines
Sewing machine tucker manufacturing
Sewing machine manufacturing
Manufacture of small arms and accessories
Ammunition loading and assembling plant
Amphibian military tanks manufacturing

Anti-aircraft gun manufacturing
Arms, including accessories, manufacturing
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Manufacture of small arms and accessories (Cont'd.)
Artillery manufacturing
Automatic, small arms, manufacturing
Ballistic missiles manufacturing
Bomb manufacturing
Bomb thrower manufacturing
Bren gun manufacturing
Cannon manufacturing
Firearms manufacturing
Guided missiles manufacturing
Gun carriage manufacturing
Gun manufacturing
Gun mount and part manufacturing
Gun turret and part manufacturing
Gunsmith shop
Howitzer manufacturing
Limber, gun and caisson, manufacturing

Machine gun manufacturing
Magazine body, gun part, manufacturing
Mortar manufacturing, artillery
Naval artillery manufacturing
Ordnance manufacturing
Pistol manufacturing
Revolver manufacturing
Rifle manufacturing
Rockets, space and military, manufacturing
Shell, munition, manufacturing
Shotgun manufacturing
Small arms manufacturing
Torpedo manufacturing
Torpedo tube manufacturing

Manufacture of industrial process furnaces and ovens
Cooking apparatus, except electric,
manufacturing
Cooking range, except electric,
manufacturing
Furnace blower, filter unit, manufacturing

Furnace, industrial, repairing
Industrial furnace manufacturing
Industrial oven manufacturing
Mecahnical stoker, domestic or industrial,
manufacturing

Manufacture of service industry machines
Beer dispensing equipment manufacturing
Cleaning and pressing equipment manufacturing
Clothes drier, heated cabinet, manufacturing
Coin operated amusement machine, excluding
phonography manufacturing
Dishwashing machine manufacturing
Dry cleaning machine manufacturing
Filter, dry cleaning machine, manufacturing
Floor scrubbing machine, industrial,
manufacturing
Garment press manufacturing

Ice cabinet, commercial, manufacturing
Ice crusher manufacturing
Ironer, machine, manufacturing
Laundry equipment, industrial, manufacturing
Mangle, industrial, manufacturing
Mechanical duster manufacturing
Slot machine manufacturing
Washing machine, domestic or industrial,
manufacturing
Wringer, domestic or industrial, manufacturing

Machine shops
Machine part, machined, manufacturing
Machine shop

Machine shop, repair work

Manufacture of refrigerators, domestic or industrial, electric or non-electric;
manufacture of ranges, electric or non-electric
Electric freezer manufacturing
Range, electric, manufacturing
Electric refrigerator manufacturing
Range, non-electric, manufacturing
Freezer, electric, manufacturing
Refrigerator, non-electric, manufacturing
Gas range manufacturing
Refrigerator, electric, manufacturing
Manufacture of machines and equipment, except electrical, n.e.c.
Air siren manufacturing
Centrifugal drier manufacturing
Ball bearing manufacturing
Centrifugal purifier manufacturing
Belt drive manufacturing
Centrifuge, except laboratory, manufacturing
Bicycle chain manufacturing
Chain belting manufacturing
Brake and brake part manufacturing
Clutch, except for motor vehicle, manufacturing
Brake burnishing machine manufacturing
Coupling, shaft, manufacturing
Brake, except electromagnetic and for motor
Crankshaft machining
vehicle and aircraft, manufacturing
Flexible hose, metallic, manufacturing
Carpet sweeper, excluding electric, manufacturing
Flexible shaft manufacturing
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Manufacture of machines and equipment, except electrical, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Refrigeration machine manufacturing
Flexible tubing, metal, manufacturing
Gas generator manufacturing
Rivet forge manufacturing
Gas governor manufacturing
Roller bearing manufacturing
Grease gun manufacturing
Sludge table manufacturing
Hand truck, for baggage and freight, manufacturing
Smoke generator manufacturing
Industrial stacker manufacturing
Soda water carbonator manufacturing
Loader, box car, manufacturing
Soda water siphon manufacturing
Lubricator manufacturing
Soda water tank manufacturing
Mechanical mop manufacturing
Steam siren manufacturing
Metal or wood refrigerator cabinet manufacturing
Steam valve, except plumbers' valve, manufacturing
Milk cooler manufacturing
Sterilizer, beauty parlor and barber shop,
Paint spraying machine manufacturing
manufacturing
Paints, metals and chemicals dusting outfit
Universal joint, except for motor vehicle and
manufacturing
aircraft, manufacturing
Piston and piston ring manufacturing
Valve core manufacturing
Purifier, centrifugal, manufacturing
Valve, except plumbers', manufacturing
Range, galvanized iron, manufacturing
Water leak detector manufacturing
Refrigerated display case manufacturing
Weather vane manufacturing
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Manufacture of electric motors and generators
Armature manufacturing
Armature winding and repairing
Electric motor manufacturing

Generator, motor, manufacturing
Motor, electric, repair shop

Manufacture of electric generating sets
Automotive generator manufacturing
Dynamo manufacturing
Electric generator set manufacturing
Generating apparatus and part manufacturing

Generator set, electric, manufacturing
Power equipment, electric, manufacturing
Turbo generator manufacturing

Manufacture of transformers
Autotransformer, electric, manufacturing
Booster, electric transformer, manufacturing
Cut-out, transformer, manufacturing

Electric condenser manufacturing
Transformer, for electric meter, manufacturing
Transformer manufacturing

Manufacture of switch gears and protective equipment
Automatic switch, electric, manufacturing
Automotive distributor manufacturing
Circuit breaker manufacturing
Control panel, electric, manufacturing
Distribution board, electric, manufacturing
Electric power switchboard and part manufacturing
Electric power switching equipment manufactory

Oil switch manufacturing
Panel board, electric, manufacturing
Panel, electric current controlling, manufacturing
Relay manufacturing
Switchboard manufacturing
Time switch, electric, manufacturing
Transmission accessory, electric, manufacturing

Manufacture of electrical industrial control devices
Automatic electric overload release manufacturing
Electric controlling instrument manufacturing
Electromagnetic brake manufacturing
Electromagnetic clutch manufacturing
Frequency converter manufacturing
Ignition apparatus manufacturing
Ignition cable set manufacturing
Magneto, automotive, manufacturing
Railway motor control equipment, electric,
manufacturing
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Railway motor control equipment, electric,
manufacturing
Resistance unit, electric, manufacturing
Resistor, electrical heating, manufacturing
Rheostat manufacturing
Snap switches manufacturing
Spark plug, internal combustion engine,
manufacturing
Starter, for motors, manufacturing

Manufacture of electrical welding and cutting machines and appliances
Cutting machine, electric, manufacturing
Electrical welding machine manufacturing
Cutting equipment, electric, manufacturing
Welding equipment, electric, manufacturing
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Manufacture of electrical equipment for internal combustion engines
Charger, battery, manufacturing
Electric equipment, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Electric automotive equipment manufacturing
Electric equipment, railway, manufacturing
Electric equipment, aircraft, manufacturing
Manufacture of electrical industrial machinery and apparatus, n.e.c.
Capacitors manufacturing except electronic
Rectifier, industrial, manufacturing
Industrial apparatus, electric, manufacturing
Silicon rectifier manufacturing
Mercury arc rectifier manufacturing
Manufacture of radio and television receiving sets, sound recording
and reproducing equipment
Amplifier manufacturing
Radio manufacturing
Coin operated phonograph manufacturing
Radio phonograph combination manufacturing
Dictating machine manufacturing
Radio receiving set manufacturing
Gramophone manufacturing
Sound equipment, electric, manufacturing
Juke box manufacturing
Sound reproducer manufacturing
Music or speech recording machine manufacturing
Tape recorder manufacturing
Phonograph manufacturing
Television set manufacturing
Public address apparatus, electric, manufacturing
Video-tape recorder manufacturing
Manufacture of gramophone records and pre-recorded magnetic tapes
Phonograph record manufacturing
Record, phonograph, manufacturing
Pre-recorded magnetic tapes manufacturing
Manufacture of electrical communication equipment
Communication equipment manufacturing
Inter-communication system, electric,
manufacturing

Telautograph instrument manufacturing
Telegraph equipment manufacturing
Telephone equipment manufacturing

Manufacture of radio and television transmitting, signalling and detection
equipment and apparatus
Air traffic control system and equipment
Radio transmitting apparatus manufacturing
manufacturing
Satellite, communication, manufacturing
Beacon, aerodrome, electrical, manufacturing
Signal apparatus, electric, manufacturing
Signal generator, high frequency, manufacturing
Direction finder manufacturing
Fog alarm equipment, electric, manufacturing
Sonar equipment manufacturing
Missile control system manufacturing
Television camera manufacturing
Radar equipment manufacturing
Television transmitters manufacturing
Radio beacon, flashing, electrical, manufacturing
Manufacture of parts and supplies used for radio, television and communication
Pickup head, phonograph, manufacturing
equipment and apparatus
Coil, electric, manufacturing
Radio part manufacturing
Radio tube manufacturing
Diode, solid state, manufacturing
Semi-conductor circuit network manufacturing
Earphone manufacturing
Electronic tube manufacturing
Semi-conductor manufacturing
Transformer, radio, manufacturing
Electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing
Integrated circuit manufacturing
Transistor manufacturing
Loudspeaker manufacturing
Tube, amplifier, electronic, manufacturing
Microphone, except for musical instrument,
Tube, cathode ray, except X-ray, manufacturing
Tube, television, manufacturing
manufacturing
Phonograph needle manufacturing
Turntable, phonograph, manufacturing
Manufacture of radiographic, fluoroscopic and other x-ray apparatus and tubes and other
electronic equipment and apparatus, n.e.c.
Electric alarm apparatus manufacturing
Railway signal, electric, manufacturing
Electric burglar alarm manufacturing
Remote control systems manufacturing
Electric cardiograph manufacturing
Siren, electric, manufacturing
Electric fire alarm apparatus manufacturing
Sound signal, electric, manufacturing
Highway signal, electric, manufacturing
Therapeutic arc lamp manufacturing
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Manufacture of radiographic, fluoroscopic and other x-ray apparatus and tubes and other electronic equipment and
apparatus, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
X-ray intensifying screen manufacturing
Traffic signal, electric, manufacturing
Underwater sound Equipment manufacturing
X-ray tube manufacturing
X-ray apparatus manufacturing
Manufacture of household electric cooking equipment
Automatic oven, electric, manufacturing
Cooking stove, electric, manufacturing

Oven, electric, manufacturing
Portable oven, electric, manufacturing

Manufacture of electric fans, vacuum cleaners, floor waxes and polishers
Electric carpet sweeper manufacturing
Floor waxer, electric, manufacturing
Electric fan, protable, manufacturing
Portable blower, electric, manufacturing
Floor polisher, electric, manufacturing
Vacuum cleaner, electric, manufacturing
Floor scrubbing machine, household, manufacturing
Manufacture of electrothermic cooking appliances other than household ranges
and electromechanical kitchen appliances
Perculator, electnic, manufacturing
Broiler, electric, manufacturing
Rice cooker electric, n».inufacturing
Can opener, electric, manufacturing
Coffee grinder, household, electric, manufacturing
Roaster, electric, manufacturing
Slicer, bread and meat, electric, manufacturing
Electric bread slicer manufacturing
Hot plate, electric, manufacturing
Toaster, electric, manufacturing
Heat grinder, electric, manufacturing
Waffle iron, electric, manufacturing
Mixer, electric appliance, manufacturing
Whipper, electric, household appliance,
Osterizer, electric, manufacturing
manufacturing
Manufacture of electrical appliances and housewares, n.e.c.
Clipper, electric, manufacturing
Curling iron, electric, manufacturing
Electric dehumidifier manufacturing
Electric dry shaver manufacturing
Electric razor manufacturing
Electric space heater manufacturing
Face drier, electric, manufacturing
Flat iron, electric, manufacturing
Hair drier, electric, manufacturing
Heater, electric, manufacturing

Heating apparatus, electric, manufacturing
Hearing unit and device, electric, manufacturing
Immersion heater, electric, manufacturing
Iron, electric, manufacturing
Log, electric fireplace, manufacturing
Massage machine, electric, domestic, manufacturing
Pressing iron, electric, manufacturing
Vibrator and facial massage machine manufacturing
Water heater, electric, manufacturing
Wave machine, hair permanent, electric, manufacturing

Manufacture of primary cells and batteries
Battery, dry, manufacturing
Dry battery manufacturing

Electric battery manufacturing
Primary battery manufacturing

Manufacture of electric accumulators
Battery, storage, manufacturing

Storage battery manufacturing

Manufacture of insulated wires and cables
Armored cable manufacturing
Cable, insulated, manufacturing
Extension cord manufacturing
Insulated cable manufacturing
Insulated cord manufacturing

Insulated wire manufacturing
Insulator and insulation material, electric,
except glass and porcelain, manufacturing
Lead-in wire, for electric bulb, manufacturing
Wire, insulated, manufacturing

Manufacture of current-carrying wiring devices, conduits and fittings
Box, outlet, electric, manufacturing
Lighting fixture manufacturing
Conductor manufacturing
Outlet, electric, manufacturing
Cut-outs, electric wiring device, manufacturing
Plug, electric, manufacturing
Electric wiring device manufacturing
Pole-line hardware, electric, manufacturing
Filament, for electric lamp, manufacturing
Rail bond for propulsion and signal circuit,
Fitting and conduit, electric, manufacturing
manufacturing
Lamp socket or receptacle manufacturing
Snap switch, electric, manufacturing
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Manufacture of current-carrying wiring devices, conduits and jittings (Cont 'd.)
Switch box manufacturing
Terminal lug manufacturing
Wiring device, snap switch, manufacturing

Snap switch, wiring device, manufacturing
Socket, electric, manufacturing
Street lighting fixture manufacturing
Strobotron manufacturing
Manufacture of carbon articles for electric purposes
Carbon products, for electric industry,
manufacturing
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Electrode, carbon, manufacturing
Electrode, graphite, manufacturing

Manufacture of electric wires and wiring devices, n.e.c.
Bell, electric, manufacturing
Contract brush, electric, manufacturing
Electric bell manufacturing

Fuse block and clip manufacturing
Lighting arrester or coil manufacturing

Manufacture of electric lamps and flourescent tubes
Arc lamp, except therapeutic, manufacturing
Beacon, lighthouse, flashing, electrical
Christmas novelty, electric, manufacturing
Electric light bulb, complete, manufacturing
Electric lighting fixture manufacturing
Floodlight manufacturing
Fluorescent lamp manufacturing
Fog lamp manufacturing

Health lamp, electric, manufacturing
Incandescent filament lamp manufacturing
Photoflash or photoflood lamp manufacturing
Photographic flashlight bulb manufacturing
Spotlight manufacturing
Stage lighting equipment manufacturing
Vapor lamp manufacturing

Manufacture of electric signalling equipment for motor vehicles
Headlight, locomotive and motor vehicle,
manufacturing
Lamp, motor vehicle, manufacturing

Locomotive headlight manufacturing
Motor vehicle headlight manufacturing
Motor vehicle lamp manufacturing

Manufacture of other electrical apparatus and supplies, n.e.c.
Manufacture of boats and motorboats
Amphibian boat manufacturing
Boat building
Canoe building
Fireboat building
Lifeboat building

Motorboat building
Rowboat building
Sailboat building
Tugboat building
Yacht building

Manufacture of marine engines and parts
Capstan, marine, manufacturing
Diesel engine, marine, manufacturing
Engine, steam, marine, with self-contained
boilers, manufacturing
Marine engine manufacturing
Marine internal combustion engine manufacturing
Ship building (passenger and cargo vessels)
Cargo vessel building
Lighter, marine, building
Ocean liner, passenger, construction
Scow building
Ship breaking yard

Marine turbine manufacturing
Mast and spar finishing for ships
Outboard motor manufacturing
Semi-diesel engine, marine, manufacturing
Steam engine, marine, manufacturing

Ship, salvage, building and repairing
Tanker building
Vessel, cargo, building
Vessel, passenger, building

Ship and boat repairing
Boat repairing
Canoe repairing
Fireboat repairing
Lifeboat repairing
Lighter, marine, repairing

Rowboat repairing
Sailboat repairing
Tugboat repairing
Yacht repairing
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Ship building and repairing, n.e.c.
Barge building
Dredger, floating, building
Hydrofoil ship manufacturing

Pontoon, shipbuilding, manufacturing
Whaling vessel manufacturing

Building and re-building of locomotives of any type or gauge, and railroad and tramway cars
for freight and passengers service
Caboose manufacturing
Railroad repair shop
Diesel-electric locomotive manufacturing
Railroad rolling stock manufacturing
Dining car manufacturing
Repairing locomotive
Dump car, mining, manufacturing
Sleeping car manufacturing
Electric locomotive manufacturing
Steam locomotive manufacturing
Freight car, railroad and tramway, manufacturing
Switching locomotive manufacturing
Industrial locomotive and part manufacturing
Tank car manufacturing
Locomotive building and repairing
Tramway car manufacturing
Mining locomotive and part manufacturing
Wagon, passenger and freight, railroad,
Railroad car manufacturing
manufacturing
Railroad coach manufacturing
Production of specialized parts for locomotives, railroad and tramway cars
Air brake for locomotive manufacturing
Mining locomotive frame and parts manufacturing
Air brake, pneumatic, for railways, manufacturing
Railroad engine building and repairing
Locomotive air brake manufacturing
Steam engine, locomotive, manufacturing
Locomotive frame and parts manufacturing
Manufacture and assembly of motor vehicles
Ambulance, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Armored car manufacturing
Automobile manufacturing
Automobile stamping manufacturing
Caravan, vehicle-drawn, manufacturing
Commercial motor vehicle manufacturing
Dump truck manufacturing
Fire engine manufacturing
Hearse, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Motor bus manufacturing
Motor lorry manufacturing
Motor truck manufacturing
Motor van manufacturing
Motor vehicle assembling

Motor vehicle, including amphibian, manufacturing
Passenger automobile manufacturing
Patrol wagon, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Personnel carrier, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Reconnaissance car manufacturing
Road oiler, truck, manufacturing
Scout truck motor vehicle manufacturing
Semi-trailer for truck tractor manufacturing
Station wagon manufacturing
Taxi cab manufacturing
Tractor, truck, for highway use, manufacturing
Trailer coach, automobile, manufacturing
Trailer, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Truck manufacturing

Rebuilding and major alteration of motor vehicles
Body, motor vehicle, manufacturing

Rebuilding motor vehicles

Manufacture of motor vehicle parts and accessories
Air-intake filter, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Axle housing and shaft, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Axle, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Brake, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Carburetor, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Chassis, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Clutch, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Crankshaft, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Diesel engine, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Differential, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Drive shaft, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Engine, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Exhaust system and part, motor vehicle,
manufacturing
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Frame, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Fuel system and part, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Gear, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Gear, power transmission, motor vehicle,
manufacturing
Heater, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Hood, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Horn, electric, for cycles or motor vehicles,
manufacturing
Internal combustion engine, motor vehicle,
manufacturing
Lubrication system and part, motor vehicle,
manufacturing
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Manufacture of motor vehicle parts and accessories (Cont d.)
Semi-diesel engine, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Shock absorber, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Steering mechanism, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Street sprinkler, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Street sweeper, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Top, motor vehicle, manufacturing, excluding
metal stamping
Transmission, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Universal joint, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Wheel, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Windshield wiper blades, motor vehicle,
manufacturing

Mechanical drive, power transmission, motor
vehicle, manufacturing
Motor, automobile, manufacturing
Motor vehicle part and accessory manufacturing
Muffler, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Oil filter, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Power transmission equipment, motor vehicle,
manufacturing
Radiator cap and shell, motor vehicle,
manufacturing
Radiator, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Rear axle housing, motor vehicle, manufacturing
Manufacture and assembly of motorcycles
Motor scooter manufacturing

Motorcycle manufacturing

Manufacture of bicycles and tricycles
Bicycle and part manufacturing
Frame, bicycle, manufacturing
Gear, bicycle, manufacturing
Handlebar, bicycle, manufacturing
Pedal, cycle, manufacturing
Manufacture of motorcycle engines and parts
Engine, motorcycle, manufacturing

Pedicab manufacturing
Saddle, bicycle, manufacturing
Seat post, bicycle, manufacturing
Side-car manufacturing
Tricycle manufacturing
Motorcycle engine and parts manufacturing

Manufacture of aircraft
Aircraft assembling
Aircraft engine manufacturing
Aircraft manufacturing
Aircraft part manufacturing
Aircraft repairing
Airplane manufacturing
Airship manufacturing
Brake, aircraft, manufacturing
Carburetor, aircraft, manufacturing
Engine, jet, aircraft, manufacturing
Engine, ram-jet, aircraft, manufacturing
Engine, rocket, aircraft, manufacturing
Engine, turbo, aircraft, manufacturing
Gear, power transmission, aircraft, manufacturing
Glider manufacturing

Helicopter manufacturing
Hovercraft manufacturing
Internal combustion engine, aircraft, manufacturing
Mechanical drive, power transmission, aircraft,
manufacturing
Motor, aircraft, manufacturing
Pontoon, aircraft, manufacturing
Propeller and part, aircraft, manufacturing
Propeller blade, aircraft, manufacturing
Turbine, aircraft type, manufacturing
Turbo-superchargers, aircraft, manufacturing
Under-carriage, aircraft, manufacturing
Universal joint, aircraft, manufacturing
Wheel, aircraft, manufacturing

Manufacture of animal-drawn vehicles
Buggy, horse-drawn, manufacturing
Calesa/caretela manufacturing
Carriage, horse-drawn, manufacturing
Cart building
Cart, horse-drawn, manufacturing
Farm wagon manufacturing
Hay wagon manufacturing

Sled, horse-drawn, manufacturing
Truck box, for horse-drawn vehicle, manufacturing
Vehicle, horse-drawn, manufacturing
Wagon box, for horse-drawn vehicle, manufacturing
Wagon, horse-drawn, manufacturing
Wagon, horse-drawn, repairing

Manufacture of hand-drawn vehicles
Baby carriage manufacturing
Baby walker manufacturing
Baggage hand truck manufacturing
Carriage, invalid, not mechanically propelled,
manufacturing

Hand-drawn vehicle building and repairing
Pushcart manufacturing
Vehicle, hand-drawn, manufacturing
Wheel chair manufacturing
Wheelbarrow manufacturing
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Manufacture of temperature measuring and controlling and hygrometric instruments
Calorimeter manufacturing
Steam gauge manufacturing
Density gauge manufacturing
Temperature measuring gauge manufacturing
Humidity indicator manufacturing
Thermometer manufacturing
Hygrometer manufacturing
Thermostat manufacturing
Pyrometer manufacturing
Manufacture of electrical quantity measuring and controlling instivments
Ammeter manufacturing
Oscilloscope manufacturing
Analyzer, for testing electrical characteristics,
Panel board meter, electric, manufacturing
Pocket meter, electric, manufacturing
manufacturing
Electric measuring instrument manufacturing
Portable meter, electric, manufacturing
Electric meter manufacturing
Potentiometer manufacturing
Electric recording meter manufacturing
Recording instrument, electric, manufacturing
Electricity indicating instrument manufacturing
Voltmeter manufacturing
Galvanometer manufacturing
Wattmeter manufacturing
Oscillograph manufacturing
Manufacture of pressure measuring and controlling instruments and gauges
Barometer manufacturing
Pressure recording and control equipment
Dial pressure gauge manufacturing
manufacturing
Manometer manufacturing
Vacuum gauge manufacturing
Pressure gauge manufacturing
Manufacture of flow and liquid measuring and controlling instruments
Flow gauge manufacturing
Liquid level gauge manufacturing
Gas meter manufacturing
Rain gauge manufacturing
Hydrometer manufacturing
Viscosimeter manufacturing
Manufacture of mechanical motion, measuring and controlling, timing and cycle instruments
Accelerometer manufacturing
Mechanical precision measuring, except measuring
Control and timing instrument, revolution
and dispensing pumps, manufacturing
manufacturing
Pedometer manufacturing
Dynamometer manufacturing
Speedometer manufacturing
Frequency analyzer manufacturing
Tachometer manufacturing
Mechanical precision controlling instrument
Timing and control instrument manufacturing
manufacturing
Manufacture of surgical, medical, dental and orthopedic equipment, excluding equipment
for optical use
Artificial kidney manufacturing
Furniture, special medical and dental,
Artificial respiration apparatus manufacturing
manufacturing
Dental abrasive wheel manufacturing
Hearing aid, electric, manufacturing
Dental cabinet manufacturing
Hearing aid, excluding electric, manufacturing
Dental cutting instrument manufacturing
Hypodermic syringe manufacturing
Dental disk, abrasive, manufacturing
Incubator, electric, manufacturing
Dental drill manufacturing
Inhalator manufacturing
Dental forceps manufacturing
Iron lung manufacturing
Dental gas apparatus manufacturing
Lactometer manufacturing
Dental instrument and appliance manufacturing
Medical instrument, except X-ray and electroDental mechanical equipment manufacturing
therapeutic, manufacturing
Dental plier manufacturing
Medical respirator manufacturing
Microtome manufacturing
Dental sterilizer manufacturing
Operating table manufacturing
Dental tool manufacturing
Orthopedic appliance manufacturing
Dentists' chair manufacturing
Diagnostic apparatus, physicians', manufacturing
Orthopedic device and material manufacturing
Eardrum, artificial, manufacturing
Orthopedic foot appliance manufacturing
Electro-medical apparatus and instrument,
Orthopedic instrument manufacturing
excluding therapeutic, manufacturing
Oxygen tent manufacturing
Filter respirator manufacturing
Oxygenator manufacturing
Physiotherapy equipment, electric, manufacturing
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Manufacture of surgical, medical, dental and orthopedic equipment, including equipment for optical use (Cont'd.)
Surgical forceps manufacturing
Surgical fracture appliance manufacturing
Surgical instrument manufacturing
Surgical sterilizer manufacturing
Table, medical or surgical, manufacturing
Veterinarians' instrument manufacturing

Rehabilitation apparatus, mechanotherapeutic
manufacturing
Sphygmomanometer manufacturing
Stethograph manufacturing
Stethoscope manufacturing
Surgical appliance and supply manufacturing

Manufacture of professional and scientific and measuring and controlling equipment, n.e.c.
Acidity gauge manufacturing
Mine safety appliance manufacturing
Alkalinity gauge manufacturing
Nautical instrument manufacturing
Automatic computing balance manufacturing
Navigational instrument manufacturing
Balance, apothecary, manufacturing
Pantograph machine manufacturing
Balance, chemical, manufacturing
Parking meter manufacturing
Binnacle, compass housing, manufacturing
Percentage corrector manufacturing
Coal testing apparatus manufacturing
Physical property testing instrument manufacture
Combustion gauge manufacturing
Planimeter manufacturing
Compass manufacturing
Plumb bob manufacturing
Cyclotrons, betatrons and other accelerators,
Radiation detecting or measuring apparatus
manufacturing
instrument manufacturing
Dust sampler manufacturing
Recording fare device manufacturing
Echo-sound detector manufacturing
Register, lineal and tallying, manufacturing
Electron accelerator manufacturing
Scientific instrument, except optical,
Electronic and magnetic field detector apparatus
manufacturing
manufacturing
Scientific measuring instrument, except optical,
Environmental testing equipment manufacturing
manufacturing
Furnace, laboratory, manufacturing
Seismoneter manufacturing
Geiger counter manufacturing
Sextant manufacturing
Integrator, mathematical instrument, manufacturing
Sound locator, sighting and fire control
Laboratory centrifuge manufacturing
equipment, manufacturing
Laboratory instrument, excluding electric,
Stump sock manufacturing
Submarine detector manufacturing
manufacturing
Magnetic and electronic field detector
Surveying instrument manufacturing
Taximeter manufacturing
manufacturing
Mathematical drafting instrument manufacturing
Turnstile, with counting mechanism, manufacturing
Mathematical instrument manufacturing
Wind corrector, sighting and fire control
Mine detector manufacturing
equipment, manufacturing
Manufacture of photographic equipment and accessories
Blueprinting machine manufacturing
Camera manufacturing
Film reel and rewihder manufacturing
Flashlight apparatus, photographic, manufacturing
Microfilm camera manufacturing
Microfilm machine manufacturing
Microfilm projection apparatus and condenser
manufacturing
Motion picture camera manufacturing
Motion picture projection machine manufacturing
Motion picture screen manufacturing
Photocopy machine manufacturing
Photograph drier manufacturing
Photograph washer manufacturing
Photographic apparatus manufacturing

Photographic developing tank manufacturing
Photographic enlarger manufacturing
Photographic, lens manufacturing
Photographic plate holder manufacturing
Photographic printing frame manufacturing
Photographic prism manufacturing
Photographic range finder manufacturing
Photographic stereograph manufacturing
Photographic synchronizer manufacturing
Photostat machine manufacturing
Projection lens manufacturing
Projection machine and apparatus manufacturing
Stereopticon lantern manufacturing
Tripod, camera, manufacturing
X-ray film developing tank manufacturing

Manufacture of optical instruments and lenses
Anti-aircraft director, optical, manufacturing
Binocular manufacturing
Bomb sight manufacturing

Coddington magnifying instrument manufacturing
Colorimeter, optical instrument, manufacturing
Elbow telescope manufacturing
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Manufacture of optical instruments and lenses (Cont'd.)
Field glasses manufacturing
Fire control instrument, optical, manufacturing
Fire sighting equipment, optical, manufacturing
Flack spotting instrument, optical, manufacturing
Gun sight manufacturing
Height finder and director, optical, manufacturing
Magnifier manufacturing
Magnifying instrument manufacturing
Magnifying lens manufacturing
Meteorological instrument, optical, manufacturing
Microscope, electron, manufacturing
Microscope manufacturing
Microscope, proton, manufacturing
Opera glasses manufacturing
Opthalmic lamp, slit, manufacturing
Opthalmic lens grinding
Opthalmic lens manufacturing
Opthalmometer manufacturing
Manufacture of watches and clocks
Chronometer manufacturing
Clock, electric, manufacturing
Clock, electronic, manufacturing
Clock manufacturing
Clock movement manufacturing
Time clock manufacturing
Time switch, with clock or watch movement,
manufacturing

386

Opthalmoscope manufacturing
Optical instrument manufacturing
Optical lens manufacturing
Optical measuring instrument manufacturing
Optical prism grinding
Optical range finder manufacturing
Optometer manufacturing
Panoramic telescope manufacturing
Periscope manufacturing
Polariscope manufacturing
Refractometer manufacturing
Retinoscope manufacturing
Spectrometer manufacturing
Spectrosocope manufacturing
Telescope manufacturing
Telescope, reflecting, manufacturing
Telescopic sight manufacturing
Transit manufacturing
Watch assembling
Watch case manufacturing
Watch manufacturing
Watch movement manufacturing
Watch part, excluding crystal and jewel,
manufacturing

Manufacture and repair of household and public building furniture, primarily of metal
Bed, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Filing box, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Book case, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Filing cabinet, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Cabinet and case, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Frame, chair, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Case, display, primarily of metal, except
Kitchen cabinet, metal, manufacturing
refrigerated, manufacturing
Locker, metal, manufacturing
Case, wall, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Office cabinet, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Chair, glide, manufacturing, primarily of metal
Office furniture, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Counter, store fixture, primarily of metal,
Office table, primarily of metal, manufacturing
manufacturing
Metal furniture manufacturing
Desk, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Public building furniture, primarily of metal,
Display cabinet, primarily of metal, manufacturing
manufacturing
Display fixture, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Slider, metal furntiure, manufacturing
Display rack, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Stainless steel table top manufacturing
Display stand, for merchandise, primarily of
Table top, vitreous enamel, manufacturing
metal, manufacturing
Manufacture and repair of professional furniture primarily of metal
Barber and beauty shop chair, primarily of metal,
Hospital bed manufacturing
hydraulic, manufacturing
Laboratory furniture, except medical and dental
Barber shop furniture, primarily of metal,
equipment, primarily of metal, manufacturing
manufacturing
Portable store cabinet manufacturing
Chair, except dentists', hydraulic, manufacturing
Professional furniture, except medical and dental,
Furniture, barber and beauty shop special
primarily of metal, manufacturing
equipment, manufacturing
Manufacture and repair of furniture and fixtures primarily of metal, n.e.c.
Garden set furniture, primarily of metal, manufacturing
Pot stand, primarily of metal, manufacturing
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Manufacture of jewelry
Bracelet, jewelry, manufacturing
Diamond cutting and polishing
Dress set, jewelry, manufacturing
Electroplating jewelry
Engraving on precious metal
Gold engraving
Jewel cutting, drilling and polishing
Jewel setting and mounting manufacturing
Jewel, watchmakers', working
Jewelry enamelling
Jewelry engraving

Jewelry manufacturing
Jewelry, precious metal, manufacturing
Lapidary work
Metal coating, jewelry
Metal engraving, jewelry
Pearl drilling
Precious stone cutting and polishing
Ring, jewelry, manufacturing
Semi-precious stone cutting and polishing
Silver engraving
Synthetic precious stone cutting and working

Manufacture of silverware and plated ware
Cutlery, gold or plated, manufacturing
Cutlery, silver or plated, manufacturing
Ecclesiastical ware, silver or plated,
manufacturing
Flatware, silver or plated, manufacturing
Gold plate manufacturing
Handle, silver or plated, manufacturing
Hollow metal products manufacturing

Hollow ware manufacturing
Knife, silver or silver plated, manufacturing
Religious silverware manufacturing
Silver plate manufacturing
Silver plating
Silver tableware manufacturing
Silverware manufacturing
Tableware, silver or plated, manufacturing

Manufacture of jewelry and related articles, n.e.c.
Button, precious metal, manufacturing
Cane trimming, precious metal, manufacturing
Case, cigar and cigarette, precious metal,
manufacturing
Case, precious metal, manufacturing
Chasing on precious metal
Clasp, handbag, precious metal, manufacturing
Coral, articles of, manufacturing
Emblem, precious metal, manufacturing
Etching on precious metal
Fountain pen mounting, gold, manufacturing
Government mint

Handbag, precious metal, manufacturing
Jewelers' finding and material manufacturing
Jewelry box or case, precious metal, manufacturing
Lighter, cigarette, precious metal, manufacturing
Loving cup trophy manufacturing
Medal, precious or semi-precious metal,
manufacturing
Pin and stem, jewelry finding, manufacturing
Precious metal product manufacturing
Toilet ware, silver, manufacturing
Umbrella handle, gold or silver, manufacturing
Vanity case, precious metal, manufacturing

Manufacture of pianos
Piano action manufacturing
Piano frame manufacturing
Manufacture of string instruments
Cello manufacturing
Guitar, including electric, manufacturing
Harp manufacturing
Manufacture of wind and percussion instruments
Accordion manufacturing
Clarinet manufacturing
Flute manufacturing
Harmonica, except toys, manufacturing
Mouthpiece, for musical instrument, manufacturing
Manufacture of musical organs (all types)
Blower, pipe organ, manufacturing
Calliope or steam organ manufacturing
Organ, all types, manufacturing
Organ, electronic, manufacturing
Manufacture of musical instruments, n.e.c.
Bell, musical instrument, manufacturing

Piano manufacturing
Piano part and material manufacturing
String musical instrument manufacturing
Violin manufacturing

Percussion instrument manufacturing
Piccolo manufacturing
Saxhorn manufacturing
Wind musical instrument manufacturing
Xylophone manufacturing
Organ, pipe, manufacturing
Reed organ manufacturing
Steam organ manufacturing

Chime, musical instrument, manufacturing
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Manufacture of musical instruments, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Orchestrion manufacturing
Perforated music roll manufacturing
Reed, for musical instrument, manufacturing

Gut or metal musical toys manufacturing
Musical instrument part and accessory
manufacturing

Manufacture of sporting gloves and mitts
Athletic and sporting glove manufacturing
Boxing glove manufacturing
Baseball glove manufacturing
Glove, sporting, manufacturing
Baseball mitt manufacturing
Sporting glove manufacturing
Manufacture of sporting balls, excluding balls made primarily of rubber and plastic materials
Basketball manufacturing
Golf balls manufacturing
Billiard ball manufacturing
Pool ball manufacturing
Volleyball manufacturing
Balls, sports, manufacturing
Football manufacturing
Manufacture of billiard, pool, bowling alley and similar games equipment
Billiard and pool bridge manufacturing
Bowling alley accessories and equipment
Billiard cue manufacturing
manufacturing
Pool table manufacturing
Billiard cue tip manufacturing
Manufacture of sporting and athletic goods, n.e.c.
Archery target manufacturing
Artificial bait, fishing, manufacturing
Artificial flies, bait, manufacturing
Athletic and sporting goods manufacturing
Athletic helmet manufacturing
Athletic pad manufacturing
Badminton equipment manufacturing
Baseball protector manufacturing
Basketball and football guard manufacturing
Basketball equipment manufacturing
Bird call, decoy, manufacturing
Boxing equipment manufacturing
Clay pigeon manufacturing
Decoy game call manufacturing
Exercising machine manufacturing
Fencing mask manufacturing
Fishing hook manufacturing
Fishing reel manufacturing
Fishing rod manufacturing
Fishing rod mounting manufacturing
Fishing sinker manufacturing
Fishing swivel manufacturing
Fishing tackle manufacturing
Football equipment, excluding uniform, manufacturing
Golf caddy bag manufacturing
Golf club manufacturing
Golf supplies manufacturing
Gun and rod case manufacturing
Manufacture of surgical, dental, medical and orthopedic supplies
Abdominal supporter manufacturing
Absorbent cotton manufacturing
Adhesive plaster, medicated, manufacturing
Adhesive tape, medicated, manufacturing
Ankle support manufacturing
Antiseptic dressing manufacturing
Arch support manufacturing
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Hockey equipment manufacturing
Hockey stick manufacturing
Hunting equipment, excluding firearms,
manufacturing
Ice hockey equipment manufacturing
Ice skate manufacturing
Pigeon, clay, target, manufacturing
Playground equipment manufacturing
Polo equipment, excluding apparel, manufacturing
Polo wallet manufacturing
Punching bag manufacturing
Rifle target manufacturing
Roller skate manufacturing
Rugby equipment manufacturing
Skate manufacturing
Ski manufacturing
Sled, children's, manufacturing
Spear, fishing equipment, manufacturing
Sporting goods manufacturing
Squash equipment manufacturing
String, tennis racket, manufacturing
Target-shooting equipment, except ammunition and
gun, manufacturing
Tennis equipment manufacturing
Tennis racket and frame manufacturing
Toboggan manufacturing
Trap shooting equipment manufacturing

Artificial limb manufacturing
Artificial tubing, for human, manufacturing
Dental alloy manufacturing
Dental amalgam manufacturing
Dental cement manufacturing
Dental compound manufacturing
Dental enamel manufacturing

390

Manufacture of surgical, dental, medical and orthopedic supplies (Cont'd.)
Dental glue manufacturing
Dental gold manufacturing
Dental planetoid specialty manufacturing
Dental plaster manufacturing
Dental rubber manufacturing
Dental wax-manufacturing
Elastic brace manufacturing
First aid kit manufacturing
Gas mask manufacturing
Kneecap supporter manufacturing
Medical elastic hosiery manufacturing
Medical rubber hose manufacturing
Medical rubber sundries manufacturing
Orthopedic bandage manufacturing
Orthopedic extension shoe manufacturing
Orthopedic material manufacturing

Orthopedic surgical truss manufacturing
Pneumatic splint manufacturing
Pneumatic suture manufacturing
Sanitary apron manufacturing
Sanitary napkin manufacturing
Sanitary towel manufacturing
Sterilized absorbent cotton manufacturing
Surgical bandage manufacturing
Surgical belt manufacturing
Surgical dressing manufacturing
Surgical gauge manufacturing
Surgical gut string manufacturing
Surgical orthopedic truss manufacturing
Surgical supply manufacturing
Suspensory manufacturing

Manufacture of opthalmic goods, e.g., eyeglasses and spectacles
Contact lenses manufacturing
Eyeglasses, complete, manufacturing
Eyeglasses, lens and frame, manufacturing
Frame, eyeglasses, manufacturing
Glass eye manufacturing
Industrial goggle manufacturing
Lorgnette manufacturing
Lupe manufacturing
Mirror, glass, optically worked, manufacturing
Mirror, optical, of any material, manufacturing
Mounting, eyeglasses and spectacles, manufacturing
Opthalmic goods manufacturing
Manufacture of toys and dolls, except rubber and plastic toys
Clothing, dolls, manufacturing
Dolls, except rubber and plastic, manufacturing
Marble, toy, manufacturing
Model, toy, manufacturing
Musical toy manufacturing
Shoe, dolls, manufacturing
Structural toy set manufacturing
Manufacture of stationers', artists' and office supplies
Artists' color in oil manufacturing
Artists' color manufacturing
Artists' drawing table and board manufacturing
Artists' dry paint manufacturing
Artists' hair pencil manufacturing
Artists' material and supply manufacturing
Artists' maulstick manufacturing
Artists' pantograph manufacturing
Artists' pastel crayon manufacturing
Artists' Roman gold manufacturing
Artists' sizes manufacturing
Artists' water color manufacturing
Artists' water paint manufacturing
Artists' wax crayon manufacturing
Artists' wax manufacturing
Board for writing and drawing, wooden,
manufacturing

Optical glass grinding
Optical glass manufacturing
Optical goods manufacturing
Protection goggle manufacturing
Searchlight mirror manufacturing in optical plant
Searchlight reflector manufacturing in optical
plant
Spectacle frame manufacturing
Spectacle glass manufacturing
Spyglass manufacturing
Sunglass manufacturing

Toy, except rubber and plastic, manufacturing
Toy gun manufacturing
Toy pistol manufacturing
Toy rifle manufacturing
Toy train and equipment, electric or mechanical,
manufacturing
Toy, wheeled, designed to be ridden, manufacturing
Carbon paper manufacturing
Crayon manufacturing
Dating stamp manufacturing
Fountain pen manufacturing
Gilders' burnisher manufacturing
Gilders' cushion manufacturing
Gold and bronze mixture, artists', manufacturing
Hand numbering machine manufacturing
Hand seal manufacturing
Hand stamp manufacturing
Hand stamp, metal or rubber, manufacturing
Hand stamping device manufacturing
Instrument, lettering, manufacturing
Letter, metal, except metal type, manufacturing
Maulstick, artists', manufacturing
Mechanical pencil manufacturing
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Manufacture of stationers', artists' and office supplies (Cont'd.)
Paint box manufacturing
Paint set, children's, manufacturing
Pen, fountain, and stylograph, manufacturing
Pen manufacturing
Pen nib and paint manufacturing
Pencil lead, black, manufacturing
Pencil lead, colored, manufacturing
Pencil lead, inedible, manufacturing
Pencil manufacturing
Pencil point protector manufacturing

Penholder and part manufacturing
Sketching box, artists', manufacturing
Stamp pad manufacturing
Stencil, for painting, manufacturing
Stencilling paper manufacturing
Stylographic pen manufacturing
Tape fastener manufacturing
Tracing cloth, drafting material, manufacturing
Typewriter ribbon, inked, manufacturing
Typewriter supply manufacturing

Manufacture of umbrellas and canes
Cane, excluding precious metal, manufacturing
Parasol covering manufacturing
Parasol manufacturing
Parasol trimming, excluding gold or silver,
manufacturing
Umbrella covering manufacturing

Umbrella frame manufacturing
Umbrella handle, excluding gold or silver,
manufacturing
Umbrella manufacturing
Walking stick manufacturing

Manufacture of buttons, except plastic
Button blank and mold manufacturing
Manufacture of brooms, brushes and fans
Broom manufacturing
Duster, feather, manufacturing
Fabric mop manufacturing
Leather mop manufacturing
Mop, excluding mechanical, manufacturing
Paint brush manufacturing

Button, excluding precious metal, manufacturing
Rotary brush manufacturing
Street sweeping broom, hand or machine,
manufacturing
Toothbrush manufacturing
Whiskbroom manufacturing

Manufacture of needles, pins and fasteners
Crocheting needle, hand or machine, manufacturing
Darning needle, hand or machine, manufacturing
Embroidering needle, hand or machine,
manufacturing
Fastener manufacturing

Hair pin manufacturing
Hook and eye fastener manufacturing
Knitting needle, hand or machine, manufacturing
Sewing needle, hand or machine, manufacturing
Zipper, slide fastener, manufacturing

Manufacture of identification plates, badges, emblems and tags
Badge, except fabric, manufacturing
Identification badge manufacturing
Metal badge manufacturing
Name plate, metal, excluding engraved,
manufacturing
Manufacture of signs and advertising displays
Advertising curtain manufacturing
Advertising display manufacturing
Advertising novelty manufacturing
Advertising poster, excluding lithographed,
manufacturing
Decalcomania work, except on china or glass
Display form, except for shoes, manufacturing
Other manufacturing industries, n.e.c.
Artificial flower, excluding glass, manufacturing
Artificial foliage, excluding glass, manufacturing
Artificial fruit, excluding glass, manufacturing
Artificial hair curl manufacturing
Artificial vine, excluding glass, manufacturing

Plate, name, metal, excluding engraved,
manufacturing
Regalia emblem manufacturing

Display, paint process, manufacturing
Dummy, tailors', manufacturing
Hat display form manufacturing
Neon sign manufacturing
Sign, electrical and mechanical, manufacturing
Window cut-out and display manufacturing

Artificial wreath manufacturing
Beadwork manufacturing
Beauty parlor equipment manufacturing
Bone novelty manufacturing
Braid, mohair, wig, manufacturing
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Other manufacturing industries, n.e.c. (Contd.)
Branding iron manufacturing
Case, cigar and cigarette, excluding leather and
precious metal, manufacturing
Casket lining manufacturing
Chessmen manufacturing
Christmas tree ornament, excluding electric,
manufacturing
Cigar holder manufacturing
Cigarette lighter, excluding precious metal,
manufacturing
Comb, except precious metal, plastic, hard rubber
or stone, manufacturing
Costume jewelry manufacturing
Costume novelty, except leather, manufacturing
Cow hair drying
Dice and dice cup manufacturing
Down feather manufacturing
Eyelash, false, manufacturing
Feather cleaning
Feather curling
Feather dyeing
Feather goods manufacturing
Feather ornament manufacturing
Feather renovating
Feather trimming manufacturing
Figure, metal, except metal type, manufacturing
Frisket paper manufacturing
Fruit, artificial, of wax, molded, manufacturing
Game for children and adults, except playing
card, manufacturing
Hair and bristle dressing
Hair braid manufacturing
Hair curler, except rubber, manufacturing
Hair goods, except haircloth, manufacturing
Hair net manufacturing
Hair switch manufacturing
Hair wig manufacturing
Handbag frame manufacturing
Hat, paper novelty, manufacturing
Horn mosaic manufacturing
Horn product manufacturing

Instrument case, excluding leather and precious
metal, manufacturing
Ivory mosaic manufacturing
Jewelry box or case, excluding leather and
precious metal, manufacturing
Lamp shade fragie manufacturing
Lamp shade, except metal or glass, manufacturing
Luggage frame manufacturing
Millinery novelty manufacturing
Modeling clay manufacturing
Mohair puff, wig, manufacturing
Mohair wig manufacturing
Morticians' goods and supply manufacturing
Mother-of-pearl articles manufacturing
Ornamental article, shell, mother-of-pearl,
ivory, bone, manufacturing
Parchment lamp shade manufacturing
Permanent wave equipment and machines, except
electrical, manufacturing
Permanent waving pad manufacturing
Pipe cleaner manufacturing
Pipe mouthpiece manufacturing
Plant preserving
Plume manufacturing
Preserved flower manufacturing
Rocking horse manufacturing
Shell mosaic manufacturing
Shell work, small novelty article, manufacturing
Shoe stamp, steel, manufacturing
Sponge bleaching and dyeing
Stud, excluding precious metal, manufacturing
Stuffed animal manufacturing
Table, embalming, manufacturing
Taxidermy
Tobacco pipe manufacturing
Toupee manufacturing
Undertakers' goods and supplies manufacturing
Vanity case, excluding precious metal,
manufacturing
Wagon, children's, manufacturing
Wig, hair, manufacturing
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Major Division 4. ELECTRICITY, GAS AND WATER

411.

412
421

422

430

Generating and distributing electricity
Electricity distribution
Electric light and power distribution
Distributing electricity to consumers
Hydroelectric power plant
Gas manufacture and distribution through systems
Coke manufacturing
Cooking gas distribution
Cooking gas manufacturing
Fuel gas distribution
Gas, heating, illuminating, manufacturing
Steam heat and power plants
Geothermal power plant
Nuclear power plant
Waterworks and supply
Water board
Water distribution
Water purification

Electric light and power generation
Power generation, electricity
Power and energy purchase and distribution
Gas, manufactured, distribution
Gas, natural, distribution, except through
pipeline
Gasworks
Manufactured illuminating and heating gas
distribution
Steam heat distribution
Steam heat production
Water supplying
Water transmission
Waterworks

Major Division 5. CONSTRUCTION

501

Residential building construction
Accesoria construction
Apartment construction
Barrack construction
Building residential construction
Building maintenance, residential, not including
janitorial and similar services
Building residential, repair work
Bungalow construction
Chalet construction
Concentration camp construction
Condominium construction
Convent construction
Correctional institutional building construction
Cottage construction
Dungeon construction
Duplex building construction
Government-owned building, except office/bodega,
construction

Guardhouse construction
Home construction
Hospital construction
Hotel construction
House building
House demolition
Lighthouse keepers' dwelling constnictio
Log cabin construction
Mansion construction
Medical center construction
Monastery construction
Penitentiary construction
Sanatorium construction
Seminary construction
Tenement construction

Non-residential building construction
Abattoir construction
Aquarium construction
Assembly plant construction
Auditorium construction
Barn, aluminum, construction
Barangay hall construction
Bodega construction
Building, commercial, construction
Building, industrial, construction
Building, non-residential, construction
Building, non-residential, maintenance, excluding
janitorial and similar services
Building, non-residential, repair work
Chapel construction
Capital building construction
Carinderia and cafeteria construction
Church construction
Coliseum construction
Commercial building construction
Dancing hall construction
Dental clinic and laboratory construction
Dispensary construction
Factory construction
Farm building construction
Garage construction

Government office building construction
Grandstand construction
Greenhouse construction
Gymnasium construction
Health center and medical clinic construction
Incinerator building construction
Industrial building construction
Jai alai court construction
Laboratory construction
Library building construction
Market building construction
Mausoleum construction
Mines and metallurgical plant construction
Missile facilities construction
Missile launching pad tower construction
Office building construction
Parlor construction
Pelota court construction
Public building construction
Reading centeT construction
Refuse disposal plant construction
Restaurant construction
School building construction
Sewer and sewerage disposal plant and
systems construction
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501

502

Non-residential building construction (Cont'd.)
Shopping plaza construction
Silo construction
Slaughterhouse construction
Stadium construction

Terminal building, bus, construction
Theater construction
Transit shed construction
Warehouse construction

General engineering construction
Airplane hangar construction
Airfield construction
Airparking area construction
Airport construction
Airport parking area construction
Airport terminal construction
Airways construction
Aqueduct construction for irrigation
Beacon construction for navigation
Breakwater construction
Bridge highway construction
Bridge railway construction
Broadcasting station construction
Bulkhead construction
Bull-cart crossing construction
Buoy construction for navigation
Cable laying
Cable line construction
Canal construction for irrigation
Canal construction for navigation
Causeway construction
Cementing oil wells, contract service
Cemeteries construction, excluding landscaping and
maintenance
Cofferdam construction
Cofferdam construction for pier construction and
similar allied structures
Concrete repair work for harbor facilities
Culvert construction
Culvert demolition
Dam construction for irrigation
Dike construction for irrigation
Dike construction for navigation
Ditching for irrigation canal
Dock construction
Drainage on construction project
Dredging for marine construction
Dredging for navigation
Dredging on construction projects
Drilling gas well off coastline, contract
service
Drilling oil well-off coastline, contract
service
Driveway construction
Elevated highway construction
Feeder road construction
Fender cluster construction
Flying control construction
Fuel oil tank and pipeline, thermal power,
installation

Generating station, hydroelectric plant,
construction
Generating station, thermal plant,
construction
Golf course construction
Guard rail construction
Harbor construction
Highway construction
Highway demolition
Highway fence construction
Highway maintenance and repair
construction
Highway sign installation
Hydroelectric power plant construction
Interchange construction
Jetty construction
Land drainage
Land reclamation construction
Land reclamation for harbor facilities
Landing field construction
Lighthouse construction
Maintenance involving construction work
Monorail construction
Nuclear power plant construction
Overpass construction
Parking area construction
Parkway construction
Paving repair work
Pier construction
Pile driving for bridge foundation
Pile driving for harbor facilities construction
Playground construction
Power distribution station construction
Power plant construction
R-C wharf construction
Radio station construction
Radio tower construction
Railroad frog construction
Railway, elevated, construction
Railway line, electric, construction
Railway roadbed construction
Railway station construction
Road construction
Road tarring
Rock causeway construction
Rock cut-off wall construction
Runway construction
Seawall construction
Sidewalk construction
Sidewalk maintenance and repair construction
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502

General engineering construction (Cont'd.)
Street construction
Subway construction
Switching station construction
Telegraph line construction
Telephone line construction
Television tower construction
Television transmitting construction
Thermal power plant construction
Timber pier construction

503

Traffic lane painting, contractor
Transformer line construction
Tunnel construction
Underpass construction
Underwater rock removal
Viaduct construction
Waterway construction for navigation
Waterway lock construction

Carpentry
Carpentry
Carpentry repair

Fence, wooden, construction
Flooring, wood, installation
Flooring, wood, repairing

Plumbing and related work
Plumbing on construction project
Plumbing repair work
Sprinkler system installation
Masonry, stone work, concrete work, tile setting, and plastering
Bricklaying
Bricklaying repair work
Chimney building and repairing, masonry
Concrete repair work
Fence, concrete, construction
Fence work on construction project
Grouting work on construction
Gunite work on construction project
Lathing
Marble work, interior, construction
Marble work, interior, finishing
Masonry repair work

Masonry work on construction project
Mosaic work on construction
Plaster repair work
Plastering on construction project
Slating and tiling
Stone setting
Stone work erection and/or repairing
Stone work on construction project
Terrazo work on construction
Tile laying
Tile setting
Tombstone construction

Electrical and mechanical work at site of construction
Electric wiring contracting
Electrical installation contracting
Electrical repair work on building
Electrical work on construction project

Lighting system installation
Lighting system repairing
Wiring installation on construction project
Wiring repair work on building

Painting and related work
House painting
House painting repair work

Painting on construction project

Water well drilling and water pump installation
Water pump installation

Water well drilling

Building components installation contractors
Fence, iron or steel, installation
Floor sanding
Glass installation on construction project
Glazier, own account

Glazing repair work
Iron grille installation
Window/door installation

Special trade construction, n.e.c.
Air conditioning system installation
Air conditioning system repairing
Blasting work for construction
Boiler installation
Building, waterproofing
Chimney, metal, building and repairing

Electrical engineering on construction project
Elevator installation
Escalator installation
Excavating, except oil well slush pit and cellars
Fire escape, residential, installation
Foundation building, except at oil well location
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503

Special trade construction, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Foundation stabilization for construction
Fuel oil burner installation
Fuel oil burner maintenance
Furnace installation
Gas engineering and fitting on construction project
House exterior decorating

Insulation installation
Insulation repair work on building
Insulation work on construction projects
Kiln construction
Machinery and other industrial equipment installation
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Major Division 6. WHOLESALE TRADE AND RETAIL TRADE

611

Palay, corn (annulled) and other grains, wholesaling
Bailey wholesaling
Corn, unmilled, wholesaling
Palay, fancy variety, wholesaling
Palay, ordinary variety, wholesaling

Palay, special variety, wholesaling
Sorghum wholesaling
Wheat wholesaling

Abaca and other fibers, except synthetic fibers, wholesaling
Abaca fiber wholesaling
Buntal fiber wholesaling
Coir fiber wholesaling
Cotton, raw, wholesaling
Jute fiber wholesaling

Maguey fiber wholesaling
Piña fiber wholesaling
Ramie fiber wholesaling
Silk, raw, wholesaling
Sisal fiber wholesaling

Coconut and coconut by-products, wholesaling
Coconut wholesaling
Coconut oil wholesaling

Copra wholesaling
Crude coconut oil wholesaling

Fruits, nuts (except coconut) and vegetables, wholesaling
Atis wholesaling
Almond wholesaling
Arrowroot wholesaling
Avocado wholesaling
Banana wholesaling
Balimbing wholesaling
Beans, dried and fresh, wholesaling
Cabbage wholesaling
Caimito wholesaling
Camote wholesaling
Cashew wholesaling
Cassava wholesaling
Cauliflower wholesaling
Celery wholesaling
Chico wholesaling
Cucumber wholesaling
Duhat wholesaling
Durian wholesaling
Eggplant wholesaling
Gabi wholesaling
Garlic wholesaling
Ginger wholesaling
Guavas wholesaling
Guayabano wholesaling
Kamachile wholesaling
Kangkong wholesaling
Langka (jackfruit) wholesaling
Lanzones wholesaling
Lettuce wholesaling
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Mabolo wholesaling
Mango wholesaling
Mangosteen wholesaling
Melon, honey dew variety, wholesaling
Mustard wholesaling
Onion wholesaling
Papaya wholesaling
Patola wholesaling
Peas wholesaling
Pechay wholesaling
Pepper wholesaling
Pili nut wholesaling
Pineapple, fresh, wholesaling
Pomegranate wholesaling
Potato wholesaling
Raddish wholesaling
Rambutan wholesaling
Siniguelas wholesaling
Singkamas wholesaling
Spinach wholesaling
Squash wholesaling
Soybean wholesaling
Tomato wholesaling
Tugue wholesaling
Turnip wholesaling
Ubi (yam) wholesaling
Upo wholesaling
Watermelon wholesaling

611

Tobacco leaf dealing
Native tobacco leaf dealing
Tobacco, all kinds, dealing

Virginia tobacco leaf dealing

Forest products dealing
Almaciga dealing
Bakawan firewood dealing
Coconut charcoal dealing
Copal dealing
Fuel wood dealing
Logs dealing
Post, sawn, dealing
Pulpwood dealing

Rattan pole dealing
Resin, natural, dealing
Rubber scrap dealing
Rubber sheet, natural, dealing
Tie, sawn, dealing
Timber dealing
Timber product, rough, dealing

Livestock and poultry and unprocessed animal products, dealing
Carabao dealing
Horse dealing
Carabao hide dealing
Horse hide dealing
Chicken and chick dealing
Monkey live dealing
Cow hide dealing
Pigeon dealing
Duck dealing
Quail dealing
Goat dealing
Rabbit dealing
Goat hide dealing
Sheep dealing
Guinea pig dealing
Sheep hide dealing
Snake, cobra, dealing
Hogs dealing

612

Fish and other seafoods, wholesaling
Crustaceans wholesaling
Fish wholesaling
Farm, forest and marine products, wholesaling, n.e.c.
Agar-agar dealing
Algae dealing
Pearl, cultured and uncultured, dealing
Processed food wholesaling
Bakery products wholesaling
Candy wholesaling
Canned goods wholesaling
Chewing gum wholesaling
Chicken, dressed, wholesaling
Chocolate wholesaling
Cocoa wholesaling
Coconut syrup wholesaling
Coffee wholesaling
Cooking oil wholesaling
Corn wholesaling
Creamery product wholesaling
Crustaceans and mollusk wholesaling
Delicatessen wholesaling
Desiccated coconut wholesaling
Egg processing wholesaling
Farm products, for food consumption, wholesaling
Fat, cooking, compound, wholesaling
Fish, canned, wholesaling
Fish, chilled or frozen, wholesaling
Fish, dried, wholesaling
Fish, fresh, wholesaling
Flour wholesaling
Food wholesaling
Fresh butter wholesaling
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Fresh fish wholesaling
Shrimp wholesaling
Seashell and coral product dealing
Seaweed, inedible, except agar-agar, dealing
Sponge, raw, dealing
Fruit, dried, wholesaling
Fruit, preserved, wholesaling
Grain mill product wholesaling
Health food wholesaling
Honey wholesaling
Ice cream wholesaling
Lard wholesaling
Margarine, butter, wholesaling
Meat, canned, wholesaling
Meat, cured or smoked, wholesaling
Meat product wholesaling
Meat wholesaling
Milk wholesaling
Molasses wholesaling
Nut wholesaling
Oyster wholesaling
Panocha wholesaling
Pastry wholesaling
Poultry product wholesaling
Preserved food wholesaling
Rice wholesaling
Salt wholesaling
Sauces wholesaling
Spice wholesaling
Sugar confectionery wholesaling
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Preserved food wholesaling (Cont'd.)
Sugar wholesaling
Tea wholesaling
Vegetable, canned, wholesaling
Vegetable meat wholesaling

Vegetable oil wholesaling
Vegetable, preserved, wholesaling
Vinegar wholesaling

Beverage wholesaling
Ale wholesaling
Beer wholesaling
Carbonated drinks wholesaling
Distilled spirit wholesaling

Liquor wholesaling
Malt liquor wholesaling
Soft drinks wholesaling

Tobacco products wholesaling
Cigarette, native, wholesaling
Cigarette, Virginia, wholesaling
Cigar wholesaling
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Tobacco, pipe, wholesaling
Tobacco products wholesaling
Tobacco, smoking, wholesaling

Textile fabrics, all kinds, wholesaling
Abaca fabric wholesaling
Cotton fabric wholesaling
Lace fabric wholesaling
Native fabric wholesaling

Ramie fabric wholesaling
Silk fabric wholesaling
Synthetic fabric wholesaling

Wearing apparel, except footwear, wholesaling
Babies' outfit (baptismal dress, bibs, diapers,
mittens), wholesaling
Barong tagalog wholesaling
Bathing suit and allied beach wear, wholesaling
Bathing trunk, bathrobe, wholesaling
Dress, duster, housedress, gown, terno, wholesaling
Dress wholesaling
Hosiery wholesaling
Millinery novelty wholesaling

Nightwear wholesaling
Pajama, nightshirt, bed jacket,
sleeping coat, wholesaling
Pants, long or short, wholesaling
Pants, all materials, wholesaling
Shirt wholesaling
Slack wholesaling
Sweater, jacket, coat, chaleco, wholesaling
Underwear wholesaling

Made-up textile goods, except wearing apparel, wholesaling
Awning wholesaling
Bedsheet wholesaling
Bedspread wholesaling
Blanket wholesaling
Canvas bag wholesaling
Clutch bag, ladies handbag, purse, wholesaling
Dish and cleaning towels wholesaling
Doilies luncheon set wholesaling
Hassock wholesaling
Mosquito net wholesaling
Overnight bag wholesaling
Pillow case wholesaling
Embroideries wholesaling
Embroideries wholesaling
Embroidered-made-up textile goods
wholesaling

Placemat wholesaling
Sails wholesaling
School bag, textile, wholesaling
Shopping bag wholesaling
Sleeping bag wholesaling
Table napkin wholesaling
Tablecloth wholesaling
Tarpaulin wholesaling
Tents wholesaling
Traveller's bag wholesaling
Tray cloth wholesaling
Wash towel wholesaling
Embroidered textile wholesaling
Embroidered wearing apparel wholesaling

Leather and leather goods, including synthetic leather, except footwear, wholesaling
Collar wholesaling
Athletic sport glove wholesaling
Eyeglass case wholesaling
Attache case wholesaling
Jacket wholesaling
Briefcase wholesaling
Children's handbag wholesaling
Key case wholesaling
Ladies' handbag, leather, wholesaling
Cigarette case wholesaling
Clutch bag, leather, wholesaling
Ladies', men's and boy's belt, wholesaling
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Leather and leather goods, including synthetic leather, except footwear, wholesaling (Cont d.)
Suitcase, leather, wholesaling
Luggage, leather, wholesaling
Overnight bag, leather, wholesaling
Tobacco pouch wholesaling
Physicians' bag, wholesaling
Travelling bag wholesaling
Physicians' glove wholesaling
Valise wholesaling
Portfolio wholesaling
Watch strap wholesaling
School bag, leather, wholesaling
Work bag wholesaling
Work glove wholesaling
Shopping bag wholesaling
Shoulder bag wholesaling
Street clothes for men and boys, ladies
and girls, wholesaling
Footwear, all kinds of materials, wholesaling
Athletic, play and sports shoes, wholesaling
Bakya wholesaling
Ballet shoe wholesaling
Boot wholesaling
Childrens' and babies' shoes wholesaling
Childrens' wooden shoe wholesaling
Clog wholesaling
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Ladies' and girls' shoes wholesaling
Ladies' and girls' wooden shoes wholesaling
Men's and boys' shoes wholesaling
Men's and boys' wooden shoes wholesaling
Sandals wholesaling
Supper wholesaling
Step-in wholesaling

Cordage, rope and twine, wholesaling
Cordage wholesaling
Rope wholesaling

Twine wholesaling

Dry goods, textiles and wearing apparel, wholesaling, n.e.c.
Modiste's supplies wholesaling
Raincoat wholesaling
Religious articles, all kinds, wholesaling
Secondhand wearing apparel wholesaling

Textile remnants and trimmings wholesaling
Tire cord and fabric wholesaling
Yarn wholesaling

Lumber and planing mill products, wholesaling
Mooring and shingles wholesaling
Lumber, rough or finished, wholesaling
Plywood, veneer and lawanit, wholesaling

Wallboard, chipboard and particles, wholesaling
Wood millworks such as doors, windows, cabinets,
etc.,
wholesaling

Cement, hydraulic, wholesaling
Cement, hydraulic, wholesaling
Cement wholesaling

White cement wholesaling

Electrical materials, wholesaling
Bulb, electric light, wholesaling
Cable, electric and insulated, wholesaling
Electric components and accessories wholesaling
Household fuses and similar devices wholesaling
Insulator and insulation materials wholesaling

Lighting fixtures and receptacles wholesaling
Switches wholesaling
Transformer, electric, wholesaling
Wire electric and wiring devices and supplies
wholesaling

Hardware, paints and plumbing materials, wholesaling
Bolt, nut and rivet wholesaling
Brass goods fittings and valve wholesaling
Brushes and other painters' tools wholesaling
Closet wholesaling
Common wire and nails Wholesaling
Concrete pipes wholesaling
Cutlery wholesaling
Galvanized iron pipes and fittings wholesaling
Garden tools wholesaling
Hand tools wholesaling
Hardware, for building and household, wholesaling

Hardware, for furniture and luggage, wholesaling
Lacquer wholesaling
Lavatory and fixtures wholesaling
Metal and galvanized iron sheet wholesaling
Paints, materials and supplies wholesaling
Pipes, tubes and fittings, metal wholesaling
Plumbers' supplies wholesaling
Sanitary wares of metal enamelled or other
materials, wholesaling
Shellac wholesaling
Soil pipes wholesaling
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Hardware, paints and plumbing materials, wholesaling (Cont'd.)
Steel bars and bins wholesaling
Tools and implements, gardening and hand operated,
wholesaling

Varnish wholesaling
Wire, fencing, screening and structural, wholesalinj
Water pump wholesaling

Masonry materials, except cement, wholesaling
Bricks wholesaling
Granolithic wholesaling
Hollow block wholesaling
Lime, plaster and similar products, wholesaling
Marble wholesaling
Marble chips wholesaling

Mason's materials and supplies wholesaling
Sand, gravel and stone wholesaling
Slate roofing wholesaling
Terra cotta, architectural, wholesaling
Tiles wholesaling
Washout materials wholesaling

Construction materials and supplies, wholesaling, n.e.c.
Asbestos materials wholesaling
Fiberglass wholesaling
Glass, flat and plate, wholesaling
Metal millworks wholesaling

Nipa, bamboo and rattan wholesaling
Plaster boards wholesaling
Tinware wholesaling
Window glass wholesaling

Chinaware, glassware, earthenware and utensils, wholesaling
Aluminum ware wholesaling
Art glass wholesaling
Art pottery wholesaling
Bowl, earthenware, wholesaling
Bowl, glass, wholesaling
Bowl, porcelain, wholesaling
Casserole wholesaling
China sanitary ware wholesaling
Chinaware wholesaling
Container, ceramic, wholesaling
Container, glass, wholesaling
Cooking utensil, glass, wholesaling
Cooking ware, all kinds of materials,
wholesaling
Cup, all kinds of materials, wholesaling
Cutlery, kitchen, wholesaling
Decorating glass wholesaling
Drinking glass wholesaling
Earthenware bowl wholesaling
Frying pan, aluminum and metal, wholesaling
Glassware wholesaling
Gas stove wholesaling
Household ware, porcelain, wholesaling

Jar, earthenware, wholesaling
Jar, glass, wholesaling
Kitchenware, vitreous china, wholesaling
Lamp shade, glass, wholesaling
Mosaic, glass, wholesaling
Novelty, glass, wholesaling
Nursing bottle wholesaling
Ornamental glass wholesaling
Ovenware, glass, wholesaling
Palayok, clay, wholesaling
Plate, any material, wholesaling
Pottery wholesaling
Pots wholesaling
Saucers, all kinds of materials, wholesaling
Serving tray, glass, wholesaling
Soup dish, porcelain, wholesaling
Stove, earthenware, wholesaling
Tableware, glass, wholesaling
Tableware, vitreous china, wholesaling
Thermos bottle wholesaling
Vase, earthenware, wholesaling
Vase, glass, wholesaling
Vase, porcelain, wholesaling

Furniture, furnishings and fixtures, wholesaling
Abaca rug wholesaling
Antique furniture wholesaling
Bamboo furniture wholesaling
Barbers' equipment and fixture wholesaling
Barber shop furniture wholesaling
Bathroom fixture, enamelled iron, wholesaling
Bath mat, rubber, wholesaling
Beauty parlor furniture wholesaling
Bed, iron, wholesaling
Bed, wood, wholesaling
Brac/tree wholesaling
Cabinet, cases and racks, wholesaling
Cabinet, filing, metal, wholesaling
Cabinet, filing, wood, wholesaling

Camp furniture wholesaling
Cane furniture wholesaling
Carpet, all kinds, wholesaling
Chair wholesaling
Children's carriage wholesaling
Curtain wholesaling
Cushion wholesaling
Dining set wholesaling
Draperies wholesaling
Dressing table wholesaling
Floor rug, fur, wholesaling
Floor rug of any textile fiber, excluding
hard-surfaced floor covering, wholesaling
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Furniture, furnishings and fixtures wholesaling (Cont'd.)
Floor rug, skin, wholesaling
Frame, mirror and picture, wholesaling
Furniture, all kinds, wholesaling
Garden furniture, iron, wholesaling
Hospital furniture wholesaling
Ice box wholesaling
Lamp and lamp shade wholesaling
Lighting fixtures for home, office and other
institution, wholesaling
Linoleum and similar product wholesaling
Lunchroom furniture wholesaling
Malacca furniture wholesaling
Mat and matting, any material, wholesaling
Mattresses, any material, wholesaling
Metal furniture wholesaling
Mirror wholesaling
Nursery furniture wholesaling
Household-type appliances, wholesaling
Air-conditioning equipment wholesaling
Blower, electric, wholesaling
Bread slicing machine wholesaling
Bread toaster wholesaling
Burner wholesaling
Carpet sweeper, electric, wholesaling
Coffee grinder, electric and manual, wholesaling
Cooking equipment, electric, wholesaling
Cooking oven, electric, wholesaling
Cooking range, electric or gas, wholesaling
Fan, ceiling, electric, wholesaling
Fan, exhaust, wholesaling
Fan, portable, elebtric, wholesaling
Fan, ventilating, wholesaling
Freezer, electric and gas, wholesaling
Household appliance, electric, wholesaling
Household appliance, gas, wholesaling
Meat chopper and grinder wholesaling

Office furniture wholesaling
Oilcloth wholesaling
Ornamental metalwork wholesaling
Ornamental woodwork wholesaling
Professional furniture wholesaling
Rattan furniture wholesaling
Reed furniture wholesaling
Restaurant furniture wholesaling
Rug, all kinds, wholesaling
Store fixture wholesaling
Table, billiard, pingpong, etc., wholesaling
Table lamp wholesaling
Venetian blind wholesaling
Wall clock wholesaling
Wall decor wholesaling
Window blind screen and shade wholesaling

Oven, electric, portable, wholesaling
Oven, electric and gas, wholesaling
Phonograph and parts wholesaling
Radio, electric or battery and parts,
wholesaling
Radiophoto combination set and parts,
wholesaling
Refrigerator, electric and gas, wholesaling
Sewing machine, accessory and parts, wholesaling
Sewing machine, domestic, wholesaling
Sewing machine, industrial or commercial,
wholesaling
Stereo set and parts wholesaling
Stove, all kinds, wholesaling
Tape recorder and accessories wholesaling
Television set and accessory wholesaling
Vacuum cleaner wholesaling
Washing machine, accessory and parts, wholesaling

Office and household furniture, furnishings and appliances, wholesaling, n.e.c.
Basket, any material, wholesaling
Lamp, kerosene, wholesaling
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Agricultural machinery, equipment and accessory, dealing
Abaca stripping machine dealing
Agricultural tractor dealing
Baling machine dealing
Brooder, electric and wooden, dealing
Corn grinder dealing
Corn husker dealing
Corn sheller dealing
Crawler type farm tractor dealing
Cream separator dealing
Crusher and feed grinder dealing
Cultivator dealing
Dairy machinery dealing
Decorticating machine dealing
Disk harrow dealing
Disk plow dealing
Farm tractor dealing
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Feed grinder and crusher dealing
Feed mixer dealing
Feeder machine dealing
Fertilizing machinery dealing
Fruit cleaning machine dealing
Fruit grading and sorting machine dealing
Grain cleaning machine dealing
Grain crusher machine dealing
Grain grading and sorting machine dealing
Grain harvester dealing
Grain stacker dealing
Hand tractor dealing
Harrowing machine dealing
Harvester equipment dealing
Harvesting implement dealing
Harvesting machinery dealing
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Agricultural/machinery, equipment and accessory, dealing (Cont'd.)
Hay loader dealing
Hay mower dealing
Hay press machine dealing
Irrigating equipment dealing
Lime spreader dealing
Manure spreader dealing
Milk pasteurizer dealing
Milking machine dealing
Moldboard plow dealing
Peg tooth harrow dealing
Planting machine dealing
Pump and pumping equipment dealing
Reaper dealing
Commercial machinery and equipment dealing
Accounting machine dealing
Adding machine dealing
Addressing machine dealing
Air traffic control system and equipment
dealing
Amplifier, audio frequency, dealing
Amplifiers dealing
Analogue computer dealing
Apothecary scale dealing
Balance, excluding apothecary and chemical,
wholesaling
Beacon, aerodrome, electrical, dealing
Blueprinting machine dealing
Bookbinders' machine dealing
Business, aerodrome, electrical, dealing
Calculating machine dealing
Cancelling machine dealing
Card punching machine dealing
Check-protector dealing
Check-writing machine dealing
Coin counter and changer dealing
Coin operated phonograph dealing
Coin operated scale dealing
Collator for punched card dealing
Communication equipment and apparatus dealing
Counting machine dealing
Dating device dealing
Dictating machine dealing
Digital computer dealing
Direction finder dealing
Duplicating machine, except photocopying
machine, dealing
Earphone dealing
Electric alarm apparatus dealing
Electronic data processing equipment dealing
Electrotyping machine dealing
Engravers' block, wooden, impressed and
prepared for printing, dealing

Rice mill dealing
Rotary cutter dealing
Rotary tiller dealing
Rubber working machinery dealing
Seed drier dealing
Soil pulverizer dealing
Spraying machine dealing
Sugar mill dealing
Tractor dealing
Thresher dealing
Vegetable grading machine dealing
Weeding machine dealing
Wheel-type farm tractor dealing
Engravers' equipment dealing
Engraving machine dealing
Envelope filling machine dealing
Envelope printing press dealing
Envelope sealer dealing
Folding and cutting machine dealing
Gummed tape moistener dealing
Gun data computer, fire control equipment,
dealing
Hand sealer dealing
Highway signal apparatus dealing
Intercommunication system, electric, dealing
Juke box dealing
Label moistener, office, dealing
Letter folding machine dealing
Linotype machine dealing
Loudspeaker dealing
Magnetic ink reader, input device, dealing
Mailing machine dealing
Microphone dealing
Mimeographing machine dealing
Missile control system dealing
Multigraph machine dealing
Music or speech recording machine dealing
Paper ruling machine dealing
Paper sawing machine dealing
Paper tape reader, input device, dealing
Paper tube machine dealing
Perforator and protective device dealing
Photoengraving machine dealing
Postage meter machine dealing
Printers' chase dealing
Printers' galley dealing
Printers' plane dealing
Printers' slug dealing

Industrial machinery and equipment, dealing
Abattoir machinery dealing
Acetylene welding and cutting machine dealing

Air compressor dealing
Arc lamp dealing
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Industrial machinery and equipment, dealing (Cont'd.)
Armature dealing
Arms, including accessories, dealing
Automatic switch dealing
Ball bearing dealing
Ballistic missiles dealing
Beer dispensing equipment
Belt drive dealing
Bleaching machine dealing
Blower dealing
Bolt-cutter machine dealing
Bolting machine dealing
Boring machine dealing
Booster, electric transformer, dealing
Bottling machine dealing
Bucket machine dealing
Bucket conveyor dealing
Bucket loader dealing
Bulldozer dealing
Cage, mine shaft, dealing
Can forming machine dealing
Capacitors dealing
Carburetor dealing
Cement making machine dealing
Charger, battery, dealing
Chaser, machine tool accessory, dealing
Cheese making machine dealing
Cigar and cigarette making machine dealing
Circuit braker dealing
Clamshell excavator dealing
Cleaning and pressing equipment dealing
Coal breaker and cutter dealing
Coiler, metalworking machinery, dealing
Coin operated amusement machine dealing
Concrete mixer dealing
Contour-sawing machine dealing
Construction machinery dealing
Control panel board dealing
Cordage and rope machinery dealing
Cork-working machinery dealing
Counterbore dealing
Crane, industrial type, dealing
Crushing machine, stone, gravel and mineral,
dealing
Cut-out transformer, dealing
Cutter and folding machine dealing
Derrick dealing
Diamond drill bit dealing
Die casting machine dealing
Diesel engine dealing
Distillery machinery dealing
Distribution board, electric, dealing
Drag line excavator dealing
Dredge dealing
Drill machine tool dealing
Drilling machine dealing
Drill press dealing

Dynamo dealing
Electric controlling instrument dealing
Electric equipment dealing
Electric generator dealing
Electric power, switchboard and part, dealing
Electromagnetic brake and clutch, dealing
Elevator dealing
Engine dealing
Excavation machine dealing
Exhaust fan, industrial, dealing
Firearms dealing
Flotation machinery dealing
Food packing and canning machinery dealing
Forging machine dealing
Fork-lift truck dealing
Food packing and canning machinery dealing
Forging machine dealing
Foundry machinery dealing
Freight elevator dealing
Furniture makers' machinery dealing
Gas compressor dealing
Gear cutting machine dealing
Generating apparatus and part dealing
Glass making machinery dealing
Grader, construction, dealing
Grooving machine dealing
Hand truck for baggage and freight dealing
Hoist dealing
Hydraulic jack dealing
Hydraulic press dealing
Hydraulic or pneumatic riverter dealing
Ice cream machinery dealing
Ignition apparatus dealing
Industrial apparatus dealing
Internal combustion engine dealing
Key seating macliine dealing
Knitting machine dealing
Lathe dealing
Laundry equipment dealing
Leather working machinery dealing
Machine parts dealing
Magnetic automotive dealing
Mercury arc rectifier dealing
Metal bending, cutting and shaping machine
dealing
Metal building machinery dealing
Metal polisher dealing
Metalworking machinery dealing
Milk cooler dealing
Mine car loader dealing
Mining machinery dealing
Motor, electric, dealing
Nail heading machine dealing
Oil field machinery dealing
Oil well drilling tools dealing
Ordnance dealing
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Industrial machinery and equipment, dealing (cont'd.)
Ore loader, underground, dealing
Sand mixer dealing
Ore mixer dealing
Sheet metal working machinery dealing
Overhead conveyor dealing
Shoemaking machine dealing
Packaging machine dealing
Slag machine dealing
Panel board, electric, dealing
Slot machine dealing
Paper machine dealing
Soldering machine dealing
Pattern makers' machinery dealing
Spark plug dealing
Petroleum refinery equipment dealing
Sprinkler, fire, dealing
Pharmaceutical machinery dealing
Stamping press dealing
Pile driver dealing
Starter for motors dealing
Pipe-cutter machine dealing
Steam engine dealing
Planing machinery dealing
Steam turbine dealing
Plastic working machinery dealing
Stove pulverizer dealing
Portable loader dealing
Stove working machinery dealing
Power driven machine tool dealing
Switchboard and switchgear dealing
Power saw and shear dealing
Tanning machinery dealing
Pulley dealing
Textile machinery dealing
Pulverizing machinery dealing
Threading machine dealing
Railway motor control equipment dealing
Transformer dealing
Refining and smelting equipment dealing
Turbo-generator dealing
Relay, electric, dealing
Venetian blind machine dealing
Riveting machine dealing
Vibrating machine dealing
Road building machinery dealing
Water cooler dealing
Road drag dealing
Water well drilling machinery dealing
Rock drill dealing
Water turbine dealing
Rod forming machine dealing
Wire forming and fabricating machinery dealing
Roller bearing dealing
Woodworking machinery dealing
Roller, construction, screener, dealing
Professional and scientific and measuring and controlling equipment, dealing
Accelerometer dealing
Elastic brace dealing
Acidity gauge dealing
Electric measuring instrument dealing
Ammeter dealing
Electric recording meter dealing
Analyzer, for testing electrical characteristics,
Electronic and magnetic field detector dealing
dealing
Film reel and rewinder dealing
Ankle support, dealing
Flashlight apparatus dealing
Artificial kidney dealing
Freight finder and director dealing
Artificial respiration apparatus dealing
Frequency analyzer dealing
Automatic computing balance dealing
Furnace laboratory dealing
Balance, chemical, dealing
Galvanometer dealing
Barometer dealing
Gas meter dealing
Calorimeter dealing
Geiger counter dealing
Camera dealing
Humidity gauge dealing
Colorimeter dealing
Hydrometer dealing
Combustion gauge dealing
Hypodermic needle and syringe dealing
Compass dealing
Incubator dealing
Control and timing instrument dealing
Inhalator dealing
Cyclotrons, betatrons and other accelerators,
Integrator, mathematical instrument, dealing
dealing
Iron lung dealing
Density gauge dealing
Laboratory instrument dealing
Dental gauge dealing
Magnifying lens dealing
Dental instrument and appliance dealing
Mathematical instrument dealing
Diagnostic apparatus, physicians', dealing
Mathematical precision controlling arid
Dial pressure gauge dealing
measuring instrument dealing
Drawing instrument dealing
Medical instrument dealing
Dust sampler dealing
Meteorological utensil dealing
Dynameter dealing
Microfilm machine dealing
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Professional and scientific and controlling equipment, dealing (Cont 'd.)
Microscope dealing
Motion picture camera dealing
Motion picture projection dealing
Nautical instrument dealing
Navigational instrument dealing
Operating table dealing
Opthalmic lamp dealing
Opthalmometer dealing
Opthalmoscope dealing
Optical goods dealing
Optical instrument dealing
Optical measuring instrument dealing
Optical prism grinding dealing
Optometer dealing
Orthopedic appliance and instrument dealing
Oscillograph and oscilloscope dealing
Oxygen tent dealing
Photocopy machine dealing
Photogenic apparatus dealing
Photograph drier dealing
Photographic developing tank dealing
Photographic enlarger dealing
Photostat machine dealing
Physical property testing instrument dealing
Physiotherapy equipment, electric, dealing

Pressure, gauge, dealing
Projection goggle dealing
Projection machine and apparatus dealing
Radiation detecting or measuring apparatus dealing
Rain gauge dealing
Scientific measuring instrument dealing
Slide rule dealing
Sonar device dealing
Spectrometer dealing
Steam gauge dealing
Stethoscope dealing
Submarine detector dealing
Surgical appliance and instrument dealing
Surveying instrument dealing
Taximeter dealing
Temperature measuring gauge dealing
Thermometer dealing
Timing and control instrument dealing
Transit dealing
Vacuum gauge dealing
Veterinarians' instrument dealing
Voltmeter dealing
Wattmeter dealing
X-ray film development tank dealing

Transport equipment and supplies, except land motor vehicles, dealing
Aeroplane dealing
Marine engine dealing
Aircraft engine, dealing
Marine turbine dealing
Aircraft parts dealing
Mechanical drive power transmission dealing
Barges dealing
Motor, aircraft, dealing
Carburetor, aircraft, pealing
Motorboat dealing
Carriage, horse-drawn, dealing
Ocean liner dealing
Cart dealing
Outboard motor dealing
Cart, horse-drawn, dealing
Propeller and parts dealing
Diesel-electric locomotive dealing
Puschcart dealing
Diesel engine, marine, dealing
Railroad coach dealing
Dredger, floating, dealing
Railroad engine dealing
Electric locomotive dealing
Sailboat dealing
Engine, jet, dealing
Semi-diesel engine dealing
Engine, ram-jet, aircraft, dealing
Steam engine and turbine dealing
Engine racket, aircraft, dealing
Tugboat dealing
Engine, turbo, dealing
Tanker dealing
Gear, power transmission, dealing
Tramway car dealing
Glider dealing
Turbine, aircraft type, dealing
Hand-drawn vehicle dealing
Turbosuper chargers dealing
Helicopter dealing
Under-carriage , aircraft, dealing
Hovercraft dealing
Wagon, horse-drawn, dealing
Industrial locomotive and parts dealing
Wheel, aircraft, dealing
Internal combustion engine, aircraft, dealing
Yacht dealing
Lifeboat dealing
Land motor vehicles and parts dealing
Ambulance, motor vehicle, dealing
Bicycle and parts dealing
Armored car dealing
Caboose dealing
Automobile dealing
Chassis, motor vehicle, dealing
Axle, motor vehicle, dealing
Clutch, motor vehicle, dealing
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Land motor vehicles and parts dealing (Cont'd.)
Diesel engine, motor vehicle, dealing
Differential, motor vehicle, dealing
Dump truck dealing
Electric road vehicle dealing
Engine, motor vehicle, dealing
Fire engine dealing
Fuel system and parts, motor vehicle, dealing
Gear, bicycle, dealing
Gear, motor vehicle, dealing
Gear, power transmission, motor vehicle, dealing
Horn, electric, for cycles or motor vehicles,
dealing
Internal combustion engine, motor vehicle, dealing
Motor, automobile, dealing
Motor, bus, dealing
Motor, scooter, dealing
Motor, truck, dealing
Metallic ore, including ferrous and non-ferrous metal, dealing
Cadmium dealing
Copper dealing
Ingot, aluminum, dealing
Ingot, brass, dealing
Ingot, bronze, dealing
Ingot, gold and other precious metal, dealing
Ingot, lead, dealing
Ingot, steel, dealing
Ingot, tin, dealing
Non-metallic products, except cement, sand and gravel, dealing
Asbestos dealing
Barite dealing
Carbide dealing
Clay dealing
Coal dealing
Coke dealing
Dolomite dealing
Feldspar dealing
Guano dealing
Lime dealing
Scrap metals, waste and junk, dealing
Junks, metal, dealing
Scrap, metal, dealing
Industrial chemical products, dealing
Acetic acid, synthetic, dealing
Acrylic fiber dealing
Alkyd resins dealing
Blasting powder dealing
Bonemeal fertilizer dealing
Boric acid dealing
Carbonic acid dealing
Citric acid dealing
Coal tar, resin, dealing
Cresol resin dealing
Dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) dealing
Dyestuff, natural, dealing

Motor vehicle part and accessory dealing
Muffler, motor vehicle, dealing
Oil filter, motor vehicle, dealing
Pedal, cycle, dealing
Pedicab dealing
Radiator, motor vehicle, dealing
Semi-diesel engine, motor vehicle, dealing
Shock absorber, motor vehicle, dealing
Slidecar, motorcycle and bicycle, dealing
Station wagon dealing
Steam engine dealing
Trailer coach, automobile, dealing
Tricycle dealing
Truck dealing
Wheel, motor vehicle, dealing
Windshield wiper blades, motor vehicle,
dealing
Lead ore dealing
Manganese ore dealing
Metallurgical chrome dealing
Molydenum ore dealing
Nickle dealing
Pyrite cinders dealing
Quicksilver dealing
Refractory, chrome, dealing

Limestone dealing
Natural gypsum dealing
Phosphate rock dealing
Pyrite dealing
Salt (industrial) dealing
Silica sand dealing
Sulfur dealing
Synthetic gypsum dealing
Talc dealing
Tuff dealing
Waste, metal, dealing

Dyestuff, synthetic, dealing
Dynamite dealing
Fiberglass dealing
Fish meal fertilizer dealing
Fungicide dealing
Gunpowder dealing
Herbicide dealing
Hydrochloric acid dealing (muriatic)
Hydrofluoruc acid dealing
Ink, printers', dealing
Insecticide dealing
Light acid dealing
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Industrial chemical products, dealing (Cont d.)
Resin, chemical, dealing
Rubber sheet, synthetic, dealing
Silicon, resin, dealing
Smokeless powder dealing
Stearic acid dealing
Sulfuric acid dealing
Superphosphate fertilizer dealing
Synthetic fertilizer dealing
Synthetic resin dealing
Tankage fertilizer dealing
Tannic acid dealing
Tartaric acid dealing
Urea, resin, dealing

Melamine dealing
Nitric acid dealing
Nylon fiber dealing
Oleic acid dealing
Orlon fiber dealing
Pesticide dealing
Phenolic resin dealing
Phthalic anhydride resin dealing
Pigments, industrial, dealing
Plastic material dealing
Polyethylene resin dealing
Pyroligneous acid dealing
Rayon fiber dealing
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Medicinal and pharmaceutical products, wholesaling
Cosmetic wholesaling
Drug sundries wholesaling
Drug wholesaling
Manufacturers' agent, drugs and Pharmaceuticals
Medicine wholesaling
Minerals, metals and industrial chemicals, wholesaling, n.e.c.
Petroleum and petroleum products, wholesaling
Asphalt dealing
Grease and oil, luLricating, wholesaling
Kerosene wholesaling

Ophthalmic goods wholesaling
Patent medicine wholesaling
Perfume wholesaling
Pharmaceutical preparation wholesaling

Oil fuel wholesaling
Petroleum bulk tank station
Petroleum products wholesaling

Merchandise brokers, general merchants, importers and exporters
Agent, foreign company
Indentor
Commission agent
Jobber
Cooperative buying association
Manufacturers' agent
Cooperative marketing association
Merchandise buying agent
Distributor, merchandise
Merchant on commission
Exporter
Purchasing agent
Importer
Resident buyer
Flowers and plants wholesaling
Artificial flowers wholesaling
Plants wholesaling
Flowers wholesaling
Seed, garden, wholesaling
Nursery, stock, wholesaling
Tree and bush wholesaling
Handicraft products, except embroidery, wholesaling
Bamboo ware wholesaling
Shellcraft wholesaling
Cane ware wholesaling
Rattan ware, except furniture, wholesaling
General handicraft, except embroidery, wholesaling
Woodcarvings wholesaling
Handicraft wholesaling
Woodcraft wholesaling
Scraps, except metal, dealing
Glass scrap dealing
Plastic scrap dealing
Junk yard dealing
Scraps, all kinds except metal, dealing
Paper, scrap, dealing
Textile, scrap, dealing
Musical instruments, amusement goods and toys, wholesaling
Amusement goods wholesaling
Musical instruments wholesaling
Athletic supplies wholesaling
Music sheet wholesaling
Games set wholesaling
Musical supply wholesaling
Golf equipment wholesaling
Organ, musical instrument, wholesaling
Guitar wholesaling
Pets, animal and birds, wholesaling
Gymnasium equipment wholesaling
Phonograph record wholesaling
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Musical instruments, amusement goods and toys, wholesaling (Cont'd.)
Sporting goods wholesaling
String, musical equipment, wholesaling
Toys wholesaling
Tennis goods and equipment wholesaling
Violin wholesaling

Photographic equipment and supplies wholesaling
Piano wholesaling
Playground equipment wholesaling
Reed, for musical instrument, wholesaling
Sailboat wholesaling
Skiing equipment wholesaling
Paper and paper products, wholesaling
Books wholesaling
Corrugated boxes wholesaling
Magazines wholesaling
Newspapers wholesaling
Office supplies wholesaling
Paper bags wholesaling
Paperboard wholesaling
Paper napkins, towels, toilet paper, wholesaling
Paper printing wholesaling

Paper, wrapping, wholesaling
Paper, writing, wholesaling
Paper wholesaling
Presses and molded paper goods (plate, cups, etc.)
wholesaling
Sandpaper wholesaling
School supplies wholesaling
Stationery wholesaling

Other wholesale trade, n.e.c.
Ammunition wholesaling
Animal feed wholesaling
Antique wholesaling
Art goods wholesaling
Artists' materials wholesaling
Baby's carriage wholesaling
Baby's walker wholesaling
Bag, jute, dealing
Bag, mesh, dealing
Bagging, burlap, dealing
Beauty parlor supplies wholesaling
Camera and accessories wholesaling
Camping equipment wholesaling
Canvas goods wholesaling
Charcoal-wholesaling
Clock wholesaling
Cork dealing
Eyeglasses wholesaling
Feed, animal, dealing
Film, photographic, wholesaling
Fire extinguisher wholesaling
Firearm wholesaling
Fireworks wholesaling
Glue wholesaling
Hair accessories wholesaling

Hunters' equipment wholesaling
Ink wholesaling
Jewelry, costume, wholesaling
Jewelry wholesaling
Metal wholesaling
Mosquito coil wholesaling
Novelty wholesaling
Pearl wholesaling
Pen wholesaling
Pencil wholesaling
Philatelic's supplies wholesaling
Polishes, automobile, furniture, etc.,
wholesaling
Printing supplies wholesaling
Religious goods wholesaling
Rubberized canvas wholesaling
Saddlery goods wholesaling
Secondhand goods wholesaling
Soap wholesaling
Souvenir wholesaling
Sponge, processed, wholesaling
Stamp collections wholesaling
Theatrical equipment wholesaling
Watch wholesaling

621

Books, office and school supplies, including newspapers and magazines, retailing
Book stores
Newspaper stand
Engineering materials and supplies retailing
Newspaper retailing
Envelope retailing
Office supplies retailing
Label rnoistener, office, retailing
Paper, all kinds, retailing
Magnetic ink reader, input device, retailing
Pen retailing
Magazine retailing
School supplies retailing
Magazine stand
Stationery retailing

622

Groceries
Grocery
Supermarkets
Supermarket
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Sari-sari store
Sari-sari store
Rice, corn and other cereals and beans and pulses, retailing
Beans, all kinds, retailing
Corn retailing
Meat and poultry products, retailing
Chicken, dressed, retailing
Dressed chicken retailing
Eggs retailing
Fresh meat retailing

623

Pulses retailing
Rice retailing
Fresh and processed meat products retailing
Meat, fresh or processed, retailing
Poultry and poultry products retailing

Fish and other seafoods (fresh and dried), retailing
Crustacean retailing
Dried fish retailing
Fish, fresh and processed, retailing
Fresh fish retailing

Marine products retailing
Mollusks retailing
Shellfish retailing
Shrimp retailing

Fruits and vegetables, retailing
Canned fruits retailing
Fruits, fresh, retailing

Preserved vegetables retailing
Vegetables retailing

Bakery products retailing
Biscuits retailing
Bread retailing
Cakes retailing

Cookies retailing
Hot pan de sal retailing

Food and beverages, retailing, n.e.c.
Beverages retailing
Delicacies, sweet, retailing
Ice wholesaling

Native cakes retailing
Peanut, dried, retailing

Tobacco retailing
Cigar retailing
Cigarette retailing
Tobacco leaf retailing

Tobacco products retailing
Tobacco, smoking, retailing

Department and variety (bazaars) stores, including religious articles, retailing
Bazaar
Emporium
Department store
Religious articles store
Textile fabrics, all lands, retailing
Canvas fabrics retailing
Clothing retailing
Fabric retailing
Knitted fabrics retailing
Rubberized fabrics retailing
Textile for wearing apparel, all
kinds, retailing

Textile goods retailing
Textile materials for house furnishings retailing
Textile trimming retailing
Yarn retailing

Wearing apparel, except footwear, retailing
Apparel retailing
Blouse retailing
Children's wear and accessories retailing
Corset retailing
Dress, women's and children's, retailing
Embroidered -dry goods retailing
Family clothing retailing
Handkerchief retailing
Made-up textile goods retailing
Badges, textile, retailing

Hosiery retailing
Infants' wear retailing
Knitted wear retailing
Ladies clothing and accessories retailing
Lingerie retailing
Men's clothing and accessories retailing
Millinery retailing
Neckwear retailing
Bed sheet retailing
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Made-up textile goods retailing (Cont'd.)
Blanket retailing
Canvas bags and other canvas products retailing
Emblem retailing
Hat retailing
Mosquito net retailing
Linen household retailing

Pillow case retailing
Silk piece goods retailing
Tablecloth retailing
Textile badges, patches, insignia, flag, banners
and other emblems, retailing
Towel, all kinds, retailing

Leather and artificial leather goods, except footwear, retailing
Bag retailing
Briefcase retailing
Garment, upholstery and other fancy goods
made of fancy leather, retailing

Handbag retailing
Leather goods, artificial, retailing
Leather goods retailing
Luggage, leather, retailing

Footwear, all kinds, retailing
Boots retailing
Children's footwear retailing
Clogs retailing
Footwear, all kinds of material, retailing
Men's footwear retailing

Sandals retailing
Shoes retailing
Women's footwear retailing
Wooden shoes retailing

Sporting goods and athletic supplies and equipment, retailing
Ammunition retailing
Athletic goods retailing
Badminton equipment retailing
Baseball supplies and equipment retailing
Basketball equipment retailing
Billiard equipment and supplies retailing
Bowling equipment and supplies retailing
Bows and arrows Detailing
Boxing equipment retailing
Camping equipment retailing
Equestrian equipment such as saddle and harness
retailing
Fencing equipment retailing
Fishing equipment retailing
Football equipment retailing
Golf supplies retailing
/Modistes' supplies retailing
Accessories, dress, retailing
Buttons retailing
Lace retailing
Manikin (figurine) retailing
Dry goods, textile and wearing apparel, retailing, n.e.c.
Cushion retailing
Notions retailing
Hardware stores
Bolt, nut arid rivet retailing
Bulb, electric light, retailing
Crockery retailing
Cutlery retailing
Garden tools retailing
Glue retailing
Hand tools retailing
Hand welder retailing

Gymnasium and playground equipment and
supplies, retailing
Pingpong equipment and supplies retailing
Pistols retailing
Polo equipment retailing
Pool equipment and supplies retailing
Revolvers retailing
Rifles retailing
Saddlery goods retailing
Scuba diving equipment retailing
Skin diving equipment retailing
Sporting goods equipment
Target equipment retailing
Tennis equipment retailing
Tennis supplies retailing

Modistes' supplies retailing
Thread retailing
Trimmings, dress, retailing

Oilcloth retailing
Sewing notion retailing
Hardware, for furniture, retailing
Kitchen tools retailing
Lacquer retailing
Paints retailing
Tool and implement gardening retailing
Turpentine retailing
Varnish retailing
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625

Glass and mirror retailing
Auto glass retailing
Glass decorating retailing
Glass, flat, retailing
Glass products retailing
Lumber retailing
Door retailing
Lumber retailing
Lumber, rough or dressed, retailing
Plywood retailing
Pole, hewn, retailing
Construction materials retailing
Brick retailing
Lime and plaster retailing
Moldings retailing

Mirror retailing
Mosaic glass retailing
Table top, glass, retailing
Window glass retailing
Sash retailing
Wood millworks retailing
Wood shingles retailing
Wood works, interior, retailing

Roofing materials retailing
Terra cotta, architectural, retailing
Tile retailing

Masonry materials retailing
Cement retailing
Concrete products retailing
Granolithic retailing
Hollow blocks retailing

Marble chips retailing
Masonry materials retailing
Sand and gravel retailing

Nipa, bamboo and rattan retailing
Bamboo retailing
Nipa retailing

Rattain retailing

Construction materials and supplies retailing, n.e.c.
Composition wallboard retailing
Roof, wire, retailing
Chinaware, glassware, earthenware and utensils, retailing
Aluminum ware retailing
Art glass retailing
Art pottery retailing
Basin, galvanized iron, retailing
Basin, plastic, retailing
Bottle, glass, retailing
Bowl, glass, retailing
Bowl, porcelain, retailing
Casserole retailing
China sanitary ware retailing
Container, glass, retailing
Cooking utensils, aluminum, retailing
Cooking ware, china, retailing
Cutlery, kitchen, retailing
Dinnerware retailing
Frying pan retailing
Glassware retailing
Household ware, ceramic, retailing
Furniture and fixtures except lamps and lamp shades, retailing
Antique furniture retailing
Bamboo furniture retailing
Barber's equipment and fixture retailing
Bath mat, rubber, retailing
Bathroom fixture, enamelled iron, retailing
Beauty parlor furniture retailing
Bed, iron, retailing
Bed, wood, retailing
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Wire, fencing, retailing
Wire retailing
Jar, glass, retailing
Kitchen utensil retailing
Laboratory, medical, surgical, dental and
hygienic glassware, retailing
Novelty glass retailing
Nursing bottle retailing
Ornamental glass retailing
Ovenware, glass, retailing
Plate, glass, retailing
Plate, porcelain, retailing
Pots, earthenware, retailing
Tableware, glass, retailing
Tableware, vitreous china, retailing
Thermos bottle retailing
Tinware retailing
Utensil retailing
Vase, porcelain, retailing

Bric-a-brac retailing
Cabinet, cases and racks, retailing
Cabinet, filing, metal, retailing
Camp furniture retailing
Cane furniture retailing
Ceramic retailing
Chair retailing
Church furniture retailing

625

Furniture and fixtures except lamps and lamp shades retailing (Cont'd.)
Curtain, any material, retailing
Dining set retailing
Drapery, any material, retailing
Dressing table retailing
Frame, mirror and picture, retailing
Furniture, second hand, retailing
Garden furniture, iron, retailing
Hospital furniture retailing
House incandescent lamp fixture retailing
Library furniture retailing
Lighting fixtures retailing
Linoleum and similar product retailing
Living room and furniture retailing
Lunchroom furniture retailing
Malacca furniture retailing
Mat and matting, any material, retailing
Mattress, any material, retailing
Metal furniture retailing
Office furniture retailing
Ornamental metalwork retailing
Ornamental woodwork retailing
Parquet flooring retailing

Professional furniture retailing
Rattan furniture retailing
Rattan ware, except furniture, retailing
Reed furniture retailing
Restaurant furniture retailing
School furniture retailing
Store furniture retailing
Table, billiard, ptngpong, etc., retailing
Toilet fixture, enamelled iron, retailing
Toilet fixture, porcelain, retailing
Toilet fixture, vitreous china, retailing
Tiay rolling, iron, retailing
Tray rolling, wood, retailing
Upholstered furniture retailmg
Venetian blind retailing
Wall clock retailing
Wallpaper retailing
Wicker furniture retailing
Window blind retailing
Window kapiz retailing
Window screen retailing
Woodcraft retailing

Household appliances retailing
Air-conditoning equipment retailing
Blower, electric, retailing
Bread slicing machine retailing
Bread toaster, electric, retailing
Burner, electric, retailing
Carpet sweeper, electric, retailing
Coffee grinder, electric retailing
Cooking appliances, electric, retailing
Cooking oven, electric, retailing
Cooking ranged electric, retailing
Cooking range, gas, retailing
Fan, ceiling, electric, retailing
Fan, portable, electric, retailing
Flat iron, electric, retailing
Flat iron, non-electric, retailing
Floor polisher, electric, retailing
Food mixer, electric, retailing

Food sheer, electric, retailing
Freezer, electric, retailing
Lawn mower, non-power, retailing
Lawn mower, power, retailing
Meat chopper, electric, retailing
Meat grinder, electric, retailing
Oven, electric, retailing
Oven, gas, retailing
Pressure cooker, electric, retailing
Refrigerator, electric, retailing
Refrigerator, gas, retailing
Rice cooker retailing
Sewing machine, domestic, retailing
Stove, electric, retailing
Vacuum cleaner, electric, retailing
Washing machine retailing
Water heater, electric, retailing

Lamp and lamp shades, retailing
Lamp arc retailing
Lamp fluorescent, straight type tube,
retailing
Lamp fluorescent, vapor and non-filament,
retailing
Lamp, kerosene, retailing
Lamp part and/or shade, metal, retailing

Lamp, photoflash or photoflood, retailing
Lamp retailing
Lamp shade retailing
Lamp shade, glass, retailing
Lamp shade, parchment socket or receptacle,
retailing
Table lamp retailing

Musical instruments and phonographic records, tapes and cartridges, retailing
Accordion retailing
Harpsichords retailing
Bell, musical instrument, retailing
Matrices for record reproduction retailing
Cartridge retailing
Musical instrument and accessory retailing
Concertinas retailing
Musical instruments retailing: brass wind, electromagnet
Guitar retailing
electrostatic
Harmonica retailing
Organ, musical instrument, retailing
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Musical instruments and phonographic records, tape and cartrages, retailing (Cont'd.)
Stringed instruments retailing
Stringed keyboard retailing
Tapes, recording, retailing
Ukelele retailing
Violin retailing
Wind instrument retailing

Parts and accessories, other than string, retailing
Percussion instrument retailing
Piano parts and accessories retailing
Piano retailing
Piano-playing mechanism retailing
Records, phonograph and gramophone, retailing

626

Radio and TV parts and accessories, retailing
Phonograph retailing
Radio receiving set retailing
Phonograph parts and accessory retailing
Stereo set, parts and accessories, retailing
Radio, battery operated (transistor), retailing
Tape recorder retailing
Radio, electric, retailing
Television part and accessory retailing
Radio parts and accessory retailing
Television set retailing
Radiophone combination set retailing
Home furnishing retailing
Abaca rug retailing
Floor rug, of any textile fiber, retailing
Carpet retailing'
Floor rug, hard surfaced covering, retailing
Carpet, cork, retailing
Floor rug, skin, retailing
Carpet, felt, retailing
Home furnishing retailing
Carpet, synthetic, retailing
Linoleum retailing
Carpet, woven, retailing
Rug retailing
Carpet, woven, wool, retailing
Rug from old rugs retailing
Floor covering retailing
Rug, wool, retailing
Floor rug, retailing
Art goods, marble products, painting and artists' supplies, retailing
Artists' supplies retailing
Painting retailing
Art goods retailing
Religious articles retailing
Marble products retailing
Office and household furniture, furnishings and fixtures, appliances and wares, retailing, n.e.c.
Motor vehicles, including used vehicles, dealing
Automobile retailing
Motor vehicles retailing
Cars, new and used, retailing
Trucks retailing
Jeeps retailing
Vehicle, secondhand, retailing
Tire, battery and accessories, retailing
Automobile accessory retailing
Battery, primary, retailing
Automobile and truck chain retailing
Tire and tube retailing
Automobile fan, electric, retailing
Tire cord and fabric retailing
Battery box and part, rubber, retailing
Tire cushion, rubber, retailing
Battery charging generator and regulator,
Tire hose retailing
retailing
Tire inflator, automatic, retailing
Battery charger retailing
Tire rubber retailing
Battery, dry, retailing
Tire tubeless retailing
Battery, metal, retailing
Automobile parts and supplies, retailing
Absorber, shock, retailing
Air-cylinder retailing
Air-intake filter retailing
Automobile equipment retailing
Automobile generator retailing
Automobile glass retailing
Automobile parts retailing
Automobile supplies retailing
Asbestos brake lining retailing
Asbestos gasket retailing

Axle retailing
Axle housing and shaft retailing
Axle straightening retailing
Ball bearing retailing
Bearing retailing
Brake lining, rubber, retailing
Brake retailing
Canvas jeep parts retailing
Cap and shell, radiation, retailing
Carburetor retailing
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Automobile parts and supplies, retailing (Cont'd.)
Chassis retailing
Clutch retailing
Diesel engine retailing
Differential retailing
Distributor, automotive, retailing
Drive shaft retailing
Exhaust system and part retailing
Gear, power transmission, retailing
Gear retailing
Hardware, automobile, retailing
Heater retailing
Internal combustion engine retailing
Lubrication system and part retailing

Mechanical drive, power transmission, retailing
Motor vehicle parts retailing
Power transmission equipment retailing
Radiator retailing
Rear axle housing retailing
Shock absorber retailing
Steering mechanism, excluding metal stamping,
retailing
Top, motor vehicle, retailing
Transmission retailing
Universal joint retailing
Wheel retailing
Windshield wiper retailing

Motorcycles, bicycles and tricycles, retailing
Bicycle accessory retailing
Bicycle chain retailing
Bicycle handlebar retailing
Bicycle lamp retailing
Bicycle, new and used, retailing

Motorcycle retailing
Motor scooter retailing
Motorcycle, new and used, retailing
Tricycle retailing

Farm equipment and supplies, retailing
Abaca stripping machine retailing
Agricultural tractor retailing
Com grinder retailing
Corn husker retailing
Corn sheller retailing
Crawler type farm tractor retailing
Cultivator retailing

Farm tractor retailing
Grain harvester retailing
Hand tractor retailing
Harrowing machine retailing
Harvester equipment retailing
Pump and pumping equipment retailing
Tractor retailing

Office machines and equipment, retailing
Accounting machine retailing
Adding machine retailing
Analogue computer retailing
Automatic computing scale retailing
Calculating machine retailing
Cancelling machine retailing
Check-protector retailing
Marine supplies, including nets and gears, retailing
Marine engine retailing
Marine turbine retailing
Motorboat retailing

627

Check-writing machine retailing
Dating device retailing
Duplicating machine retailing
Electrotyping machine retailing
Typewriter retailing
Weighing machine retailing
Wrapping machine, for office use, etc., retailing
Propeller and parts retailing
Sailboat retailing
Tugboat retailing

Transport, machinery and equipment, accessories and supplies, retailing, n.e.c.
Carriage, children's, retailing
Pump, water, retailing
Children's carriage retailing
Tricycle, children's, retailing
Children's stroller retailing
Water pump retailing
Drugstores
Drug store retailing
Pharmacies
Medicine retailing
Medical, surgical and dental equipment and supplies, retailing
Abdominal suporter retailing
Medical supplies and equipment retailing
Ankle support retailing
Orthopedic brace retailing
Arch support retailing
Orthopedic extension shoe retailing
Artificial limb retailing
Orthopedic surgical trass retailing
Dental supplies and equipment retailing
Surgical supplies and equipment retailing
Kneecap supporter retailing
Rubber sundries retailing (as rubber sheet)
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629

Optical goods and supplies, retailing
Binoculars, field glass and opera glass, retailing
Contact lenses retailing
Eyeglasses and spectacle parts retailing
Magnifying glasses retailing
Gasoline stations
Diesel fuel oil filling stations
Gas and oil filling stations
Liquefied petroleum gas retailing
Gas, liquefied petroleum, retailing
Fuel retail stores, n.e.c.
Charcoal retailing
Toys, gifts and novelty stores
Antique shopes
Curio shops
Gift shops
Feeds, fertilizers and insecticides, retailing
Feeds, bird, retailing
Feeds, poultry retailing
Feeds, hog, retailing
Beauty parlor supplies and equipment, retailing
Beauty parlor supplies retailing
Beauty parlor equipment retailing
Hair accessories retailing

Microscope retailing
Optical measuring instrument retaling
Photographic and projection lenses and prism,
retailing
Gasoline service stations
Grease and oil lubricating retailing
Liquefied petroleum gas retailing
Firewood retailing
Novelty shops
Stuffed animals retailing
Toy retailing
Fertilizer retailing
Insecticides retailing
Pet shops
Toupee retailing
Wig retailing

Fresh and artificial flower and plant shops
Artificial flower retailing
Bush and tree retailing
Florist shops retailing
Fresh flowers retailing
Flower, artificial, retailing
Handicraft retailing
Bamboo craft retailing
Cane ware retailing
Handicraft stores
Rattan craft retailing
Jewelry, watches and clocks retailing
Bracelet retailing
Clocks retailing
Jewelry retailing
Jewelry, costume, retailing
Photographic equipment and supplies, retailing
Binoculars retailing
Camera and accessories retailing
Camera equipment retailing
Enlarger, photograph, retailing
Field glasses retailing
Film, photograph, retailing
Magnifier, photograph, retailing

Flower, fresh, retailing
Herbs retailing
Ornamental plants, garden, retailing
Plants retailing
Seed, garden, retailing
Shell craft retailing
Straw craft retailing
Woodcraft retailing

Precious stones retailing
Rings retailing
Time piece retailing
Watches retailing
Panoramic telescope retailing
Photographic apparatus retailing
Photographic equipment and goods retailing
Photographic slide retailing
Telescope retailing
Tripod, camera, retailing

Other retail trade, n.e.c.
Animal pet shop
Antique retailing
Amusement goods retailing
Auctioneering

Baby carriage retailing
Bird pet shop
Cigar retailing
Cigarette retailing
Coconut oil retailing
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Other retail trade, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Coin, collector, retailing
Cooperative store, consumers'
Eyeglasses retailing
Fireworks retailing
Lottery and sweepstakes ticket
Optical goods retailing
Peddling
Pet shops
Philatelic's supplies retailing

Picture frame retailing
Pipe, tobacco, retailing
Religious goods retailing
Retail stores
Secondhand stores
Secondhand goods retailing
Stamp collections retailing
Surplus store
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Major Division 7. TRANSPORTATION, STORAGE AND COMMUNICATION

711

Railway transport
Railroad car cleaning service
Railroad clearing house
Railroad dining car service not operated as
independent service
Railroad equipment maintenance in railroad
repair shops
Railroad express service
Railroad freight transport

712

Provincial bus line operators
Bus line, express service, provincial
Bus line operation, inter-cities
Bus line operation, inter-provincial

Railroad passenger service, inter-urban
and suburban
Railroad repair house
Railroad running shed
Railroad sleeping car service
Railroad transport, inter-urban
Railway passenger and freight transport
Railway transport, passenger

Bus line, passenger, inter-provincial
Transport, bus line, provincial

Local bus line operators, except operators of Metropolitan Manila buses
Bus and coach transport, local
Bus line, passenger, local
Bus, chartered, operation within the province
Bus line, within the city
Bus line operations, local
Transport, bus line, local
Metropolitan Manila bus line operators
Bus and coach tiansport, operating within
Bus, sightseeing, operating within Metropolitan
Metropolitan Manila area
Manila area
Bus, chartered, within Metropolitan Manila area
Transport, bus line, Metro Manila
Bus line, passenger, operating within
Metropolitan Manila area
Public Utility (PU) cars and taxicab
Public utility (PU) car service
Taxi service
Taxi cab operation
Jeepneys and auto calesas
Auto calesa service
Jeepney service
Jeepney operator
Tricycles, motorized and pedaled
Tricycle, motorized, operation
Tricycle service
Tricycle, pedaled, operation
Tourists' buses and cars, including chartered buses, and rent-a-car service
Rent-a-car service
Automobile with driver, rental service
Car rental service, with driver
Tourist car operation
Motor coach, chartered, operation
Tourist bus operation
Motor coach, tour, excluding chartered, operation
Animal-drawn vehicles for passengers and freight
Animal-drawn vehicles
Carretela service
Horse-drawn carriage rental service
Calesa service
Other road passenger transport, n.e.c.
Funeral carriage service
Omnibus transport, chartered, service
School bus operation, contract basis
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713

Truck-for-hire operators
Truck-for-hire operator with driver
Freight truck operators
Freight truck operators
Freight truck transfer service
Freight truck rental, including driver
Trailer truck operation
Tank truck delivery services
Tank truck, gaseous matter, delivery service
Tank truck, liquid matter, delivery service

Truck for rent, with driver
Truck freight transport
Truck hauling, local
Truck hauling, long distance

Tank truck, solid matter, delivery service

Freight terminal facilities for trucking companies
Container service operation
Terminal, truck freight
Loading service operation
Unloading service operation
Road freight transport, n.e.c.
Pushcart service
Teamster, own account
Operation of parking lots
Automobile parking service
Parking facility operation
Garage service
Parking lot operation
Operation of toll roads and bridges
Toll bridge operation
Toll tunnel operation
Toll road operation
Operation and maintenance of passenger terminals including equipment
Bus terminal operation
Terminal facility, road transport
Terminal, bus, operation
Supporting services to land transport, n.e.c.
Car greasing service
Car washing service
Ocean passenger transport
Booking office of international water transport
Steamship line operation
Merchant navy pool operation
Transport, ocean, passenger
Ocean liner, transport, operation
Transport, sea, passenger
Steam navigation company
Vessel, merchant, operation
Ocean freight transport
Freight transport, ocean, operation
Transport, ocean, freight
Ocean liner, freight transport
Interisland water passenger transport
Interisland passenger service
Transport, river, passenger service
Transport, interisland, passenger service
Interisland water freight transport
Cargo vessel, transport, operation
Vessel, cargo, transport
Interisland freight transport
Inland water transport
Barge, passenger and freight
Ferryboat, passenger and freight
Boat, passenger and freight
Tugboat operation
Supporting services to water transport
Arrastre service
Lighthouse service
Beacon light operation
Marine salvage service
Cargo salvaging from vessels
Marine towing service
Dock operation service
Pier, marine, operation
Harbor pilotage service
Radar station, sea, operation
Interisland pilotage service
Stevedoring service
Lighterage service
Wharf operation
Lighthouse operation
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Domestic air passenger and freight transport
Air freight transport, chartered, domestic
Air freight transport, domestic
Air freight transport, scheduled, domestic
Air freight transport, non-scheduled, domestic
Air passenger transport, chartered, domestic
Air passenger transport, scheduled, domestic
Air passenger transport, non-scheduled, domestic

Air taxi operators
Domestic air passenger transport
Domestic air freight transport
Hovercraft transport operation
Transport, air, domestic, freight
Transport, air, domestic, passenger

International air passenger and freight transport
Air freight transport, chartered, international
Air freight transport, international
Air freight transport, non-scheduled,
international
Air passenger transport, chartered, international
Air passenger transport, international

Air passenger transport, non-scheduled,
international
Air passenger transport, scheduled, international
Booking office of international airlines
International air transport
Transport, air, passenger and freight, international

Supporting services to air transport
Aerodrome operation
Air freight forwarder
Air traffic service
Aircraft ground handling service
Aircraft, dry lease, service
Aircraft, wet lease, service
719

720

Airplane, sightseeing, service
Airport operation
Beacon, radio, operation
Flying control center operation
Flying service, chartered

Pipeline transport
Gas, natural, distribution, pipeline
Gas, natural, pipeline operation
Oil, booster, pumping station
Tour and travel Agencies
Agency, tour and travel
Excursion agency
Tourist agency
Tourist development service
Customs brokers (ship and aircraft)
Agent, freight shipping
Broker, shipping service
Services allied to transport, n.e.c.
Baggage transfer service
Crating goods for transportation
Forwarding service
Highway bridge operation

Oil pipeline operation
Petroleum, crude, pipeline operation
Petroleum, refined, pipeline operation
Transport arrangement service
Travel agency
Travel ticket agency

Broker, transport service
Shipping agent, freight
Inspection services connected with
transportation
Packing goods for transport
Weighing service connected with transportation

General bonded warehouses except grain warehouses
Dry storage spaces for rental or lease
Fabric, general storage service
Farm product storage service, except grain
Goods in bond, general storage

Customs bonded warehouses
Consumer commodities storage service, customs
bonded
Drugs storage service, customs bonded
Dry goods storage service, customs bonded
Finished products for trading, storage service

Storage, all kinds of goods except grains,
general bonded
Terminal storage elevator operation
Textile storage service
Tobacco storage service
Warehouse, bonded, general operation
Food storage service, customs bonded
Goods in bond, customs storage
Knockdown parts, storage service
Raw materials for manufacturing, storage service
Storage service, customs bonded
Warehouse, bonded customs, operations
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Grain warehouses
Grain warehouses
Cold storage
Chilled and frozen food storage service
Cold storage
Cold storage service, customs bonded
Cold storage service, general bonded
Delicate or perishable commodities, storage
service

Warehouse, grain
Refrigerated or cold storage spaces, for rental
or lease
Refrigerated warehouse, customs bonded, operation
Refrigerated warehouse, general bonded,
operation
Warehouse, refrigerated, service

Storage and warehousing, n.e.c.
Pallet boxes leasing
Pallet tower leasing
731

732

733

739

Safe deposit vault operation

Postal service
Post office
Messenger service
Delivery, mail, service
Mail and express message delivery service
Telephone service
Coin collect, public telephone, domestic
Local distance call, domestic
Local subscriber, domestic telephone service
Long distance call, overseas
Telegraph service
Data transmission, domestic
Data transmission, international
Phototelegraph, domestic
Phototelegraph, international
Radiophoto service, domestic
Radiophoto service, international
Satellite service

Postal service
Mail, government, delivery service

Pocket bell, telephone service
Private branch exchange, telephone service
Public telephone service

Telegram, domestic
Telegram, international
Telegraph service
Telex, domestic
Telex, international
Ticker-tape, domestic, service
Ticker-tape, international, service

Communication services, n.e.c.
Audible reception, communication service
operation
Intercommunication system

Visual reception, communication service
operation
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Major Division 8. FINANCING, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS SERVICES

811
812

813

814
815

819
821

Central Bank
Central Bank
Commercial banks
Bank, chartered
Bank, commercial
Rural banks (accepting demand deposits)
Bank, rural, accepting demand deposits
Savings and mortgage banks
Bank, mortgage
Bank, savings
Stock savings and loan associations
Bank, stock savings and loan association
Private development banks
Bank, private development
Regional unit banks (Rural Banks)
Bank, regional unit, not accepting demand deposit
Government specialized banks
Amanah Bank
Bank, government supported
Development Bank of the Philippines
Banking ihstitutions, n.e.c.
Clearing house association
Investment companies
Company, investment
Financing companies
Acceptance house
Agricultural loan association
Automobile sales finance company
Bill broker, own account
Bill discounting
Bond house
Commercial credit company

Commercial bank

Rural bank, accepting demand deposits
Morgage bank
Savings bank
Stock savings and loan association
Private development bank

Land Hank
Philippine Veterans Bank

Exchange clearing house
Investment company
Commercial finance company
Interest distribution company
Machinery sales finance company
Rediscount institution
Retail instalment sales finance company
Sales finance company

Investment houses
Farm mortgage company
Financial trustee
Investment broker
Investment holding company
Investment trust

Issue house
Loan and discount company
Mortgage agency
Mortgage guaranty company

Securities dealers/brokers
Analysts, securities, own account
Exchange commodity

Investment adviser
Patent buying and licensing company
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821

J22
823

831
832
839

841

842

Securities dealers/brokers
Quotation service, stock
Security broker
Security dealer
Security exchange
Security holders' protective association

Share dealer
Stock broker
Stock exchange
Stock jobber
Underwriter, stock and share issues

Fund managers
Employee welfare fund
Pension fund
Mutual building and loan associations
Mutual building and loan association
Non-stock savings and loan associations
Credit cooperative association
Credit union
Lending investors
Lending investor
Non-bank financial institutions, n.e.c.
Credit company, short term
Financial institution, non-bank
Financial promotion company
Pawnshops
Pawnshop
Foreign exchange dealers, including money changers
Bullion exchange
Changing money
Currency exchange
Financial services, n.e.c.
Exchange commodity service
Financier, own account
Life insurance companies
Life insurance company
Non-life insurance companies
Non-life insurance company
Insurance agents and brokers
Reinsurance broker
Mutual benefit associations
Mutual benefit association
Insurance activities, n.e.c.
Bank deposit insurance
Fraternal life insurance organization
Fund and trust association
Plate glass insurance underwriting or selling

Trust fund

Non-stock savings and loan association
Savings and loan association, non-stock

Non-bank financial institution
Personal credit company

Foreign exchange
Foreign exchange dealing
Money changing
Money lending, personal
Small Joan company

Rating organization
Resident business, own account, agent
Title insurance, underwriting or selling
Trusts for charitable uses

Real estate development companies
Land development company
Land investment company
Real estate company
Letting and operating real estate, residential and non-residential
Apartment hotel (apartel) operation
Apartment houses operation
Condominium lessor
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Real estate development company
Realty company

Flat operation
House letting
Industrial property lessor

842

Letting and operating real estate, residential and non-residential (Cont'd.)
Real estate rental service
Office building operation
Real estate operator

849

Real estate agents, brokers, managers and appraisers
Agent, real estate
Broker, real estate
House agent
Realtor
Cemetery development and sale
Cemetery development company
Real estate - non-agricultural
Non-agricultural real estate operation
Real estate - agricultural
Agricultural, real estate operation
Other real estate activities, n.e.c.
Housing association, not building
Lock-up garage operation

851

Real estate agent
Real estate appraiser
Real estate manager

Memorial park
Real estate, non-agricultural
Real estate, agricultural
Rent collecting service

Legal services
Advocate, own account
Attorney, own account
Barrister, own account
Counsellor-at-law
Law office
Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services
Accountant, own account
Accounting firm
Auditing firm
Auditor, own account
Engineering and technical services
Architect, own account
Architectural service
Chemical engineer, own account
Chemist, own account
Civil engineer, own account
Draftsman, own account
Engineer, own account
Land surveying services
Forest survey and mapping, contract service
Gas well surveying service
Hydrographic survey service

Lawyer, own account
Legal aid society
Notary public, own account
Patent attorney, own account
Solicitor, own account
Bookkeeper, own account
Bookkeeping service
Certified public accountant
Chartered accountant
Engineering service
Infrastructure design, contract service
Landscape architect, own account
Marine engineer, own account
Mechanical engineer, own account
Metallurgist, own account
Mining engineer, own account
Land rectification, contract service
Oil wells surveying, contract service
Surveying service

Geological and prospecting services
Coal prospecting, contract service
Gas prospecting, contract service
Geologist, own account
Iron ore prospecting, contract service
Metal mines prospecting, contract service
Minerals prospecting, contract service

Non-ferrous metal prospecting, contract
service
Oil prospecting, contract service
Petroleum and natural gas prospecting,
contract service
Prospecting, precious stones, contract service

Engineering, architectural and technical services, n.e.c.
Boat designing service
Industrial research laboratory, not manufacturing
Industrial technical consultant
Inventor, own account
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Research laboratory, commercial, non-manufacturing
Scientific service, not manufacturing
Testing, parachute, service
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852
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Market research services on a fee or contract basis
Consultant, market service
Market consultant service

Market research service on a fee or contract
basis

Advertising agency, except billboard and outdoor advertising
Advertising agency
Advertising copy writer, own account
Billboard and outdoor advertising services
Billboard advertising service
Commercial art studios
Commercial art studio
Commercial artist, own account
Advertising services, ne.c.
Publicity service
Renting or leasing of agricultural machinery without a driver
Agricultural machinery rental service without
driver
Renting or leasing of mining and quarrying equipment
Gas well drilling machinery rental service
Mining machinery rental service
Oil and natural gas rigs and dredges rental

Advertising sample distributing service
Mail advertising service
Outdoor advertising service
Studio, commercial art

Window dresser, own account

Oil field equipment rental service
Oil well drilling machinery rental service
Rental service, mining equipment

Renting or leasing of construction machinery and equipment without a driver
Construction machinery, rental service
Farm tractor leasing without drivers
Earth-moving machinery rental without drivers
Rental service, construction equipment
Renting or leasing of logging and sawmill machinery and equipment
Logging machinery rental service
Rental service, logging and sawmill machinery
Sawmill machinery rental service
Woodworking machinery rental service
Renting and leasing of office machines and equipment
Business machine rental service
Office duplicating machinery rental
Renting or leasing of machinery and equipment, n.e.c.
Apparel manufacturing machinery rental service
Bottling machinery rental service
Coin amusement machine renting
Commercial food service equipment rental
Computer rental service
Food processing machinery rental service
General purpose machinery rental service
Hotel equipment rental service, excluding linen
Metalworking machinery rental service
Motor rental service
859

Office furniture rental, not household
Rental service, office machines
Optical instruments rental service
Professional instruments rental service
Professional photographic equipment rental service
Pump rental service
Rental or lease of small capacity machines and
equipment
Shoemaking machinery rental service
Special purpose machinery rental service
Textile machinery rental service

Data processing and tabulating services
Data, processing service

Tabulating service

Adjustment and collection agencies
Adjusting service
Bill collecting

Bill posting agency
Collection agency

Duplicating, addressing, blueprinting and photo services
Address listing service
Addressograph service
Blueprinting service
Classified mailing list compiling
and selling

Duplicating service
Mimeographing service
Multigraphing service
Photostating service
Xerox copying service
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Employment agencies
Agency, employment
Commercial employment agencies

Employment agency, excluding theatrical
and radio
Personnel management service

Business management and consulting services
Business consultant
Credit reporting bureau
Customs tariff specialist, own account
Economist, own account
Executive placement consultant
Detective and protective services
Burglary protective service
Detective agency
Other business services, n.e.c.
Agricultural fair operation
Appraiser, except real estate or insurance
Feature syndicate operation
Fingerprinting service
Interpreter, own account
News picture collecting service
News reporting service

Financial analyst, own account
Interior decorator, own account
Management consultant
Publisher's representative, own account
Typing service
Private detective, own account
Security service
News service syndicate
Press service
Statistical and economic service, non-governmental
Statistician, own account
Time, correct, indicating service
Translating service
Valuator, own account
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Major Division 9. COMMUNITY, SOCIAL AND RELATED SERVICES

910

Public administration, national government
Administrative agency, governmental
Agrarian reform administration
Agriculture and forestry affairs administration
Arbitration and conciliation service, governmental
Archive, national
Board of censors
Civil service commission
Commerce administration, governmental
Consular service administration
Cultural affairs administration, governmental
Customs agency
Diplomatic service administration
Economic planning administration, national
Education affairs administration
Employee compensation administration, national
Financial and fiscal affairs administration,
governmental
Government administration, national
Housing and community amenity affairs
Hunting and fishing administration
Immigration and deportation administration
Income tax administration
Industry affairs administration
Information service administration,
governmental
Investigation agency, governmental
Jail administration
Justice department
Labor department, governmental
Law court, national
Local government and community development
administration, governmental
Mining and manufacturing administration

Park administration, public, national
Parliament
Penitentiary
Pension and gratuities administration,
governmental
Playground administration, public, national
Population and national integration
Population planning affairs administration
Price control agency, governmental
Prison, national
Public health administration, governmental
Public highways administration
Public utility regulation
Public works and communication administration
Publicity services, governmental
Recreational and religious affairs administration
Regulatory agency, governmental
Rehabilitative institutions administration
Sanitary service administration, governmental
Social security administration
Social welfare affairs administration,
governmental
Statistical service, governmental
Supreme court
Tariff board
Tax collecting agency
Tourism administration, governmental
Trade administration, governmental
Unemployment insurance administration,
governmental
Wage control agency, governmental
Weights and measure regulatory agency,
governmental

Public administration, provincial government
Administration, provincial
Jail, provincial
Law court, provincial

Parks administration, provincial
Playground administration, provincial
Prison, provincial

Public administration, chartered cities
Administration, chartered cities
Barangay government, chartered city
Fire department, chartered city
Jail, chartered city
Law court, chartered city
Market administration, chartered city
Parks administration, chartered city

Playground administration, chartered city
Police department, chartered city
Regulatory agency administration, chartered
city
Sanitary service administration, chartered city
Sanitation inspection, administration, chartered
city
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Public administration, metropolitan government
Administration, metropolitan government
Barangay government, metropolitan government
Fire department, metropolitan government
Jail, metropolitan government
Law court, metropolitan government
Market administration, metropolitan government
Parks administration, metropolitan government

Playground administration, metropolitan government
Regulatory agency administration, metropolitan
government
Sanitary service administration, metropolitan
government
Sanitation inspection administration,
metropolitan government

Public administration, municipal government
Administrative agency, municipal government
Barangay government, municipal
Fire department, municipal government
Government administration, municipal government
Jail, municipal government
Law court, municipal government
Market administration, municipal government

Parks administration, municipal government
Playground administration, municipal government
Regulatory agency, municipal government
Sanitary service, municipal government
Sanitation inspection agency, municipal
government

Armed forces affairs administration
Air force administration
Armed forces administration
Army administration
Army service corps
Coast guard administration

Constabulary administration
Marine corps
Navy administration
Women's auxiliary corps

Civilian defense and veterans affairs administration
Arsenal
Atmospheric, geophysical and astronomical,
agency
920

Coastal and geodetic affairs
Police commission, national
Veterans affairs agency

Waste collection and disposal (including human waste) on a fee or contract bash
Composting service
Refuse collecting and disposal service
Conduit type sewage disposal service
Sanitary landfill service
Debris removal service
Septic tank service
Dumping service
Sewage disposal service
Garbage collecting and disposal service
Sewage treatment and disposal plant
Incineration service
Sewerage system
Pozo negro maintenance
Pest control services, non-agricultural
Disinfecting service, non-agricultural
Exterminating, urban service, non-agricultural
Fumigating, urban service, non-agricultural
Rat destroying, urban service, non-agricultural

Rodent destroying, urban service, non-agricultural
Termite control service, non-agricultural
Vermin destroying, urban service,
non-agricultural

Office cleaning, including window cleaning services, on contractual basis
Janitorial service (contractual)
Window cleaning, contractual
Office cleaning, contractual
Sanitary and similar services, n.e.c.
Air pollution control
Street cleaning, contractual
Drainage system operation, non-agricultural
Water pollution control
Noise pollution control
931

Public pre-elementary schools
Kindergarten school, public

Public kindergarten school

Public elementary schools
Elementary school, public
Intermediate school, public
Primary school, public

Public elementary school
Public intermediate school
Public primary school
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Public secondary schools
Agricultural secondary school, public
Arts and crafts secondary school, public
Fisheries school, secondary, public
General secondary school, public
Industrial arts, secondary school, public

Public secondary, general curriculum
Public secondary, technical and vocational
Technical secondary school, public
Trade school, secondary, public
Vocational school, secondary, public

Public higher educational institutions
Agricultural college, public
College, chartered, public
College, non-chartered, public
Collegiate institute, public
Fishery school, college level, public

Normal school, public
Teacher training institution, public
Trade school, public
University, chartered, public

Public special schools.
School for the deaf and blind, public
School for the gifted children, public
School for the handicapped, public

School for retarded children, public
Training school for boys, public
Training school for girls, public

Public education services, n.e.c.
Adult education, public
Military academy
Naval school
932

Out-of-school youth training center, public
Public health institute

Private pre-elementary schools
Elementary school, parochial
Elementary school, private
Private secondary schools
Academic, secondary school, private
High school, academic, private
Private higher educational institutions
Art school, private
Business school, private
College, private
Collegiate institute, private
Commercial school, private
Engineering school, private
Fine arts school, private
Graduate school, private
Law school, private
Private technical, vocational and trade schools
Agricultural school, private
Art and craft school, private
Automotive mechanic school, private
Beauty culture school, private
Continuation school, private
Convent school, private
Finishing school, private
Private special schools
School for the deaf and blind, private
School for the gifted children, private
Private theological schools and seminaries
Seminary school
Private education services, n.e.c.
Art teacher, own account
Ballet school, private
Bible class, private

Intermediate school, private
Primary school, private
High school, technical, private
High school, vocational, private
Medical school, private
Military school, private
Music school, private
Nautical school, private
Normal school, private
Nursing school, private
School of economics, private
School of fine arts, private
University, private
Industrial arts school, private
Language school, private
Secretarial school, private
Technical school, private
Trade school, private
Vocational school, private

School for handicapped, private
School for retarded children, private
Theological school
Correspondence school, private
Dancing school, private
Dramatic school, private
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Private education services, n.e.c. (Cont'd.)
Music teacher, own account
Physical culture school, private
Sunday school, private

Driving school, private
Flying school, private
Gymnastic school, private
941

Public hospitals, sanitaria and other similar institutions
Hospital, provincial
Children's hospital, public
Emergency hospital, public
Hospital, regional
Heart center, governmental
Lepiosarium, public
Hospital, air force
Maternity clinic, public
Medical center, governmental
Hospital, army
Hospital, general, governmental
Mental asylum, public
Hospital, government administered
Orthopedic hospital, public
Hospital, military
Sanitarium, governmental
Hospital, naval
Tuberculosis, sanitarium, public
Public medical clinics (including puericulture centers) and laboratories
Birth control clinic, public
Family planning clinic, public
Chest clinic, public
First aid operation, public
Child welfare clinic, public
Health center, public
Clinic, public
Medical and laboratory service, public
Dispensary, public
Puericulture center, public
Public dental clinics and laboratories
Clinic, dental, public
Dental clinic, public school
Public veterinary services
Animal hospital, governmental
Veterinary clinic, governmental
Public medical, dental and other health services, n.e.c.
Blood bank, public health

942

Private hospitals, sanitaria and other similar institutions
Children's hospital, private
Hospital, general, private
Hospital, specialized, private
Maternity clinic, private
Maternity hospital, private
Medical center, private
Private medical clinics and laboratories
Cancer clinic, private
Dermatology clinic, private
Dispensary, private
EENT clinic, private
Heart clinic, private
Laboratory, medical, private
Private dental clinics and laboratories
Artificial teeth, made to order, private
Clinic, dental, private
Denture making to order, private
Private child care clinics
Baby nursery, private
Clinic, children's, private
Medical and dental professionals, own account
Acupuncturist, own account
Anesthetist, own account
Anesthesiologist, own account
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Dental-X-ray laboratory, public
Testing laboratory, dental, public
Veterinary service, governmental

Research, medical, hospital, public
Mental asylum, private
Orthopedic hospital, private
Sanatorium, private
Research, medical, hospital, private
Tuberculosis sanatorium, private

Medical clinic, private
Medical laboratory, testing, private
Psychological center, private
Puericulture center, private
Testing laboratory, medical, private
X-ray clinic, private
Dental clinic, private
Dental laboratory, private

Well-baby clinic, private

Cardiologist, own account
Dentist, own account
Dermatologist, own account

942

Medical and dental professionals, own account (Cont'd.)
Dietician, own account
Doctor, private practice, own account
Gynaecologist, own account
Medical technologist, own account
Midwife, own account
Neurologist, own account
Nurse, own account
Nutritionist, own account
Obstetrician, own account
Optometrist, own account

Pediatrician, own account
Physician, own account
Plastic surgeon, own account
Phychiatrist, own account
Psychoanalyst, own account
Radiologist, own account
Surgeon, private practice
Therapeutist, occupational, own account
Therapist, physical, own account
Urologist, own account

Private veterinary services
Animal care center not connected with
agriculture, private
Animal hospital and care center, private
Animal hospital not connected with agriculture,
private
Cat hospital, private

Clipping animal, pet, service
Dog hospital, private
Kennel, boarding, private
Veterinary, private
Veterinary service, private

Private medical, dental and other health services, n.e.c.
Bath, curative, center, private
Blood bank, private
Convalescent rest home
Diagnostic laboratory service, private
951
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Research and scientific institutes, public and private
Meteorological institute
Research and scientific institute, not teaching
Research institute, agricultural, not teaching
Research institute, biological
Government social welfare services
Boys' and girls' protectory, governmental
Boys' home, governmental
Boys' town, governmental
Center for disabled children, governmental
Center for mentally retarded children and youth,
governmental
Children's home, governmental
Day care center for children, governmental
Family planning information service, governmental
Foster parents' program, governmental
Fund raising campaign service for welfare
services, governmental
Girls' home, governmental
Home for the aged, governmental
Home for physically disabled adult, governmental
Home for the children of leper victims,
govermental

First aid operation, private
Health institute, private
Testing laboratory, medical and dental, private
X-ray laboratory, medical and dental, private
Research institute, physical science, not teaching
Research institute, social science, not teaching
Research organization, medical, not in hospital

Home for the deaf and blind, children,
governmental
Home for unwed mothers, governmental
Home for negative hansenites, governmental
Legal aid society, governmental
Nursery care for children, governmental
Rehabilitation center for drug addicts,
governmental
Relocation and resettlement of squatters,
governmental
Settlement house, governmental
Vocational guidance and counselling, governmental
Welfare service for cultural communities,
governmental
Welfare service for physically handicapped
children, governmental
Youth reception center, governmental
Youth residence, governmental

Private social welfare services
Boys' and girls' protectory, private
Boys' home, private
Center for disabled children, private
Center for mentally retarded children and
youth, private
Children's home, private
Family counselling and guidance clinic, private

Foster parents' program, private
Girls' home, private
Home for unwed mothers, private
Nursery care for children, private
Rehabilitation center for drug addicts, private
Youth reception center, private
Youth residence, private
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Business associations
Bakery association
Bankers' association
Bus operators' association
Businessmen's club
Chamber of commerce
Chamber of industry
Chemical manufacturers' association
College and university association
Confectionery manufacturers' association
Consumers' association
Contractors' association
Dealers' and distributors' association
Drug manufacturers' association
Farm growers' association
Fishpond owners' association
Flour millers' association
Furniture makers' association

Grocery and supermarket association
Hospital association
Hotel and restaurant association
Manufacturers' association
Marketing association
Movie theater owners' association
Movie producers' association
Purchasers' association
Realtors' and workers' association
Retailers' association
Rubber manufacturers' association
Salesmen's association
Shipowners' and operators' association
Shoe manufacturers' association
Sugar planters' association
Textile manufacturers' association
Wholesalers' association

Professional associations
Accountants' association
Airline pilots' association
Architects' organization
Artists' association
Bar association
Chemical society
Dental association
Doctors' association
Editors' guild
Engineers' association
Entertainers' association
Government professionals' association
Labor associations
Associated labor union
Employees' association
Employees' union and organization
Civic organizations, n.e.c.
Accident prevention association
Book club
Cultural organization
Fraternal society
Glee club
Historical club
Lions club
Masonic lodge
Religious organizations
Bible society
Church organization
Convent
Mission society
Monastery
961

Law society
Management association
Medical association
Nurses' association
Pharmaceutical society
Professional organization
Scientific membership association
Secretaries' association
Statisticians' association
Teachers' association
Technologists' association

Farmers' association
Trade union

Parent-teacher association
Political party or association
Rotary international
Social association or club, excluding sport
Society for the prevention of cruelty to
animals
Sorority
University club
Mosque
Religious society
Salvation army
Sunday school operated by churches

Motion picture production
Educational film production
Feature, promotional and educational film,
production
Film production

Motion picture production, educational,
celluloid film
Motion picture production, educational,
video tape
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Motion picture production (Cont'd.)
Motion picture production, feature, celluloid
film
Motion picture production, feature, video tape
Motion picture production, promotional,
celluloid film

Motion picture production, promotional, video tape
Movie film production

Motion picture theaters
Cinema house, motion picture projection
Motion picture theater service
Motion picture film booking agencies and film exchanges
Film booking agency
Film exchanges
Motion picture film renting
Motion picture distribution and projection, n.e.c.
Film casting bureau
Motion picture laboratory service
Radio broadcasting and relay stations and studios
Radio broadcasting station
Radio picture laboratory

Movie house operation
Theater
Motion picture video tape renting
Video tape booking agency
Video tape exchanges
Talent agency, motion picture production

Radio studio
Radio transmitting station

Television broadcasting and relay stations and studios, including closed circuit television sennces
Television broadcasting station
Television studio
Television relay station
Radio and television program production
Radio program production, educational
Television program produclion, educational
Radio program production, entertainment
Television program production, entertainment
Radio program production, promotional
Television program production, promotional
Talent agency, radio and televesion
Television service, closed circuit
Theatrical production and entertainment services
Audio tape master production
Band concert production
Booking agency for concert
Booking agency, theatrical
Combo
Concert hall operation and management
Dance program production
Disco record master production
Musical concert production, amateur
Musical concert production, professional
Opera production
Orchestra concert production

Recording studio operation and management
service
Stage plays production, professional/amateur
Talent agency, theatrical
Theatrical casting
Theatrical operation and management
Theatrical road company, drama production,
professional
Theatrical scenery, lighting and equipment
service
Theatrical ticket agency

Theatrical artists
Actor, own account
Comedian, own account
Concert artist, own account
Dancer, own account
Entertainer, own account

Magician, own account
Musician, own account
Producer and director, own account
Ventriloquist, own account

Non-theatrical artists
Art painter, own account
Composer, own account
Journalist, free lance, own account
Lecturer, own account
Model, own account
Photographer, own account

Playwright, own account
Poet, own account
Reporter, own account
Sculptor, own account
Song writer, own account
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Libraries, museums, botanical and zoological gardens, art galleries and other cultural services, n.e.c.
Aquarium operation
Museum, military
Art gallery, dealing excluded
Museum, numismatic or money
Botanical garden
Museum, philatelic
Historical house
Museum, pure science
Historical site
National library
Museum, applied science
Park operation
Museum, fine arts
Wild-life preserve service
Museum, historical
Zoological garden
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Amusement and recreational services, n.e.c.
Amusement park operation
Animal-race meeting promotion
Arena and stadium operation
Baseball field operation
Baseball tournament promotion
Basketball court operation
Beach resort operation
Bicycle race promotion
Boating and yacht club operation
Booking agency, jai alai and horse race
Boxing bouts promotion
Bridge tournament promotion
Chess tournament promotion
Children's playground, private, operation
Circus presentation
Cockfighting promotion
Cockpit operation
Country club operation
Dance club operation
Discotheque places
Fair and exposition operation
Field game contest promotion
Floating casino operation
Football tournament promotion

971

Funhouse operation
Golf course operation
Golf driving range operation
Golf tournament promotion
Gymnasium operation
Jai alai operation
Motorcar race, promotion
Motorcycle promotion
Multi-contest sports promotion
Pelota court operation
Pet animal show promotion
Pool and billiard hall operation
Race meeting promotion
Rifle range club operation
Skating rink operation
Soccer field operation
Sporting and recreational equipment rental
Sports club and association
Squash court operation
Squash tournament promotion
Swimming pool operation
Swimming tournament promotion
Tennis court operation
Tennis tournament promotion

Motor repair shops for vehicles, including overhauling
Automobile lubricating
Automobile repairing
Automobile towing service
Automobile washing
Axle straightening, motor vehicle,
Brake repairing, motor vehicle
Carburetor repair, motor vehicle
Clutch repairing
Crankshaft repairing
Cylinder grinding, motor vehicle

Ignition service, motor vehicle
Motor, automobile, repairing
Motor vehicle washing and polishing
Overhauling engine
Radiator repairing, motor vehicle
Reboring engine
Rustproofing, motor vehicle
Starter repairing, motor vehicle
Transmission repair, motor vehicle
Wrecker car service
Motor vehicle body repair shops, including upholstery and repainting
Body repainting
Hood, motor vehicle, repairing
Body repairing, motor vehicle
Paint shop, motor vehicle
Glass replacement, motor vehicle
Upholstery shop, motor vehicle
Motorcycle repair shops
Motor scooter and parts repairing
Motorized tricycle repairing
Motorcycle parts repairing
Battery and electrical repair shops for motor vehicles
Battery charging, motor vehicle
Electrical repair, motor vehicle
Battery repair, motor vehicle
Recharging, battery, service
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Vulcanizing and minor tire repair, excluding recapping and retreading
Tire repair, motor vehicle, excluding
Vulcanizing of tires, motor vehicle
recapping and retreading
Repair of boots and shoes
Boot repairing
Shoe recycling
Clog repairing
Shoe repairing
Cobbling,
Wooden shoes repairing
Repair of luggage and handbags
Handbag repairing
Luggage repairing
Repair of leather goods, n. e. c.
Harness repairing
Leather gloves repairing
Leather goods, for animal, repairing
Saddlery repairing
Leather goods repairing, excluding boots and
shoes
Repair and installation of household appliances, except television, radio and other home entertainment
equipment
Air conditioner, household, repair and
Installation, household appliances
Kitchen and household appliances repairing
installation
Laundry equipment, electric, repairing
Cleaning equipment, electrical, repair
Electrical household appliances repairing
Repair, household appliances
Repair and installation of radio and television receivers, transmitters and antennae
Radio repairing
Air-condition, automobile, repairing
Antennae installation
Radio transmitter repair and installation
Automobile radio and antenna, repair and
Record player repairing
installation
Repair, radio receiver
Repair, television receiver
Coin operated phonograph, repair and installation
Gramophone repairing
Sound equipment, electric, repairing
Installation, radio, automobile
Stereo set repairing
Installation, television receiver
Tape, magnetic, repairing
Jukebox repair and installation
Tape recorder repairing
Microphone repairing
Transformer repairing
Phonograph and radio combination repair
Television antenna repair and installation
Phonograph repairing
Television set repair and installation
Electrical repairs and installation shops, n.e.c.
Alarm apparatus, electric, repair and
installation
installation
Incubator, electric, repair
Bell, electric, repair and installation
Intercommunication system, electric, repair and
Burglar alarm, electric, repair and installation
installation
Christmas novelty, electric, repair
Repair, alarm apparatus
Fire alarm apparatus, electric, repair and
Repair, intercommunication system
Watch, clock and jewelry repair
Chronometer repairing
Repair, watch, clock, jewelry
Clock repairing
Time clock repairing
Jewelry repairing
Watch repairing
Other repair services, n.e.c.
Athletic and sporting goods repairing
Bicycle repairing
Binocular repairing
Camera repairing
Carpet mending
Chain, bicycle, repair
Cloth mending
Enlarger repairing
Frame, bicycle, repair

Fountain pen repairing
Gear, bicycle, repair
Hosiery mending
Key duplicating shop
Knife repairing
Knife sharpening
Lawn mower repairing
Locksmith shop
Motion picture equipment repairing
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Other repair services, n.e.c (Cont'd.)
Musical instrument repairing
Organ repairing
Organ tuning
Parasol repairing
Percussion instrument repairing
Piano repairing
Piano tuning
Projector repairing
Reed instrument repairing
Returning of cooking utensils

Seat post, bicycle, repairing
Smoking pipe repairing
String instrument repairing
Taximeter repairing
Tool sharpening
Typewriter repairing
Vaciador service
Umbrella repairing
Wig repairing
Wind instrument repairing

Laundries, laundry services, and cleaning and dyeing plants
Apparel cleaning, dyeing and/or pressing
Carpet cleaning
Coin-operated laundering
Garment and household textile laundering
Garment dry cleaning and pressing
Hand laundering
House furnishings cleaning, dyeing and/or
pressing
Household linen dry cleaning and pressing
Industrial laundering

Laundry collecting and distributing service
Laundered napkin supply service on contract
basis
Laundered uniform supply service on contract
basis
Laundrywoman, own account
Pressing, apparel, service
Steam laundry
Towel supply service on contract basis

Domestic services
Caretaking service
Chauffeur, domestic, service
Cook, domestic, service
Gardener, domestic, service
Governess, private household employee
Houseboy service
Lawn mowing and spraying, domestic, service

Maid service
Personal secretary, household employee
Social secretary, household employee
Stable help service
Tutor, private household employee
Valet service

Barber shops
Barber shop
Barber, own account
Beauty parlors
Beauty parlor
Hairdresser, own account
Commercial and portrait photography
Commercial photography
Photographic studio
Photography for advertising agencies
Aerial photography
Aerial photography
Film developing and printing and photograph enlarging
Lanternslide making
Photo finishing
Photograph enlarging
Funeral parlor, crematory and similar services
Cemetery upkeep and operation service,
excluding government cemeteries
Cremating services
Tourist guides and social escort services
Porter service
Social escort service
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Manicuring, barber shop

Manicurist, own account, beauty shop

Photography for industrial users
Photography for publishers
Portrait photography
Photography, aerial, service
Photograph mounting
Photographic film developing
Print process film developing
Funeral service
Mortician, own account
Undertaking service
Tourist guide service
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Other personal services, n.e.c.
Astrology service
Bootblacking service
Comfort station operation
Fortune telling
Hunting guide service
Locker, not cold storage, service
Massage clinic/parlor
Masseur, own account
Restaurants and cafes
Cafe
Cafeteria
Canteen operation
Catering service
Dining car service, railroad train, operated
as an independent business
Drinking place
Eating house

Palmistry/palm reading service
Phrenology service
Reducing salon
Rest room operation
Shoeshine boy, own account
Steam bath operation
Turkish bath operation

Eating place operated as leased department in
other business establishment
Grill room operation
Lunch stand operation
Luncheonette operation
Restaurant operated within a business
establishment
Restaurant operation

Refreshment and ice cream stands, kiosks and counters
Ice cream kiosk
Soda fountain operation
Ice cream parlor
Soda fountain, operated within a business
Refreshment parlor operation
establishment
Refreshment stand operation
Soft drinks kiosk stand
Day and night clubs
Day club operation
Night club operation
Cocktail lounges and bars operation
Bar operation
Cocktail lounge operation
Restaurants, cafes and other eating and drinking places, n.e.c. (e.g., rolling stores and ambulant
food peddlers)
Barbecue stand
Rolling snack store
Hotels and motels
Hotel dining room operation
Inn
Hotel operation
Motel operation
Dormitories
Boarding house
Boys' dormitory
Dormitory
Fraternity residential house operation
Girls' dormitory
Hostel operation
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Lodging house operation
Residential club operation
Sorority residential house operation
Young men's Christian association hotel
Young women's Christian association hotel
Youth hostel

Pension houses
Pension house
Hotels, motels and other lodging places, n.e.c.
Camp, recreational, operation
Camp, sporting, operation
Foreign diplomatic missions
Ambassadorial service
Consular service

Tourist home
Camping facilities on a fee basis
Room renting
Consulate
Embassy

International organizations
Agencies of the United Nations
Asian Development Bank
Association of Southeast Asian
Nations Secretariat (ASEAN)

International
International
International
Volunteer
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Labor Organization
Monetary Fund
Secretariat for
Service
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International organizations (Cont'd.)
United Nations Information Center
for the Philippines
United Nations International
Children Emergency Fund
(country office)
World Health Organization

International Trade Unions
Secretariat
United Nations Development
Program (Philippines)
United Nations Development Program
(South Pacific)
United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization

International organizations and other extraterritorial bodies, n.e.c.
Agency for International
Development (AID)
Cooperative for American
Relief Everywhere, Inc. (CARE)
000

Activities not adequately defined
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Joint United States Military
Advisory Group (JUSMAG)
United States Delegation to the
Asian Development Bank

